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1. THE DREAM

I dreamt a dream; I dreamt in my endless joy thrills,
The Lord of all the worlds, the Lord of Venkata Hills!

I dreamt the magnificent peak of Sesha serpent hood,
I saw the inimitable divine tower in its splendor brood!
I witnessed the light of a billion Suns illumination good,
I found four faced Brahma; I woke up in jubilation mood!

I dreamt the diamonds studded Golden threshold,
I saw the glorious lamps radiating light many a fold!
I witnessed the crown with precious stones shining bold!
I found His golden cloth; I woke up with ecstasy untold!

I dreamt the amazing conch and chakra by his sides,
I saw the inimitable blessing hand sign in my joy rides!
I witnessed the compassionate Lord of Venkata besides,
I found Hari, I found my teacher; I woke up in high tides!

I dreamt a dream; I dreamt in my endless joy thrills,
The Lord of all the worlds, the Lord of Venkata Hills!
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2. LIGHT

Light a lamp, o wayfarer! To remove darkness!
Why burn a wick when there is day’s brightness?

Give shelter and protection to one who is in trouble,
What is the use of fortifying one who is comfortable?
Save him who is routed by the flood waters terrible,
What purpose is helping one on the banks and stable!

Helping one who is struggling in a web of bonds is right,
Why struggle to assist one who is already free and bright?
Give victuals to him who is suffering from food and thirst,
Why offering foodstuff to the contented one with a feast!

To bring back the prodigal son to the right path is superior,
Why lavish energy on a good one who knows his barrier?
To save the poor one who lost all his strength and power,
 The duty of the Lord of Venkata hills or else what is there?

Light a lamp, o wayfarer! To remove darkness!
Why burn a wick when there is day’s brightness?
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3. THE ETERNAL ONE

The spirit in all living beings and he is the Holy Spirit,
The truth in all time sayings and he is the only Truth!
He is the visible one and he is Brahma the creator god!
He is the god praised by all, the Venkata hills’ overlord!

Whose magnificent image rules all the existing worlds
And whose form is revered by Brahma and all;

Whose mercy sanctions beatitude to devotees and bards
And who provides his help to the needful on call;

Whose real form has no shape or form
And who’s combined Trinity as his reform;

Whose presence is there in all beings
And he is the Holy Spirit the Lord of Vengadam!

Whose divine body of a deity all beings are born?
And in whom all die and drown!

Whose body is the mass of known and unknown?
And whose eyes are sun and moon!

Who’s the god the inner spirit of everyone?
And whose energy is the base tone!

Who’s the god the indefinable and imperceptible one?
And he is the Lord of the Venkata hill station!

Whose divine pair of feet conquered Earth and Sky?
And whose head hair to feet is infinite and high!

Whose divine breath is the great wind and his sigh?
And whose devotees are the real ones, why?

Who’s the Overlord and who is the absolute supreme?
And who always thinks of the universal theme;

Who’s the microcosm and who is the macrocosm?
And he is the God the Lord of Sri Vengadam!
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4. THE DWELLER

To whom belongs this lone dweller?
To whom who relates his own indweller?

To many he was a son and father,
And to how many he was a brother?
To many he enthralled them with bonds severe,
Too many he severed the bonds and gave grief here!

Wandered he here and there, everywhere,
Where was he in his past birth shore?
What relation he will be in this birth square?
Where he goes now in this present ware?

Never this dweller suffered harm or destruction!
Ever in the past carried many bodies in succession!
Caught in the illusive net of the Lord of Venkata Hills,
Wrought how many posts he lived with life’s fine skills!

To whom belongs this lone dweller?
To whom who relates his own indweller?
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5.
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á⁄#∞QÆ∞ ™È=∞Ñ¨Ù - "≥∂=Ú Éèí∂ «̀=Ú II Ñ¨Ù_»q∞ II

2. KÕ@HÍà◊¡ q∞O - z# Éèí∂ «̀=Ú

áÈ@∞^• ~°Å ÃÑ Œ̂Ì - Éèí∂ «̀=Ú,

QÍ@Ñ¨Ù [_»Å aO - HõÑ¨Ù Éèí∂ «̀=Ú
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5. THE PITCH BLACK PHANTOM

A pitch black phantom in a grand demon form,
The long dark phantasm, took run on Earth farm!

A dark whale that swallow big ships in rage,
A tortoise back to become a mountain stage,
A black boar to find and blind the golden eye red!
A terrible face of a lion to destroy the golden evil bed!

The Patagonian feet of a dwarf that occupied worlds three,
The anger personified axe holder that made earth kings free,
The prince with tuft of hair dwelled in the forest of unrest,
The devious one that wore black veils to decimate evil and pest!

The naked sage that wandered in search of enlightenment,
The horse rider who will be fast and furious in giving punishment;
It is that pitch black phantom stays in the great hills of Sri Venkatam!
The dark phantasm that rides on a huge bird of strength and warm!

A pitch black phantom in a grand demon form,
The long dark phantasm, took run on Earth farm!
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6. DEBT

Debtless living is the best living, O Sojourner!
Clean earning is the best earning, O Wayfarer!

Basket sized hut with no holes is better why a big leaking house?
Angst less handful of gruel is better why a feast eaten in grouse?
A low status girl is a better choice than a bitter high born spouse,
Right wages are better than the riches earned with mean gloves!

One blessed day is better than hundred years of life in curses,
One small fresh loaf is better than basketful of stale loaves,
A life of piety is better than living in hopeless vain discourses,
 A contended life is better than affluence in discontent coves!

A few happy moments are better than a sigh after long torments,
A life of stability is better to that of an unstable pole in mud torrents,
Leave them the saw cutting desires and better join the divine currents,
To reach the abode of the Lord of Venkata hills and forget your laments!

Debtless living is the best living, O Sojourner!
Clean earning is the best earning, O Wayfarer!
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7.
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7. ILLUSION (MAYA)

In mortar Maya pounds the grain-
On both sides with a heavy pestle,
Singing the song of the Holy Spirit-
Paramatma- in her illusive nestle!

In the wooden mortar of a gigantic egg
She fills the living beings in a measured keg,
And pounds with a stout pestle of desire big,
Till the chaff leaves the rice in that illusive gig!

Days and nights as the pair of eyelids
And the twin eyes glancing in side grids,
The moving hands as and in all directions,
Pounding grain into fine rice collections!

She sings the grace of the Lord of Venkata hills,
A habit of divine brace that eradicate all ill wills;
And the pounding of rough one into learned one,
To offer the clear rice to the Lord, singing his hymn!

 In mortar Maya pounds grain fit-
On both sides with a heavy pestle,
Singing the song of the Holy Spirit-
Paramatma- in her illusive nestle!
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8.

PHõ\˜"Õà◊Å - #ÅÃÑ·# "Õà◊Å#∞
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K≥é=_ç Ü≥Ú~°∞ÅKÕñ - lH˜̄ # "Õà◊,

XéÃÑ·# Ç¨Ïi<å=∞ - "≥ÚHȭ >Ë QÆuQÍHõ

=∞éz «̀Ñ≤Ê#<≥·# - =∞é˜ ÖË̂ Œ∞ ≥̀éñQÆ∞ II PñHõ II

2. PÑ¨̂ Œ=zÛ#"Õà◊ - Pé_çñ |_ç#"Õà◊

áêÑ¨Ñ¨Ù "Õà◊Å - ÉèíÜ«∞Ñ¨_ç# "Õà◊,

FÑ≤#O «̀ Ç¨Ïi<å=∞ - "≥ÚHȭ >Ë QÆuQÍHõ

=∂Ñ¨Ù ^•ñHÍñ ÉÁ~°e# - =∞é˜ÖË̂ Œ∞ ≥̀éñQÆ∞. II PñHõ II

3. ã¨OÔHà◊ñ Éˇ\ì̃#"Õà◊ - K«OÑ¨ñ aez#"Õà◊

JOH˜eQÍ #Ñ¨CÅ "å - ~åñy#"Õà◊,

"≥OHõ>Ëâ◊√ <å=∞"Õ∞ - q_çÑ≤OK« QÆuQÍHõ

=∞O‰õΩ |∞kúñ ÉÁ~°e# - =∞é˜ ÖË̂ Œ∞ ≥̀éñQÆ∞. II PñHõ II
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8. NO OTHER WAY!

When fired hungry and tired in life’s sway
The strength is Hari’s name, no other way!

When became useless, and cast borderless,
Attacked by others and imprisoned helpless,
Even you forgot this and crash on runaway,
The only strength is Hari’s name, no other way!

In terrible troubles and difficulties,
In sin’s stubbles and fear’s faculties,
Even you try till the end on your own quay,
The only strength is Hari’s name, no other way!

In law shackles and in death’s binders,
And in the threats of cruel moneylenders,
Stupidity serves no purpose and you pray,
The only strength is Hari’s name, no other way

When fired hungry and tired in life’s sway
The strength is Hari’s name, no other way!
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9.

U"≥ÚH˘ zQÆ∞~°∞ @ è̂Œ~°=Ú# Z_»<≥_»ñQÆã¨∞ÎixO_≥#∞

ÉèÏq∞x qÉèí∞#‰õΩ „"åã≤# Ñ¨„uHõ HÍ Œ̂∞QÆ̂ •! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. HõeH˜ K«HÀ~åH∆̃H˜ñ QÆ_»Hõ#∞flÅ∞ ÔQOÃÑ· `Àz#

K≥Å∞=O aÑ¨C _ç̂ Õ"≥∂ zOuOÑÔ̈~ K≥Å∞Å∞†

#Å∞=Ù#ó „ÉÏ}Ëâ◊fi~°∞ÃÑ· <å\˜# Ü«∂ H˘#K«∂Ñ¨ÙÅ∞

xÅ∞=Ù#ñ Éˇ~°∞HõñQÆ #O\˜# <≥̀ «∞Î~°∞ HÍ Œ̂∞QÆ̂ •! II U"≥Ú II

2. Ñ¨_»uH˜ K«#∞ñQÆ= "≥∞é∞ñQÆ∞Å∞ ÃÑ·ÃÑ·ñ|Ü«∞º Œ̂ "≥Å∞Ñ¨Å

Hõ_»∞ q∞Oz# q è̂Œ"Õ∞"≥∂ Hõ#∞ñQ˘#ˆ~ K≥Å∞Å∞,

L_»∞QÆx "Õ_»∞Hõ̀ À „aÜ«Úñ_˘uÎ# #Yâ◊tˆ~YÅ∞

"≥_»ÅñQÆ "Õã¨qHÍÅÑ¨Ù "≥<≥flÅ HÍ Œ̂∞QÆ̂ •! II U"≥Ú II

3. =ÚkÌÜ«∞ K≥‰õΩ¯Å ÔHÅñ‰õΩÅ =Ú «̀ºÑ¨Ù [Å∞¡Å KÕ~°∞ÊÅ

"˘kÌHõ ÖÏQÆ∞e"Õ"≥∂ =ÓÇ≤ÏOÑÔ̈~ K≥Å∞Å∞,

QÆ̂ ŒÌi u~°∞"ÕOHõ@Ñ¨u H“ñy\˜ Ü«∞ è̂Œ~å=∞$ «̀=ÚÅ

JkÌ# ã¨∞~°̀ «Ñ¨Ù"Õà◊Å JO Œ̂=Ú HÍ Œ̂∞QÆ̂ • ! II U"≥Ú II
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9. THE MARKS OF LOVE

Hey dear! On her tender lips here and there is a bit of musk,
Isn’t it the letter written by the lady to her lover quick at dusk?

Hark! Why now her large bird’s eyes shine like red rubies?
My dear pals! It is the time to deduce any secret hobbies!
May be she threw her side-glances of arrows on her beloved,
Aren’t they the blood marks when they were pulled out aloud?

Look! How her full breasts are burnished with new line?
Find out why they become visible to outside and shine?
May be his nail markings in crescents imprinted in passion,
 Aren’t they emanating moonlight in this summer session?

Lo! What are those immaculate pearls on her gentle cheeks?
My dear friends! Imagine how they came there sans shrieks!
May be in their intimate embraces he planted the nectar there,
Aren’t the pearls tell the sweetness of the Lord of Venkatam here?

Hey dear! On her tender lips here and there is a bit of musk,
Isn’t it the letter written by the lady to her lover quick at dusk?
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10.

U «̀ Œ̂dÅO|∞#‰õΩ - hâ◊fi~°∞O_≥· ã¨HõÅ

Éèí∂ «̀=ÚÅÖ’#ñ ^•ñ - ÉÁ Œ̂Å∞ "åñ_ç̀ «ñ_»∞ II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. QÀáêOQÆ#Å "≥∞é∞ñQÆ∞ - QÆ∞|ƒK«#∞flÅg∞ñ Œ̂

K«∂Ñ¨@∞ì Hõ=∞‡ Hõ - ã¨∞Îi Ñ¨Óñ «̀ ~Ú «̀ñ_»∞,

`åÑ¨™È «̀Î=ÚÅ zO - `å ™œ è̂Œ=ÚÅ Ö’#

nÑ≤OK«∞ ã¨∞*Ï˚# - nÑ¨ q∞ «̀ñ_»∞ II U «̀ II

2. [Åkè Hõ<åºáêOQÆ - Åe Õ̀Hõ∆}=ÚÅÖ’

Hõeã≤ "≥Å∞QÆ∞K«∞ #∞#fl - Hõ[˚ÅO a «̀ñ_»∞,

[Å*Ïã¨#∞x = Œ̂# - [Åkè =∞ è̂Œº=Ú#O Œ̂∞

JÅ~° "≥Å∞=_ç# Ñ¨~° - =∂=∞$ «̀O a «̀ñ_»∞. II U «̀ II

3. Ñ¨i "Àx ã¨∞~°̀ «ã¨O - Ñ¨̂ ŒÅ xOÑ¨ÙÅKÕ̀ «

=~° = è̂Œ∂ «̀uH˜ Ñ¨~° - =â◊"≥∞ÿ# k «̀ñ_»∞,

u~°∞"≥OHõ\ÏK«ÖÏ - kèÑ¨Ùñ_»∞ ^•<≥· Ü«ÚO_ç

Ñ¨iáêÅ#=Ú ¿ãÜ«∞ - ÉèÏ~°‰õΩO_ç̀ «ñ_»∞. II U «̀ II
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10. THE LIGHT OF THE UNIVERSE

He is the Light of the Universe and he is the Host,
Resides in all the beings and he is the Holy Ghost.

On the round shining full breasts of the cowherdesses,
He is the excellent anointment glow of musk essences;
In the thought palaces of the great renowned sages,
He is the brightest lamp of knowledge that ever blazes;

In the enchanting side glances of the daughter of ocean,
He is the most radiant mascara or eye liner of passion;
In the countenance sea midst of the lotus chaired one,
He is the most precious Ambrosia of Vedic flame shine!

With his incomparable acts of perfect love and affection,
He became the ultimate rapture of the women seduction!
As the magnificent Lord of the blessed sri Venkata hills,
He is the ruler of all the worlds studded with ills and thrills!

He is the Light of the Universe and he is the Host,
Resides in all the beings and he is the Holy Ghost.
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11.

ZO «̀ qÉèí==Ú QÆeÔQ - #O «̀Ü«Ú#∞ <åÑ¨̂ Œx

zOuOz#k QÆ̂ • - K≥_»x r=#=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. K«Å=Úñ QÀÑ¨O|∞ñ Œ̂#∞ñ - [O¿Ñ\˜ Ñ¨QÆ̀ «∞Åx

≥̀eã≤#k Ü«∞kQÆ̂ • - ≥̀eq,

«̀ÅH˘#fl Ñ¨~°xO Œ̂ - «̀#áêe =∞$ «̀∞º=x

`˘Åñy#k Ü«∞kQÆ̂ • - «̀∞ Œ̂QÆ#fl Ñ¶̈Å=Ú II ZO «̀ II

2. "≥∞éÜ«Ú q+¨Ü«∞=ÚÖˇ «̀# - "≥∞_»#∞#fl Ü«Ú~°∞Å∞QÍ

Zé˜ñy#k Ü«∞kQÆ̂ • - Ü≥∞é∞Hõ,

Ñ¨é˜"Àx Ü«∂ã¨ Œ̂#∞ñ - |@∞ìH˘#∞ Éèí∂ «̀=∞x

"≥éz#k Ü«∞kQÆ̂ • - q*Ï˝#=∞Ç≤Ï=∞. II ZO «̀ II

3. Z#ÖËx u~°∞"ÕOHõ - >Ëâ◊√ñ_Õ ≥̂·==∞x

q# QÆey#kQÆ̂ • - qxH˜,

J#Ü«∞O|∞ # «̀x ¿ã - "å#O Œ̂Ñ¨~°∞Å~Ú

=∞#ñ QÆey#k QÆ̂ • - =∞#∞AÅ‰õΩ =∞xH˜. II ZO «̀ II
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11. ENEMIES

Realize these riches and glories as dangerous mires,
When you understand this, then the real life fires!

Enmity and anger are the killers of your own life,
Knowing this is the real wisdom that relieves strife!
Abuse and condemn neighbor brings death near,
Thinking that way gives the best result o dear!

The yearn of the senses is the noose around your neck,
Knowing this is the real insight that keeps life in check!
Greed unlimited is the demon that possesses you fast,
Thinking that and moving away from it is the deed vast!

Believe the Lord of the Venkata hills as the God Supreme,
Knowing this and listen about his glories is the final theme!
Revering him in devotion at all times and tides is the aim,
Thinking that and leading life in bliss is the utmost claim!

Realize these riches and glories as dangerous mires,
When you understand this, then the real life fires!
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12.

„|Ç¨Ï‡ QÆ_çy# - áê Œ̂=Ú

„|Ç¨Ï‡=Ú ^•<≥ h - áê Œ̂=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. K≥Åñy =ã¨∞ è̂Œ Q˘e - z# h áê Œ̂=Ú

|e «̀Å "≥∂Ñ≤# - áê Œ̂=Ú,
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áêq∞_ç «̀∞~°QÆÑ¨Ùñ - ÉÏ Œ̂=Ú. II „|Ç¨Ï‡ II
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Ñ¨~°=∞ Ñ¨̂ Œ=Ú h - áê Œ̂=Ú II „|Ç¨Ï‡ II
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12. THE DIVINE FEET

The visible world Brahma cleansed thine foot divine,
And that divine foot became the visible world shrine.

That divine foot measured the earth mundane,
The head of Bali is a pedestal to that foot divine!
That divine foot did jolt the sky high and benign,
It saved Indra the Lord of deities from rout sign!

That divine foot cleansed the sin of Ahalya woman in pain,
The head of a vicious snake a pedestal to that foot divine!
That divine foot is massaged by the goddess of riches train,
It rides on the immutable stallion that destroys sins rain!

That divine foot in ways multitude,
Sanctions the holy sages beatitude!
That divine foot showed the hills of Venkatam,
As the everlasting Heaven in earth’s kingdom!

The visible world Brahma cleansed thine foot divine,
And that divine foot became the visible world shrine.
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13.

áÈÜ«∞ñ QÍÅO |_»qH˜ - QÍÜ«Ú"≥<≥flÅ Hõ~°}˜x,
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13. DO NOT WASTE TIME

Unlike the precious moonlight wasted on a forest might,
Utilize your boon of life, o men, to mull over the God bright!
Control the fickle mind and improve the attentiveness,
Banish the Cupid, o men, and contemplate his Highness!

Unlike the precious moonlight wasted on a forest might,
Utilize your boon of life, o men, to mull over the God bright!
Do not allow the life like that of a parrot on the white cotton tree,
It will be wasted, o men, if you take shelter with other deities free!

Unlike the precious moonlight wasted on a forest might,
Utilize your boon of life, o men, to mull over the God bright!
Those who take refuge at the divine feet of the lord of Venkata hills,
No bonds of life bother them with a fleet of worldly ills and frills!

Unlike the precious moonlight wasted on a forest might,
Utilize your boon of life, o men, to mull over the God bright!
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14.
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14. SELF- RESTRAINT

Waste all these studies, waste all these sciences!
All is waste if mind goes astray in life’s nuances!

Can any imbecile by mugging up scriptures
Do understand them and gain divine raptures?
Can any blind dog that wanders in market places
Does it avoid beatings and get some food morsels?

Waste all these studies, waste all these sciences!
All is waste if mind goes astray in life’s nuances!

Can any nonbeliever that bent upon profanity
Does he ever understand the God, in his vanity?
Can any person except the devotee of Almighty
Does he realize Sri Venkateswara in all sanctity?

Waste all these studies, waste all these sciences!
All is waste if mind goes astray in life’s nuances!
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15.
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15. THIS DREARY LIFE!

What a weary life is this rat race?
Swimming in deep seas with hope trace!

Living in the mouth of death is this momentary life
Flickering light of a lamp for want of oil in its strife!
A killer disease incapacitates one is this mortal life,
A warrior fighting a lost battle with a broken knife!

A tight rope that binds one on chest is this brittle life,
A slight path with meandering lanes is this worst strife!
It is the life of moon with waxing and waning phases,
It is a rickety life of the people with thick and thin faces!

It is camphor’s heat hidden in crystals cold,
It is a metal with glistening rays of gilt gold!
But it is pretty cool and a hold of blissful thrills,
To the devotees of the Lord of Venkatam Hills!

What a weary life is this rat race?
Swimming in deep seas with hope trace!
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16. THE FRUITS OF THE PAST BIRTH

The scents and fruits of the past birth won’t leave you,
Even you the Lord of the lords have to pay your due!

You did entwine the living beings to this drag mundane life,
That’s why someone imprisoned a lady in your chest as wife;
The scents and fruits of the past birth won’t leave you,
Even you the Lord of the lords have to pay your due!

You did drown the living beings in the sea of pernicious life,
That’s why someone made you lie in the sea of celestial strife!
The scents and fruits of the past birth won’t leave you,
Even you the Lord of the lords have to pay your due!

You did make us wander in the hills and caves without any rest,
That’s why you were made to stay as the Lord of hills and forest!
The scents and fruits of the past birth won’t leave you,
Even you the Lord of the lords have to pay your due!

The scents and fruits of the past birth won’t leave you,
Even you the Lord of the lords have to pay your due!
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16 A.

Z#flñQÆÅ∞QÆ∞ Éèí∂ «̀HÀ\˜ <≥Å¡ñ *Ëã≤#\ì̃ KÕñ «̀
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Hõ\ì̃"Õã≤#\ì̃ áêÑ¨Hõ~°‡ "Õ∞Å f~°∞#∞ ?

Ñ¨\ì̃ ≥̀zÛ x#∞fl ~ÀÅñ QÆ\ì̃"Õã≤ Ö’Hõ"≥∞é∞ñQÆ

~°@∞ì ¿ãã¨∞ñQÍHõ x#∞fl ~åA##fl q_»∞K«∞<å ?

q∞é∞] Ñ¨Å¡=ÚÅ‰õΩñ ≥̂zÛ "≥∞é˜ã≤ Éèí∂ «̀*ÏÅ=ÚÅ‰õΩñ

^˘é] ÃÑã¨Å∞ Q˘Åz#\ì̃ ^Àã¨ "Õ∞Å áêÜ«Ú#∞ ?

Jé∞]™êñz QÀÑ¨ã῭ «∞Å #Åq∞ "≥O@"≥O@ k~°∞QÆ

"≥é]̃ñ *ËÜ«ÚñQÍHõ h=Ù qÉèí∞_»##fl q_»∞K«∞<å ?

Ñ¨~°∞Å~ÚO\˜̂Hñy Ñ῭ «∞Å Ñ¨~°∞Å "Õñ_»ñ *Ëã≤#\ì̃

Ü≥∞é∞Hõ=∂e#\ì̃ KÕñ «̀ ÖËÅ x#∞fl q_»∞K«∞#∞?

"≥~°=Ù q∞ye "ÕOHõ\Ï„k qÉèí∞ñ_» ##∞K«∞ [#∞ÅKÕ̀ «

#~°∞Å∞ Q˘#ñQÆñ *ËÜ«ÚñQÍHõ Pã¨ x#∞fl q_»∞K«∞<å ? II Z#fl II
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16 A. YOU CAN NOT ESCAPE FROM
YOUR PAST

Hence you created the whole living beings
They created you in their form of loving doings

You made this world into a great rat race,
That will not leave you on your own pace!
It will catch you up and bind you to a pestle,
Even though you are a mighty prince of a castle!

You brought the merry beings to low and highlands
And made them feed on green grams and dry strands!
When you flirt with the lovely maidens of cowherds,
Past reputation will call you thief, not Lord of lords!

Separating the neighborhood pairs with acts of pretence,
You committed a sin that will not leave you as innocence!
O Lord of Seven Hills! Your devotees in their reverence
Are they not separating you from your beloved’s presence?

Hence you created the whole living beings
They created you in their form of loving doings
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16 B.

Z\ì̃ "åiH˜ <≥Å¡ x\ì̃Hõ~°‡=ÚÅ∞ =∂

~Ú\ì̃ "åiH˜ xOHõ <Õk „`À=Ü«∞º ! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

áê=Úñ [OÑ≤# Ü«∞\ì̃ áê «̀Hõ=Ú#ñ Éˇ̂ ŒÌ

áê=Ú g∞ Œ̂ h‰õΩ |=oOK« =ÅÃã

HÀ=∞eñ [OÑ≤# H˘é «̀=Å¡ <˘Hȭ

HÀ=∞e <≥̂ Œñ Éˇ@∞ìH˘x Ü«ÚO_»=ÅÃã. II Z\ì̃ II

|O_ç qé˜z#\ì̃ áê «̀Hõ=Ú#ñ Éˇ̂ ŒÌ

|O_ç É’~Úñ_»"≥· Ñ¨x¿ãÜ«∞ =ÅÃã

H˘O_» "≥é˜H˜#\ì̃ QÆ∞}=Ú#ñ k~°∞=∞Å

H˘O_»g∞ñ Œ̂ h‰õΩ QÆ∂K«∞O_»=ÅÃã. II Z\ì̃ II
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16 B. EVERYBODY HAS TO PAY

When you paid and repaid for your past acts,
What to say about us minions in our tracts!

You killed a snake and committed a sin bad,
For that you are sleeping on a live snake’s bed!
You killed a woman and committed a crime in gloom,
For that you had to lock your wife in your chest room!

You have broken a good old resting cart,
For that you became a charioteer on your part!
You have forcibly plucked a hill from its spot,
For that you had to sit on the top of a hill smart!

When you paid and repaid for your past acts,
What to say about us minions in our tracts!
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17.

Pã¨g∞ñ Œ̂ qã¨∞ - "Ò ^•ñHõ - ~¸

QÍã≤ñ |~°K«∞ «̀# - HõÑ¨@"Õ∞ ã¨∞Y=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. u~°=∞QÆ∞ Hõ~°‡=Ú - ≥̀QÆ∞^•ñHõ, «̀#

QÆi=∞ ã¨∞Y=Ú á⁄_» - QÆ#∞ ^•ñHõ,

Ñ¨~°=∂~°æO |QÆ - Ñ¨_»∞^•ñHõ, «̀#

Ñ¨i`åÑ¨Ñ¨Ù ÅO - Ñ¨@"Õ∞ ã¨∞Y=Ú II Pã¨ II

2. HÍÜ«∞=Ú QÆ_»Ñ¨Å - QÆ#∞^•ñHõ, ~¸

=∂Ü«∞ «̀#∞flñ Éˇ_» - =∞~°∞^•ñHõ,

~åÜ«∞_ç =∞ Œ̂=Ú Hõ - ~°ñQÆ∞^•ñHõ ~¸

~ÀÜ«∞ñ Œ̂y# «̀# - ~°∂Ñ¨"Õ∞ ã¨∞Y=Ú. II Pã¨ II

3. ÅOÔHÅñ ÉÁ~°e # - ÅñQÆ∞^•ñHõ, ~¸

Ü«∞OÔHÅ Éèí==Ú Öˇ~° - "Ò^•ñHõ,

"ÕOHõ@Ñ¨uñ Œ̂_» - q#^•ñHõ ~¸

H˜O‰õΩ~°∞"å}Ñ¨Ù - ÔQÅ∞¿Ñ ã¨∞Y=Ú. II Pã¨ II
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17.   THE SHACKLE KNOWN AS DESIRE

Till you get bored with the fatal attraction of desire,
You will be enjoying its natal traction of scented air!

Till the bonds and burdens of past gets snapped,
Till you experience the absolute joy overlapped,
Till you see the real way that leads you unstrapped,
Your daily drudge appears to you as the most rapped!

Till the body drops dead on the dear earth,
Till this illusion crops dread on your berth,
Till the ego and enmity evaporates on breath,
You think your ugly face as the bowl of mirth!

Till the invisible shackles start causing pain and friction,
Till the accountable struggles brought about destruction,
Till you hear the call of the Lord of the Tirumala station,
You think your enslaved life is the best in all commotion!

Till you get bored with the fatal attraction of desire,
You will be enjoying its natal traction of scented air!
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18.

ã¨HõÅ Éèí∂ «̀̂ ŒÜ«∞ - KåÅñQÆñ QÆÅ∞QÆ∞@

„Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz Õ̂Ç¨Ïã¨O - Éèí="≥∞ÿ# Ñ¶̈Å=Ú II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. «̀ÅH˘#fl Ñ¶̈Å"åOKè«ñ - Œ̂QÆ∞Å‰õΩO_»ñQÆñ l «̀Î

=∞Å=iOK«∞@ Hõi‡ - Ü≥ÿ∞# Ñ¶̈Å=Ú,

Ñ¨Å∞ Hõ~°‡=ÚÅÖ’# - „|Ç¨‡~°Ê}Ñ¨Ù |∞kú

QÆÅ∞QÆ∞@ Ç¨ÏiHõ$Ñ¨ - QÆey# Ñ¶̈Å=Ú. II ã¨HõÅ II

2. ZÑ¨C_»∞ñ k~°∞"ÕOHõ - >Ëâ◊√ ¿ã=‰õΩñ _Ò@

«̀Ñ¨ÊHõ r=Ùñ_»∞ - ^•<≥·# Ñ¶̈Å=Ú,

HõÑ≤Ê# ™œYº Œ̂∞ó - Y=Ú‡Å∞ ã¨=∞=ÚQÍ

<˘Ñ¨C@ q*Ï˝# - "≥Ú Œ̂q# Ñ¶̈Å=Ú
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18. COMPASSION IS THE BEST PASSION

The greatest virtue is the compassion on all beings,
The ultimate thing that this body and mind brings!

Doing work or deeds that benefits all,
But not falling for the selfish demon call!
Being merciful and shunning violence toll,
It is the gift given by Almighty to stand tall!

Becoming a faithful devotee of the Lord of lords,
It is the boon, gained to be born in human wards!
Experiencing good and bad in equal deeds and words,
Knowledge attained in devotion to the God of the gods!

The greatest virtue is the compassion on all beings,
The ultimate thing that this body and mind brings!
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19.

Hõ_»Å∞_çÑ≤ h~å_»ñ - QÍñ Œ̂ÅñK«∞ "å~°Å‰õΩ

Hõ_»ÖËx =∞#ã¨∞#‰õΩñ QÆ_»=∞ Ü≥∞Hȭ _çk ? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. ^•Ç¨Ï =∞}ñy# "≥#Hõ - «̀̀ «Î fi "≥∞iñÔQ Œ̂ ##fl

^•Ç¨Ï"Õ∞Å}ñQÆ∞ `å - «̀̀ «Î fi"Õ∞ "≥∞~°∞ñQÆ∞ ?

Õ̂Ç¨ÏO|∞ QÆÅÜ«∞xfl - k#=ÚÅ‰õΩ#∞ñ |^•~°÷

"≥∂Ç¨Ï"Õ∞ Å∞_»∞QÆ∞ ^• - =Ú Œ̂"Õ∞Å HõÅ∞QÆ∞ ? II Hõ_» II

2. =ÚO Œ̂Ô~iy# "≥#Hõ - "≥Ú Œ̂Å∞ =∞~°K≥̂ Œ ##fl

=ÚO Œ̂̂~ "≥∞~°∞ñQÆ∞ñ ^• - "≥Ú Œ̂ÖËÅ =∞~°K«∞ ?

JO Œ̂=ÚQÆñ k~°∞"ÕOHõ - \Ï„nâ◊√ =∞#fl#Å

HõO Œ̂∞ "≥iñy# "Õ∞Å∞ - HõÅ<≥·# ÖË̂ Œ∞. II Hõ_» II
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19.  UNSETTLED MIND

One who wishes to swim in the wave-less silent sea nest,
And to the mind with endless desires, where is the rest?

Once the thirst is quenched then I go in quest of resource,
For him how the thirst subsides by what power and force?
As long as the body stays as the vehicle on desire course,
For him how the materialistic charm dies in its source?

Let me know the beginning later I remember it in the end,
For him how he remembers his beginning in the end bend?
The one who understands the Lord of Tirumala as his friend,
His unsettled mind on umpteen desires settles in joy trend!

One who wishes to swim in the wave-less silent sea nest,
And to the mind with endless desires, where is the rest?
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20.

ã≤i ^˘ÅOÔH_ç Ñ¨QÆÅ∞ - pñHõ\Ï ~Ú «̀ñ_Õq∞

~Ú~°=Ù ≥̂eã≤Ü«Úñ ≥̂eÜ«∞ - xÜ«∞ºñ _»@∞QÍ# II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. «̀ÅáÈÜ«∞ Ç¨ÏihÅ - Œ̂~°Ê}OÉ’ ~Ú «̀ñ_»∞

"≥Å∞ñQÆ∞ K«∞<åflñ_»∞ |Ç¨ï - qÉèí==ÚÅ `À_»,

HõÅQÆ∞}O |@∞ =Öˇ<≥ - HÍñÉ’Å∞ Ö’HõO|∞

QÆÅ ≥̂Å¡ "≥eÖ’#ñ - HõxÑ≤OK«∞ñ QÍ#. II ã≤i II

2. "Õ∞~°g∞é˜# hÅ - "Õ∞Ñ¶̈∞"≥∂ ~Ú «̀ñ_Õq∞

Éèí∂i ã¨OÑ¨̂ ŒÅ`Àñ - ÉÁÅÜ«ÚK«∞<åflñ_»∞,

HÍ~°∞}ºxkè Ü«∞@∞¡ - HÍñÉ’Å∞ „áê}∞Å‰õΩ

HÀiHõÅ∞ Œ̂ÅñÑ¨ÙÖ’ñ - QÆ∞iÜ«Ú #@∞ QÍ#. II ã≤i II

3. «̀x"Àx PHÍâ◊ - «̀̀ «Î fi"≥∂ ~Ú «̀ñ_Õq∞

J#Ñ¶̈Úñ_ô u~°∞"ÕOHõ - \Ï„k =Å¡Éèí∞ñ_»∞,

Ñ¶̈∞#=¸iÎ J@∞ =Öˇ<≥ - HÍñÉ’Å∞ ã¨HõÅO|∞

«̀#Ü«∞O ≥̂ Ü«∞}ñy Ü«Ú - Œ̂ƒù==∞O Œ̂∞ñ QÍ#. II ã≤i II
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20. HIS BLACK-BLUE COLOR

With all his radiance is he the dark night in daylight?
How can he seem invisible in the visible form so bright?

Is he the most reflective sapphire mirror?
The most beautiful light in its fire splendor!
Like the world reflected inside of a outside wearer,
Oh! We can see everything in and out in its bearer!

Is he the infinite black cloud that covered the whole sky?
The most magnificent one with all treasures and most high!
He is the most compassionate one to the thirsty and dry!
Rains infinite gifts to his devotees immersed in shy and cry!

Is he the coruscant blue sky that makes you look at it forever?
Yes! He is the Lord of the Seven Hills the most benevolent lover!
He is the verse in universe; he is the Universe and eternal flower,
Everything is born and dies in his brilliance of the Time’s river!

With all his radiance is he the dark night in daylight?
How can he seem invisible in the visible form so bright?
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21.

H˘#~À H˘#~À g∞~°∞ - ‰õÄiq∞ =∞O Œ̂∞

LxH˜ =∞xH˜ ÔHÅ¡ <˘Hȭ >Ë =∞O Œ̂∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. „ è̂Œ∞=Ù_»∞ Q˘x#=∞O Œ̂∞ - `˘e¡Ü«Úñ „|Ç¨¡̂ Œ∞ñ_»∞

K«qQÍñ Q˘x# =∞O Œ̂∞ - K«Å¡x =∞O Œ̂∞,

Éèí=~ÀQÆ=ÚÅ∞ g_ç - áê~°ñQÆñ Éˇ̂ ŒÌÅ∞ =Ú#∞fl

[=Hõ\ì̃H˘x# x - K«ÛÅ"≥∞ÿ# =∞O Œ̂∞. II H˘# II

2. xez <å~°̂ Œ∞ñ_»∞ Q˘ - x# =∞O Œ̂∞ [#‰õΩñ_»∞

ÔQÅ∞Ñ¨Ù`Àñ Q˘x „|u - H˜# Ü«∂=∞O Œ̂∞,

"≥ÚÅz <åÅ∞QÆ∞Ü«ÚQÆ - =ÚÅ ~åAÅ∞ Ñ¶̈∞#∞Å∞

HõÅHÍÅ=Ú Q˘x - Hõ_»QÆ#fl =∞O Œ̂∞. II H˘# II

3. JA#‰õΩñ |~° - =∂Ü«Ú"≥· Ü≥∞ã¨y# =∞O Œ̂∞

x["≥∞ÿ Ö’Hõ=Ú ÖˇÅ¡ - xO_ç# =∞O Œ̂∞,

„u[QÆ=ÚÅ∞ <≥é∞ñQÆ - u~°∞"ÕOHõ\Ï„kÃÑ·

è̂Œfi["≥∞ ≥̀Îñ QÀ<Õ\˜ - Œ̂i #∞#fl =∞O Œ̂∞. II H˘# II
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21.  THE MOST PRECIOUS MEDICINE

For sale! For sale! For sale! The most precious Medicine,
For life and existence, only medicine to terminate the sin!

The medicine consumed by Dhruva the polestar,
The medicine that saved Prahlada from many a scar,
The medicine that cures the diseases sans any bar,
The medicine without side effects near and far;

Narada took it into his system with unmitigated pleasure,
King Janaka lived in pure joy savoring it in his life’s leisure!
Great kings of four eons, all lived happily forever, for sure,
The miracle medicine gave them serenity without pressure!

To the creator god Brahma it is the medicine absolute,
It is the medicine that filled the world in its divine lute,
On the Tirumala Hills, near the holy pond, it has its root,
Well known in all the three worlds, its flag and its route!

For sale! For sale! For sale! The most precious Medicine,
For life and existence, only medicine to terminate the sin!
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22.

W «̀~°∞Å‰õΩ x#∞ - <≥é∞ñQÆñ Œ̂~°=∂

ã῭ «̀ « ã῭ «º„= «̀∞Å∞ - ã¨OÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∂Ç¨Ï q~°

Ç≤Ï «̀∞ Öˇé∞OQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ x#∞ - xOk~å~°=∞}Ï! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. <åsHõ\ÏHõ∆ Ñ¨@∞ - <å~åK«ÉèíÜ«∞~°Ç≤Ï «̀

â◊¥~°∞ Öˇé∞ñQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ x#∞ñ - EKÕ\˜ K«∂Ñ¨Ù,

Ñ¶̈∞’~°ã¨O™ê~° ã¨O - ‰õΩÅ Ñ¨iKÕÛù̂ Œ∞ÅQÆ∞

nè~°∞ Öˇé∞ñQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ h - k=ºq„QÆÇ¨Ï=Ú II W «̀ II

2. ~åQÆ Éè’QÆ q Œ̂∂~° - ~°Ol`å «̀∞‡Å∞ =∞Ç¨

ÉèÏQÆ∞ Öˇé∞ñQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ x#∞ñ - „|}∞uOK«∞ q è̂Œ=Ú,

PQÆ"≥∂HõÎ „Ñ¨HÍ - ~åaèQÆ=ÚºÅ∞ =∞Ç¨

Ü≥∂QÆ∞ Öˇé∞ñQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ h - =ÙO_Õ\˜ =ÙxH˜. II W «̀ II

3. Ñ¨~°=∞ ÉèÏQÆ= «̀ Ñ¨̂ Œ - Ñ¨̂ Œ‡¿ã"åx*Ï

Éèí~°}∞ Öˇé∞ñQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ h - Ñ¨eˆH\˜ Ñ¨Å∞‰õΩ,

Ñ¨~°=∞ x`åº#O Œ̂ - Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚ =∂#ã¨

ã≤÷~°∞ Öˇé∞OQÆ∞ Œ̂∞~°∞ x#∞ñ - k~°∞"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ ! II W «̀ II
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22.  WHO CAN KNOW YOUR FORM?

Others can know you? A few truthful knew you,
And those who are free of desire and wants true!

Those who can spurn the sharpest side-glances
From a gorgeous lady throwing like fine lances,
And who have broken the bonds of worldly chances,
They only knew the charm of your luminous instances!

Those who rejected the lures of pleasures mundane,
They knew how to reach you in your splendor plane!
Those who follow the path deciphered in the holy lane,
They knew your place and your existence in divine pane!

Those who serve your devotees with utmost reverence,
They understand your sacred words of great effulgence!
Those who stay in the perfect happiness of mind’s radiance,
They knew you O Lord of the Seven Hills, in your brilliance!

Others can know you? A few truthful knew you,
And those who are free of desire and wants true!
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23.

Jk <åÜ«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ - q∞k <åÜ«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ

=∞kÜ«Ú xkÜ«Ú <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. <≥~°Ü«∞ ~°∂Ñ¨=ÚÖˇÅ¡ - h~°∂Ñ¨"Õ∞ HÍ

#~°Ü«∞x Ü«∞k <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú,

Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°∞‚ñ_»QÆ∞ x#∞flñ - |izÛù#∞flxñQÍ

#~°Ü«Ú@ Ü«∞k <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú. II Jk II

2. r"å «̀∞‡xñ QÍñ - lOuOÑ¨ñ Œ̂ÅñK«∞@

Ü«∂ =OHõ #k <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú,

¿ãqOz x#∞ <å «̀‡ñ - lOuOÑ¨‰õΩO_»∞@

P=Å xk <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú. II Jk II

3. D_≥é∞ñQÆHõ "≥OHõ - >Ëâ◊√ñ_» x#∞ñQ˘x

Ü«∂_»∞@ Ü«∞k <å - Ü«∞Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú,

U_»ñEz# <å - Ü≥∞ Œ̂∞~° #∞ñ_»ñQÆ x#∞fl

<å_» h_» "≥̂ Œ‰õΩ - @Ñ¨~å è̂Œ=Ú. II Jk II
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23. THIS IS MY MISTAKE!

This is my gaffe! This is my mistake!
This is my mistake and my fault at stake!

Every shape and form in this world is your form
Not knowing that is my mistake and error swarm!
Every perfection and completion is your form charm,
Not knowing and visualizing you in all is my ill farm!

Seeing a holy spirit as a minute ordinary spirit
A mistake that I have committed in going for it!
Serving you in rituals but not meditating a bit,
With preoccupied mind is my fault, I am not fit!

Without fully understanding your bright effulgence,
Trying to describe and flatter you is my lack of sense!
With you standing in front of me I searched your presence
Elsewhere and everywhere is my mistake and senescence!

This is my gaffe! This is my mistake!
This is my mistake and my fault at stake!
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24.

"å_»Å "å_»Å "≥O@ - "åñ_≥"À "åñ_≥"À

h_» #∞O_ç p~°Å"Õ∞‡ - <Õñ «̀ ÉËÇ¨i. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨OK«Éèí∂ «̀=Ú Å<≥_ç - Ñ¨Å∞=<≥fl #∂Å∞

K«OK«ÅÑ¨Ù QÆOl`À_» - K«i¿ãã≤,

H˘OK≥Ñ¨Ù HõO_≥Å#∂e - QÆ∞}=ÚÅ <Õã≤

=∞Oz=∞Oz p~°Å"Õ∞‡ - =∂~°∞ÉËÇ¨i. II "å_» II

2. =∞@∞=∂Ü«∞=ÚÅñ Œ̂# - =∞QÆ∞= Ñ¨ã≤ñ_çh~°∞

z\˜á⁄\˜Ü«∞Å∞HõÅñ - leH˜OK«ñQÍ,

‰õΩ\˜ÅOÑ¨Ùñ *Ëñ «̀Å∞ - ‰õΩK«∞ÛÅ∞QÍñQÆ\ì̃

Ñ¨@"åo p~°Å"Õ∞‡ - |Å∞ÉËÇ¨i. II "å_» II

3. =∞zÛHõ r=Ù Å<Õ\˜ - "≥∞ÿÅã¨O «̀ÅÖ’#

"≥K«ÛÑ¨Ù Hõ~°‡ è̂Œ#=Ú - qÅ∞= KÕã≤,

Ñ¨K«Û_®Å∞QÍñ QÆ∞\ì̃ - |Å∞ "ÕOHõ@Ñ¨u

WK«ÛH˘Åñ Œ̂∞Å #"Õ∞‡ - WO\˜ÉËÇ¨i. II "å_» II
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24. THE CLOTH MERCHANT

Wandering in the streets that divine cloth merchant,
There he is! There he is! Selling cloth with penchant!

All the five elements as the fine threads of cotton,
Washing them with life’s rice water in his cauldron,
Yarn framed in warp and weft with vivid color pattern,
He is selling the saris with attributes three in every turn!

Highly crafty and shrewd his beautiful naughty wife,
She is sprinkling gold water on the cloth to give its life,
And the cloth merchant with his devious skilled knife,
Creating striped cloth, selling it in the streets sans strife!

Luring his customers in the good old cloth market,
Bartering his divine cloth for their past actions basket,
The Lord of Seven Hills is selling cloth as life’s docket,
As per his will and pleasure the cloth ware in his casket!

Wandering in the streets that divine cloth merchant,
There he is! There he is! Selling cloth with penchant!
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25.
ZxflÉÏ è̂ŒÅñ Éˇ\ì̃ - ÜÕ∞ñK≥̂ Œ=Ù hqOHõ-

<≥O «̀HÍÅ=Ú^•ñHõñ QÆ~°‡=∂ !
=∞xflOK«∞ =∞#∞K«∞ h - =∞é∞QÆ∞ K˘zÛuq∞ =∂ -

=∂\ÏÅH˜OK«"À Hõ~°‡=∂ ! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. „Ñ¨uÖËx Œ̂∞i «̀=ÚÅ - áêÅ∞¿ãÜ«∞Hõ ##∞flñ -
ÉÏeOK«<≥·u"À Hõ~°‡=∂ !

«̀u`À_» <å «̀‡ Ñ¨i - `åÑ¨O|∞ `À_»∞ «̀#∞ -
«̀QÆ∞ÖËÅ ¿ãã≤̀ À Hõ~°‡=∂ !

l «̀HÍ=ÚÅ‰õΩ QÍx - KÕuH˜x Ö’#~Ú -
zHȭ  "ÕHÍÅO|∞ Hõ~°‡=∂ !

=∞uÇ‘Ï#∞Ö·̌#\ì̃ - =∂‰õΩ <˘Hõ Ñ¨iáê\˜ -
=∂~°æO|∞ K«∂Ñ¨"À Hõ~°‡=∂ ! II Zxfl II

2. Pã¨ÅxÜ≥∞_ç `åà◊§ - #O@ñQÆ@∞ìHõ qkèH˜ -
#Ñ¨ÊyOzuq QÆ̂ ≥ Hõ~°‡=∂ !

"åã≤ q_çzuq∞ h - "å~°"≥∞ÿuq∞ =∞=Ú‡ -
=<≥fl K≥_»h‰õΩ"À Hõ~°‡=∂ !

HÍã¨∞‰õΩ#∞ñ Q˘~°QÍx - QÆuÖËx Ñ¨xH˜ñQÍ-
HÍÅ∂ñ Œ̂ h"ÕÅ Hõ~°‡=∂ !

Fã¨iOK˘Hõ =∂~°∞ - "˘Ü«∞º<Õ XHõsu -
<˘Å¡#q «̀ÅñQÆ∞g∞ Hõ~°‡=∂

3. u~°∞"ÕOHõ\ÏK«ÖÏ - kèÑ¨Ùx =∂Ü«∂ÅKÕ̀ « -
≥̂ã¨Åñkiy# Ü«∞\ì̃ Hõ~°‡=∂ !

Ç¨Ïi^•ã¨∞ÅQÆ∞ "åi - <å Œ̂iO «̀∞=ÙQÍHõ -
JO «̀ <˘Ñ≤ÊO «̀∞"å Hõ~°‡=∂ !

=~°∞ã¨ <Õ#∞QÆ g∞ñ Œ̂ - "åx ã¨∞#flO|_»∞QÆ -
=K«∞Û<å hH˜@¡ñ QÆ~°‡=∂ !

Ñ¨~°=∞Ñ¨Ù~°∞ëÈ «̀Î=Úx - „Éèí=∞ «̀ñ|_ç hq@¡ -
|@ì|Ü«∞Ö·̌uQÍ Hõ~°‡=∂ !
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25.  THE SUM OF THE PAST ACTIONS

How long this suffering o my past actions’
wholesome sum?

I have been pleading mercy and took shelter
under your ranson!

Because of you I had to commit umpteen
sins and you kept mum!

All this mental torture is taking away me in spins
and you beat drum!

You yield yourself to those who are free of bonds
but not to us scum!

Gratuitous and mindless we are, reveal us
the way to real freedom!

Because you have handed over us to the Fate
binding with ropes of desire,

All our riches name and fame we lost in your
service please help us o sire!

Not a single paisa worth works you compel us
to do in that deep sand mire!

Why don’t you say these people are useless and
leave us our way in despair?

O our Karma- the sum of our past actions!
Under the Lord of Seven Hills,

You move unhindered protecting his devotees
but protesting us with ills!

Can i request the one on a great elephant for a
pinch of white lime fills?

As we believe the Absolute godhead we could
look into your action thrills!
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26.

Wxfl KÕñ «̀Å‰õΩ - xk Ü≥ÚHõ>Ë

Hõ<åfl =∞#ã≤k - HÍ# Œ̂∞ QÍx. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. áê «̀Hõ HÀ@∞Å∞ - Éèí==ÚÅ∞ Éèíã‘‡

Éèí∂ «̀=Ú ¿ãÜ«∞ñQÆñ - ÉÁ_» "˘Hõ>Ë,

N «̀~°∞}©Ñ¨u - zO «̀Å x[=ÚQÍ

U «̀i z «̀ÎO - Éˇé∞OQÆ̂ Œ∞ QÍx. II Wxfl II

2. =∞~°} ÉèíÜ«∞O|∞Å∞ - =∞ Œ̂=ÚÅ∞ =∞eh

Hõ~°}=Ú ¿ãÜ«∞ñQÆñ - QÆÅ^˘Hõ>Ë,

Ç¨Ïi<å=∂=∞$ «̀ - =∞O Œ̂∞ g∞ñk~°u

x~°̀ «=Ú <åH˜k - xÅ∞= Œ̂∞ QÍx. II Wxfl II

3. ‰õΩuÅ=ÚÅ∞#∞ Œ̂∞ - ~°∞æ}=ÚÅ∞#∞ «̀$}©

Hõ$ «̀=ÚÅ∞ ¿ãÜ«∞ñQÆ - QÆ∞é∞`˘Hõ>Ë,

Ñ¨uÜ«∞QÆ∞ "ÕOHõ@ - Ñ¨u ¿ã"å~°u

QÆuÜ«∞x =∞u QÆx - HÍ# Œ̂∞ QÍx. II Wxfl II
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26.  THE REAL WAY

The mind knows that this is the only way,
But it acts as though unaware of its sway!

Infinite sins and countless rebirths play,
To burn them into ashes is the only way,
It is the devotion to the god in this stay,
But this mind treads on another sideway!

The fear of death and the conceit of riches,
To mitigate them is the only way that twitches,
The ambrosia is his name chant in good pitches,
But this mind wavers in the illusions of witches!

Umpteen sufferings and innumerable bad deeds,
To reject them is the only one way that proceeds,
It is living in devotion to the father of all creeds,
This mind knows it but behaves in wild weeds!

The mind knows that this is the only way,
But it acts as though unaware of its sway!
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27.

ÉèÏ~°"≥∞ÿ# "ÕñÑ¨=∂#∞ - áêÅ∞"Àã≤ ÃÑOz<å#∞

f~°x KÕñ Õ̂ HÍHõ - uÜ«∞º#∞O_ô<å. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. áêÜ«∞ñnã≤ ‰õΩHȭ  `ÀHõ - | Œ̂ÌÅ∞"≥\ì̃ ayã≤

KåÜ«∞ÔHO «̀ QÆ\ì̃<å#∞ - K«Hȭ #∞O_ô<å ?

HÍÜ«∞Ñ¨Ù qHÍ~° q∞k - HõÅHÍÅ=Úñ *ˇÑ≤Ê<å

áÈ~Ú# áÈHõÖË HÍHõ - |∞kú qh<å ? II ÉèÏ~° II

2. =ÚOz =ÚOz h\˜Ö’# - =¸Å <å#ñÉˇ@∞ìH˘<åfl

q∞Oz# Q˘_»¤e <Õñ_»∞ - "≥∞ «̀Î#~¸º<å ?

Ñ¨OK«=∞Ç¨ áê «̀HÍÅ - ÉÏiñ|_»¤ z «̀Î q∞k

Œ̂Oz Œ̂Oz K≥Ñ≤Ê<å#∞ - `åñH˜ =Ow<å ? II ÉèÏ~° II

3. ‰õÄiq∞`Àñ Õ̂Å∞ñ ≥̂zÛ - HÀHõÖ’# Éˇ@∞ìH˘<åfl

™êÔ~™êÔ~ñ QÆ∞@∞ì QÍHõ - K«Hȭ #∞O_ô<å ?

"Õ~°∞ÖËx =∞Ç≤Ï=∞Å - "ÕOHõ@ qÉèí∞x Hõ$Ñ¨

Ñ¶̈∞’~°"≥∞ÿ# Pã¨"Õ∞Å∞ - H˘~°™ÈH©<å ? II ÉèÏ~° II
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27. THE DEVIOUS WAYS OF BODY
AND MIND

With milk and honey I reared the neem tree,
Still it sweeps bitterness but no sweet spree!

I tried my level best to straighten the dog’s tail,
With bamboo sticks and all but it is a miserable fail!
It is the basic nature of the body it has its own tale,
How much you teach in vain it goes on its true style!

I dipped and dipped my metal axe in many a water,
In case it becomes soft in its sharpness and matter,
Like this mind that tasted the five awful sins on platter,
How much you try its crookedness continues its chatter!

I with all my empathy kept a scorpion in my pocket,
But it stung me repeatedly unmindful of my respect,
If only on the Lord of Seven Hills I keep hope prospect,
There won’t be any dearth of assets in time’s packet!

With milk and honey I reared the neem tree,
Still it sweeps bitterness but no sweet spree!
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28.

¿ãqO «̀∞~å ~Ú «̀xñ - *ˇÅñy Ñ¨~°∞e@¡<Õ

HÍqOK≥ =∞=Ú‡<≥ - Hȭ _ç ≥̂·= q∞ «̀ñ_»∞.

1. áêÅK«q ~Ú «̀ñ_≥é∞ñQÆ∞ - áêÅñ|=oOK≥ QÀ

áêÅ∞ñ_»x <Õq∞ «̀x - Éèíl~ÚOK«ñQÍ,

áêÅ∞Ñ¨_ç «̀e¡K«#∞ - ÉÏÅ∞ ã¨Ç≤Ï «̀O|∞ <Õ

HÍÅ=Ú#∞ñ ÉÏÃÑ <≥ - Hȭ _ç ≥̂·= q∞ «̀ñ_»∞ II ¿ãqO II

2. Ñ¨Ù\ì̃OÑ¨ñ ^•<≥ =∞é˜ - Ñ¨Ù~°∞ëÈ «̀Î=Úñ_»∞ =∞Oz

Ñ¨Ù@∞ì "˘ã¨w##∞K«∞ñ - |∂lOK«ñQÍ,

Ñ¨@∞ìH˘x =∞=Úñ ≥̂zÛ - |eq∞ñ|∞@∞ì=Ù ÖˇÅ¡ñ

QÆ\ì̃ ÃÑ\ì̃OK≥ <≥ - Hȭ _ç ≥̂·=q∞ «̀ñ_»∞. II ¿ãqO II

3. Hõ~°‡ Hõ~åÎ~°∞ñ_»x - Hõ_»ÖËx Ñ¨Ù}º=ÚÅ

Hõ~°‡Ñ¶̈Å=ÚÅ∞ Œ̂#‰õΩñ - ÔQ·H˘Å∞Ñ¨ñQÍ,

Hõ~°‡QÆuñ ≥̂zÛ "ÕO - Hõ@qÉèí∞ñ_»∞ =∂ LÉèíÜ«∞

Hõ~°‡=ÚÅñ *ˇiK≥<≥ - Hȭ _ç̂ ≥·= q∞ «̀ñ_»∞ II ¿ãqO II
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28.  WHAT A GOD! WHAT A GOD!

Oh! Who else will serve him further with devotion?
When he made us devotees to suffer for his attention!

Since he tasted the milk and made his home in ocean of milk,
We revered this cowherd as our god and honored him sans ilk!
With his concern now we are away forever from our mother’s milk,
Tell me! What sort of a god he is and why we have to be in his bilk?

Since he is the grand designer of the cycles of birth and death,
We thought he will grant us a birth with all riches and luxury breath!
With his great compassion now we are even devoid of any birth berth,
Tell me! What sort of a god he is and why we have to be in his mirth?

Since he is the adjudicator of virtues and sins, good and bad deeds,
We did all the prescribed good deeds shunning the wicked seeds!
With his boundless mercy he dissolved all our good deeds and weeds,
Tell me! What sort of a god he is and why we have to be in his good reads?

Oh! Who else will serve him further with devotion?
When he made us devotees to suffer for his attention!
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29.

Hõ_»∞ÃÑO «̀ `åñQÆ∞_»∞K«∞ - ‰õΩ_»∞ ÃÑO «̀ nxÔH·

Ñ¨_»x áê@∞Å <≥Å¡ñ - |_ç á⁄~°Å<ÕÖÏ ? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨~°∞Å =∞#ã¨∞#‰õΩ <å - Ñ¨̂ ŒÅ∞ QÆÅ∞QÆñQÆ *ËÜ«Ú

Ñ¨i`åÑ¨Hõ~°"≥∞ÿ# - „| Œ̂∞ˆHÖÏ ?

™⁄ik x «̀~°∞Å "Õ∞Å∞ - K«∂z Ãã·Ñ¨ñQÆ ÖËHõ

u~°∞QÆ∞ K«∞O_≥_ç - Hõ+ì̈ - Õ̂Ç¨Ïq∞k ÜÕ∞ÖÏ ? II Hõ_»∞ II

2. Zki ÔHÑ¨C_»∞ñ *ËÜ«Ú - Ç≤Ï «̀"≥∞Å¡ñ Œ̂# Œ̂#∞K«∞

K«kq K≥Ñ¨Êx Ü«∞\ì̃ - K«̂ Œ∞"ÕÖÏ ?

á⁄kQ˘#fl Ü«∂ã¨Ö’ñ - |∞OQÆ∞_≥· ã῭ «̀ «O|∞

ã¨̂ Œ=∞ Œ̂OÉ·̌ Ñ¨_»Ü«Ú - K«=ÙÅ∞ Œ̂#ˆHÖÏ. II Hõ_»∞ II

3. N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊fi~°∞x ¿ã"å~°uH˜ñ QÍHõ

r=# „ÉèÏOuñ|_»∞ - ã≤~°∞ÖËÖÏ ?

Õ̂"À «̀Î=Úx <å «̀‡ñ - ≥̂eÜ«∞ <˘Å¡Hõ ÃÑ‰õΩ¯

„`À=ÖËy# Õ̂Ç≤Ï - ^˘~°̀ «#O ÉËÖÏ. II Hõ_»∞ II
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29.   FOR A FISTFUL OF RICE!

How large is the plate and tell me, how big is the glass?
To fill up the hunger hole, why, so much dross and clash?

With your rash actions if you hurt other’s serene mind
What sort of life is that and what is that you wish to find?
With mounting up jealousy if you get into depression trend,
What sort of character you have, what do you gain in the end?

The help and service you do to others is in fact it is the self-help,
If this thing is not taught, what is the use of your knowledge pulp?
With lots of hopes and beliefs, drowned in the sea of riches gulp,
If one struggles to swim in the life’s gulf, what are you, a whelp?

What treasures and riches you need to lead this life so brittle?
In this illusive world your whole existence amounts to very little!
Realize the magnificence of the great soul and there you go settle!
Rather than moving in wicked ways to sustain this mundane kettle!

How large is the plate and tell me, how big is the glass?
To fill up the hunger hole, why, so much dross and clash?
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30.

Wk"À ã¨O™ê~° - "≥∞O «̀ ã¨∞Y"≥∂ HÍx

«̀∞ Œ̂ÖËx Œ̂∞óY=∞#∞ - `˘_»=Ù QÆ_ç~ÚOK≥. II Ñ¨Å¡H˜ II

1. Ñ¨OKÕO„kÜ«∞O|∞Å#∞ - áê «̀‰õΩÅ∞ Œ̂#∞ñ ≥̂zÛ

H˘OK≥Ñ¨Ù ã¨∞YO|∞#‰õΩñ - QÆ∂~°ÊñQÍ#∞,

q∞Oz HÍ=∞O|<≥_ç -"Õ∞\˜ «̀#Ü«ÚO_»∞ [x

~ÚOz Œ̂∞i «̀ è̂Œ# - "≥∞Å¡ QÆ_ç~ÚOK≥. II Wk II

2. áêÜ«∞ =∞xÜ≥∞_ç =∞Ç¨ - áê «̀‰õΩñ_»∞ «̀#∞ñ ≥̂zÛ

=∂Ü«∞OÑ¨Ù ã¨∞Y=Ú#‰õΩ - =∞~°∞Ñ¨ñQÍ#∞,

™ÈÜ«∞QÆÑ¨Ù "≥∂Ç¨Ï=∞#∞ - ã¨∞ «̀∞ñ_Õz QÆ∞}"≥∞Å¡ñ

É’~Ú ~¸ #~°Hõ=∞#∞ - Ñ¨Ù~°=Ú QÆ_ç~ÚOK≥. II Wk II

3. Juâ◊Ü«ÚO_»QÆ∞ "ÕOHõ - \Ï„nâ◊√ñ_»#∞ =∞Ç¨

Ç≤Ï «̀∞ñ_»∞ z «̀Î=ÚÖ’# - <≥#Ü«∞ñQÍ#∞,

=∞uÖ’Ñ¨Å q~°HÎ̃ - =∞QÆ∞= [x~ÚOz Ü«∞

„Ñ¨u Ü«∞~Ú "≥∂Hõ∆ã¨O - Ñ¨̂ ŒÅ∞ QÆ_ç~ÚOK≥ II Wk II
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30.  THE TRAVAILS OF THIS LIFE

This journey of life what happiness it gives or not,
It guaranteed us endless grief with many a knot!

Those scandalous ones the senses five
Sanction momentary joys in bees-hive
Thus born a son called Lust to strive
Earned riches of sin in very wrong drive!

This youthful vigor is another criminal,
Endorse physical pleasures phenomenal,
Thus born another sun Desire exceptional,
Brought miserable hell city into life‘s channel!

But when the radiant Lord of Seven Hills,
Entered the mind city of all frills and skills,
Born was the daughter Disinterest in her drills,
She yearned and earned the beatitude thrills!

This journey of life what happiness it gives or not,
It guaranteed us endless grief with many a knot!
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31.

HÍ‰õΩ#fl ã¨O™ê~°QÆ̀ «∞ ÖËÅ ?

Ö’Hõ HõO@Hõ=ÚÅQÆ∞ - Ö’ÉèíO|∞ÖËÅ ?

1. qxH˜ QÆ# =Åã≤##∞ - q+¨µ‚H©~°Î# K≥qH˜

qxH˜ KÕã≤# #kÜ≥∞ - "Õ̂ •O «̀É’ è̂Œ,

=∞xH˜ QÆ#=Åã≤##∞ - =∞ è̂Œ∞"≥·iÃÑ· ÉèíHÎ̃

Ü«ÚxH˜ „áê}∞Å‰õΩ „| - Ç¨ÏŸ‡Ñ¨̂ Õâ◊O|∞ II HÍ‰õΩ#fl II

2. K«̂ Œ∞=Ù QÆ#=Åã≤##∞ - â∫i<å=∞=Ú k~°∞QÆñ

[ Œ̂∞=Ù>Ë ã¨HõÅ âß - G=ÚÅ ã¨=∞‡ «̀=Ú,

x Œ̂∞~° QÆ#=Åã≤##∞ - h~°*Ï‰õ∆ΩxH˜ñ Œ̂#

Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞ =∞~°Ê}¿ãÜ«Ú - \˜k Ü≥∂QÆ x Œ̂∞~° II HÍ‰õΩ#fl II

3. Pã¨=Åã≤# "ÕOHõ - \Ïnèâ◊fi~°∞x Hõ$Ñ¨‰õΩ

<åã¨ ¿ãÜ«Ú>ˇ Ñ¨~° - =∂#O Œ̂ ã¨∞Y=Ú,

"åã≤ QÆ#=Åã≤##∞ - "≥·+‚̈"åQÍ~°O|∞

"åã≤¿ãÜ«Ú@ Œ̂#‰õΩ- "≥·Éèí=ã¨∞Êù~°}. II HÍ‰õΩ#fl II
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31. WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT TO DO!

If not what is the use of this mundane life?
Why do you do the things that cause so much strife?

If you can hear, do hear the songs of the Lord of lords,
That makes you understand the metaphysical words;
If you wish to exist, do exist with consistent reverence
In the enemy of Madhu demon, that teaches life’s essence;

If you wish to study, do study the splendor of his name,
That amounts to the knowledge of all sciences of fame;
If you wish to sleep, go for sleep in meditation and dream
Offering your heart to the lotus eyed one in yogic stream;

If you wish to wish, do wish for the mercy of the Lord of seven hills,
That gives you the absolute happiness that kills all mundane ills;
If you wish to gain fame, do construct a temple with skills,
To the God Vishnu and gain name and fame in boundless thrills!

If not what is the use of this mundane life?
Why do you do the things that cause so much strife?
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32.

ã¨HõÅ ã¨O Õ̂Ç¨Ï"≥∞ÿ - [~°∞QÆ∞K«∞#flk Ü≥ÚHõ\˜

„Ñ¨Hõ\˜OÑ¨ r="≥∂ - „|Ç¨Ï‡"≥∂ HÍx. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. =ã¨∞ Õ̂=Ù [~î°~°=∞#∞ - =#xkèH˜ñ [O„ Œ̂∞ñ_≥·

Jã¨=∂#QÆuñ ÉÁ_»q∞ - <åñ_ồ «ñ_»∞,

=ã¨∞ è̂Œñ [O„ Œ̂∞ñ_»∞ hÅ - =~°∞‚ñ_Õ\˜H˜ <åÜ«∞

HõãÔ̈~uÎ #∞#∞ñQÆO Œ̂∞ - QÆÅÜ«∞ñQ˘#ñÉ’Å∞. II ã¨HõÅ II

2. W# =Oâ◊=Ú# Ö’Hõ - Ç≤Ï «̀HõÅÊÉèí∂["≥∞ÿ

J#Ñ¶̈Úñ_≥· [x~ÚOz - <åñ_ồ «ñ_»∞,

##∞ÃÑ·# ã¨∞~°̀ «~°∞=Ù - #Å¡<Õñ\˜H˜ <åÜ«∞

ÃÑ#∞ñQ˘=∞‡Ö’ KÕñQÆ - ÃÑiy ~åñÉ’Å∞. II ã¨HõÅ II

3. u~°∞"ÕOHõ\Ï„kÃÑ·ñ - ≥̂eÜ«∞ñ lO`å=∞}ÿ̌

Jik=Öˇñ ÉÁ_»K«∂Ñ≤ - <åñ _ồ «ñ_»∞,

QÆi"≥∞#k ~ÚÑ¨Ù_»∞ pñ - Hõ\˜ =~°‚"Õ∞ÖÏÜ«∞

Ç¨Ïi hÅ =∞}∞Å „Ñ¨Éèí - ÅÅq∞ H˘#ñÉ’Å∞. II ã¨HõÅ II
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32. DARK AND LIGHT

There is a doubt flowing in all the world known,
Is it the life’s sight or the Supreme light that is shown?

Born to Vasudeva the sea of Yadu clan,
As the full moon with sixteen parts élan,
Why he appears dark black and cyan?
May be the dark spot spread its sheen!

Born in the dynasty of the magnificent sun,
As the tree of cornucopia he was the reason,
Why he appears dark black and cyan?
Maybe the tree’s strength has much more grown!

Born to be the bountiful Lord of Hills Seven,
As the benevolent resident of earth’s heaven,
Why he appears dark black and cyan?
Maybe the Sapphires imparted him more blue shine!

There is a doubt flowing in all the world known,
Is it the life’s sight or the Supreme light that is shown?
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33.

WO Œ̂iH˜ #ÉèíÜ«∞O|∞ - eK«∞Û KÕ~Ú

HõO Œ̂∞=QÆ∞ =∞Oz |O - QÍ~°∞ KÕ~Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. "≥ÅÖË#i "Õ̂ Œ=ÚÅ∞ - "≥̂ ŒH˜ ≥̀zÛ# KÕ~Ú

zÅ∞‰õΩ QÆ∞|ƒe H˜O Œ̂ñ - KÕ~°∞Û KÕ~Ú,

HõeH˜ Ü«∞QÆ∞ Éèí∂HÍO «̀ñ - QÍñyeOz# KÕ~Ú

=Å<≥·# H˘#QÀà◊¡ - "åñ_ç KÕ~Ú II WO Œ̂ II

2. «̀x"ÀHõ |eKÕ̀ « - ^•# =∞_çy# KÕ~Ú

X#~°OQÆ Éèí∂^•# - "≥Úã¨ñQÆ∞ KÕ~Ú,

"≥Ú#ã≤ [Åxkè Ü«∞=Ú‡ - "≥Ú#‰õΩñ ≥̂zÛ# KÕ~Ú

Ü≥∞#Ü«∞ <åˆQÅ∞ è̂Œi - ~ÚOK«∞ KÕ~Ú. II WO Œ̂ II

3. Ñ¨Ù~°ã῭ «∞Å =∂#=ÚÅ∞ - á⁄Å¡ ¿ãã≤# KÕ~Ú

«̀∞~°QÆO|∞ñ |~°ÃÑ_ç - ^˘_»¤ KÕ~Ú,

u~°∞"ÕOHõ\ÏK«ÖÏ - nèâ◊√ñ_≥· "≥∂Hõ∆O|∞

≥̀~°∞=Ù „áê}∞ÅÔHÅ¡ñ - ≥̂eÃÑ_ç KÕ~Ú. II WO Œ̂ II
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33. THE HAND OF GOD!

The hand that blesses one and all and playful,
The golden hand the hand of God is merciful!

It brought the priceless Vedas stolen by a demon,
It was the base to a hill in churning the milky ocean,
It was the hand that embraced the earth maiden,
Its sharpest nails split the evil demon’s abdomen;

It took alms from Bali the great Rakshasa king,
It gave away the land to Kasyapa sage as offering,
It made the lord of ocean to shiver at its arrow swing,
It carried the plough as a weapon and for farming!

It exhausted the pleadings of the village women,
It will ride the blazing horse to ruin the Kali regimen,
It is the hand of the grand Lord of the hills seven,
It shows the way of beatitude to all, to reach heaven!

The hand that blesses one and all and playful,
The golden hand the hand of God is merciful!
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34.

J «̀ñ_Õ ã¨HõÅ"åºÑ¨‰õΩñ - _»̀ «ñ_Õ Ü«∂ «̀∞~°|O è̂Œ∞=Ùñ

_»̀ «ñ_»∞ Œ̂ÅOÑ¨ÙÅ =ÚOy@ - #|∞ƒ@ Ü≥∞#flñ_˘HÀ II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. ™êÔ~‰õΩ ã¨O™ê~°O|#∞ - [Åx è̂Œ∞ b Œ̂∞K«∞ #Åã≤#

"åiH˜ xñHõ Œ̂i^•Ñ¨QÆ∞ - "åñ_çñHõ <≥=fiñ_˘HÀ !

¿Ñi# Ü«∞*Ï˝#O|#∞ - ÃÑ#∞ñrHõ\˜ «̀#∞ñQÆÑ≤Ê#

KÕ~°∞= "≥Å∞ÔQ· `ÀñÃÑ_ç - Õ̂=Ùñ_» ≥̂=fiñ_˘HÀ ! II J «̀ñ_Õ II

2. Œ̂∞i «̀Ñ¨Ù HÍ##=ÚÅÖ’ - „`À=@∞ Œ̂Ñ≤Ê#"åiH˜

≥̀~°∞q ≥̂ H˘=∞‡x K«∂ÃÑ_ç - Õ̂=Ùñ _»̂ ≥=fiñ_˘HÀ !

ÃÑiy# Ü«∂âßáêâ◊=Ú - ÃÑ_»̂HÅ∞QÆñ Œ̂#∞ñQÆ\ì̃#

"≥~°=‰õΩ=∞x q_çÑ≤OK≥_ç - qÉèí∞ñ_çñHõ <≥=fiñ_˘HÀ ! II J «̀ñ_Õ II

3. «̀ye# Ü«∂Ñ¨̂ ŒÅxÜ≥∞_ç - ^•"å#Å=ÚÅ∞ K«∞\ì̃#

ÉˇQÆ_»‰õΩ=∞x =_ç"åÔ~Ê_ç - a~°∞kHõ <≥=fiñ_˘HÀ !

≥̀QÆ∞=Ü«Ú ≥̂OÑ¨Ù#∞ QÆey# - u~°∞"ÕOHõ@ qÉèí∞ñ_˘Hȭ ñ_≥

™⁄QÆã≤ «̀ÅOz#"åiH˜ - ã¨∞~°̀ «~°∞=QÆ∞"åñ_»∞. II J «̀ñ_Õ II
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34. THE ALL-PERVADING ONE!

He is the all-pervading one, saves one from the dark den,
He is the essence of my thoughts, appears to me when?

To the tired beings swimming in the sea of life’s labor,
Who is the one that shows the path of the sacred harbor?
To the lost travelers treading in the dark of ignorance,
Who is the light that guides them towards divine radiance?

To the children who lost their ways in the woods of sin,
Who is the guide that shows the right path towards heaven?
To the ambitious ones when desire chains them in spin,
Who is the rescuer that breaks the shackles in odds and even?

To the helpless ones surrounded by the fires of misfortune,
Who is the protector that cools the fires with his divine tune?
To the believers he is the tree of cornucopia in celestial shine,
Who is the great one with all virtues, mercy and compassion fire?

He is the all-pervading one, saves one from the dark den,
He is the essence of my thoughts, appears to me when?
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35.

„áê}∞Å <Õ~°q∞ QÍkk - |Ç¨ï[#‡ Ñ¨~°OÑ¨~°KÕ

„áê}∞Å∞ ¿ãã≤# «̀=∞ «̀=∞ - áêÑ¨Ñ¶̈Å=Ú QÍx. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ç¨Ïi ã¨HõÅ"åºÑ¨‰õΩñ_»x - JO Œ̂~°∞ñ *ˇÑ¨ÊñQÆ <≥iñyÜ«Ú

Ñ¨~°̂ ≥·=O|∞Å Q˘Å∞=Hõ - áêÜ«∞~°∞ =∂#=ÙÅ∞,

#~°Ñ¨u Éèí∂"Õ∞ÅñQÆ Éèí∂ - =~°∞ Éèíl~ÚOÑ¨ñQÆ <˘Å¡Hõ

Ñ¨iã¨~°=~°∞ÎÅ "≥O|_çñ - |x¿ãã≤# Ü«∞@∞¡. II „áê}∞ II

2. á⁄O Œ̂∞QÆñ Œ̂=∞ «̀=∞ KÕã≤# - Ñ¨Ó[Å∞ „"≥Ú‰õΩ¯Å∞ ÔQ·H˘#

JO Œ̂=ÚQÍñ |∞~°∞ëÈ «̀Î=Úñ - _® «̀ñ_≥ HõÅñ_»xÜ«Ú,

JO Œ̂~°∞ <≥iñyÜ«Ú x «̀~°∞Åñ - *ˇO Œ̂∞ Œ̂∞ ~°∞#fl «̀â‹·Å=Ú

#O Œ̂Hõ KÕ~°∞= «̀~°∞=ÙÅ - #O Œ̂∞H˘x# Ü«∞@∞¡. II „áê}∞ II

3. N"ÕOHõ@Ñ¨u Ü≥ÚHȭ ñ_≥ - K≥Ñ¨ÊñQÆ [QÆ=ÚÅ ÔHÅ¡#∞

≥̂·==Ú <å «̀∞=∞Ö’Ñ¨e - è̂Œ#=∞#ñQÍ qxÜ«Ú,

¿ãqOÑ¨~°∞ áê=∞~°∞ b - Õ̂=Ùx =∞ è̂Œ∞~°O ÉÁÅ¡Hõ

"åqiñ |∞Å∞ã¨∞Å∞ KÕñ Œ̂∞Å∞ - =Öˇ#x H˘#∞#@∞¡. II „áê}∞ II
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35. THE ACCRUED SINS OF PAST BIRTHS

It is not the fault of these ignorant people,
It is the accrued sins of the past births total.

They knew that Hari is the all pervading one,
But they worship other gods in the dark zone;
They knew that the king is the all powerful one,
But they go and serve the lower officials alone;

They knew that the Lord of lords is there,
To receive their petitions and gifts galore;
They knew that there is a great hill of lore,
But they climb the trees to look at the shore;

They knew that the Lord of the hills seven,
As the Lord of lords in the worlds known;
They knew that he is the support and succour,
But they ignore sweet and chase bitter and sour!

It is not the fault of these ignorant people,
It is the accrued sins of the past births total.
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36.

pèpè #~°∞Å Õ̂ñ\˜ - r=#=Ú

HÍK«∞Hõ NÇ¨Ïi h"Õ - Hõ~°∞}˜O «̀∞ QÍHõ! II Ñ¨Å¡qII

1. J_»qÖ’ =∞$QÆ*Ïu - Ü≥ÿ∞<åñ QÍ=K«∞ÛñQÍHõ

=_ç x «̀~°∞Åñ Q˘Å∞ - =ñQÆ =K«∞Û<å ?

L_ç"Àx Ñ¨H∆̃Ü≥ÿ∞ - =ÙO_»<≥·# =K«∞ÛñQÍHõ

q_»∞= ÔH=fii<≥·<å - "Õñ_» =K«∞Û<å ? II pèpè II

2. Ñ¨ã¨∞~°"≥∞ÿ "≥̂ ŒÖËx - áê@∞ Ñ¨_»=K«∞ÛñQÍHõ

Hõã≤"À <˘~°∞Åñ ÉÁQÆ_»ñ - QÍ =K«∞Û<å ?

Lã¨∞~°∞=∂<≥· Ñ¨Ù\ì̃ - =ÙO_»<≥·# =K«∞Ûñ QÍHõ

qã¨∞=Hõ gi "åi - "Õã¨iOK« =K«∞Û<å ? II pèpè II

3. Z"≥∞‡Åñ |∞}ÏºÅ∞ ¿ãã≤ - ~ÚÅ ÜÕ∞Å =K«∞ÛñQÍHõ

Hõq∞‡ Ç¨Ïi^•ã¨∞ñ_»∞ - QÍ=K«∞Û<å ?

<≥=∞‡k N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ - h z «̀Î"Õ∞ HÍHõ

^˘=Ú‡Å Hõ~°‡=Ú eq - `ÀÜ«∞=K«∞Û<å ? II pèpè II
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36. WHAT A TERRIBLE LIFE IT IS?

What a miserable life is this human life?
O Sri Hari! You only can save us from this strife!

It is better to be a beast in the forest,
Than being a servant to the man next;
It is better to be a bird in a permanent nest,
Than being a beggar and lead the life rest;

It is better to be a pet animal and suffer,
Than being a songster of praises to proffer;
It is better to be a tree and offer shelter,
Than being a drifter roaming helter-skelter;

It is with many brave deeds one can be a king,
But can anyone be a servant of Hari without asking?
O Lord of Seven Hills! Only you can save us from suffering,
By ourselves we cannot remove these bonds constricting!

What a miserable life is this human life?
O Sri Hari! You only can save us from this strife!
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37.

=Öˇ ##∞ =i ≥̂ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú - Wk

=ÅÑ¨Ùñ Õ̂<≥áÈ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. HÀiHõ Å∞_»∞QÆ∞K«∞ - QÆ∞é˜ xxfl\˜ÃÑ·

"≥·~åQÆº"≥∞ áÈ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú,

™êÔ~‰õΩñ QÀÑ¨=Úñ - [Å=Úñ Œ̂#Ö’

"åiOK«∞@ áÈ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú. II =Öˇ II

2. ã¨∞_çQ˘#∞ Õ̂Ç¨ÏÑ¨Ù - ã¨∞Y Œ̂∞óY=ÚÖ’

=_çñ *Á~°x ≥̂ áÈ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú,

=Ú_ç=_ç ~ÚO„kÜ«∞ - =ÚÅ H˜OHõ~°∞ñ_≥·

=_»ñ|_»x ≥̂ áÈ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú. II =Öˇ II

3. L Œ̂∞@∞#ñ Œ̂# ã¨Hõ - Ö’áêÜ«∞O|∞Å∞

= Œ̂Å∞@ áÈ x[ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú,

Z Œ̂∞@#∞ N"ÕOHõ - >Ëâ◊fi~°∞ <å=∞=Ú

= Œ̂#=Ú KÕ~°∞Û@ - "≥·+‚̈==Ú. II =Öˇ II
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37.  THE FRAGRANCE OF VAISHNAVA
DHARMA

It is the faith of the faithful and believers,
It is the most fragrant honey to the receivers;

Keeping away from the attraction of desires,
And living like a sage is Vaishnava Dharma;
Keeping out of anger and enmity fires,
And living like an ascetic is Vaishnava Dharma;

Keeping away from the traps of grief and happiness,
And not yielding to the lures is Vaishnava Dharama;
Keeping out from becoming the servant of five senses,
And not submitting to vices is VaishnavaDharma;

Keeping away from his own plans and preferences,
And taking shelter in the God is Vaishnava Dharma;
Keeping out of the useless mundane nuisances,
And singing the songs of Sri Venkateswara is Vaishnava Dharma;

It is the faith of the faithful and believers,
It is the most fragrant honey to the receivers;
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38.

ÉèíHÎ̃H˘Åñk"åñ_Õ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡_»∞

Éèí∞HÎ̃ =ÚHÎ̃ñ ^•<≥ ~ÚK«∞Û - Éèí∞q Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞ II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨\ì̃#"åi KÕa_»¤ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡_»∞

|@ì |Ü«∞\˜ è̂Œ#=Ú - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞,

Ñ¨@ì Ñ¨QÆ\˜ "≥Å∞ñQÆ∞ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞

Z@ì Ü≥∞ Œ̂∞@<Õ=Ù<åflñ - _ç̂ Õ Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞. II ÉèíHÎ̃ II

2. Ñ¨zÛáêÅÖ’x "≥#fl - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞

|K≥Û# "åã≤# ~°∂Ñ¨Ù - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞.

|K«∞ÛKÕu "˘~°QÆÅ∞¡ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞

WK«ÛH˘Åñk "åñ_»∞ áÈ - ~¸ Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞. II ÉèíHÎ̃ II

3. Ñ¨Å∞‰õΩÅÖ’x Õ̀ñ@ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡_»∞

Ñ¶̈e~ÚOK«∞ xO Œ̂iH˜ - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞,

|eq∞ N"ÕOHõ\Ï„k - Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞

ZÅq∞ r=ÙÅ „áê} - g∞ Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡ñ_»∞. II ÉèíHÎ̃ II
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38.  THE HOLY SPIRIT

He is the great soul and he is the Holy Spirit,
He gives food and beatitude, the Holy Spirit;

He is the child to the loving ones, the Holy Spirit;
He is the openly on hand treasure, the Holy Spirit;
He is the mid-day bright sunlight, the Holy Spirit;
He is just in front of you and right, the Holy Spirit;

He is the butter in the fresh milk, the Holy Spirit;
He is the original without covering, the Holy Spirit;
He is the touchstone of the Goldsmith, the Holy Spirit;
He is the most compassionate one, the Holy Spirit;

He is the essence of the words, the Holy Spirit;
He is the merciful of the worlds, the Holy Spirit;
He is the Lord of the Seven Hills, the Holy Spirit;
He is the life and he is the protector, the Holy Spirit;

He is the great soul and he is the Holy Spirit,
He gives food and beatitude, the Holy Spirit;
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39.

~°∂HõÖ·̌ =∂_»Ö·̌ - ~°∞=fiÖ·̌ uiwx

^•H˘x L#flKÀ@ñ - ^•#∞O_» Œ̂k"À.

1. XHõi ~åAñ *Ëã¨∞ - <˘Hõi |O@∞QÆñ *Ëã¨∞

XHõi Hõ<≥flHõÅ "Õ - ~˘HõiH˜ #q∞‡OK«∞,

XHõKÀ@ #∞#fl è̂•#º - "≥ÚHõKÀ@ "Õ~ÚOK«∞

„Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz Hõ#Hõ"Õ∞ - „Éèí=∞~ÚOp [QÆ=Ú. II ~°∂Hõ II

2. H˘O Œ̂i *Ïà‹Å∞ xO_»∞ - H˘O Œ̂iH˜ ™⁄=Ú‡Å=Ù

H˘O Œ̂i Ñ¨Ù}∞ºÅñ *Ëã¨∞ñ - Q˘O Œ̂i áêÑ¨ÙÅñ*Ëã¨∞,

H˘O Œ̂i H˘O Œ̂iÖ’# - H˘\Ï¡@ ÃÑ\ì̃OK«∞

Ñ¨O ≥̂ =∂_ç#@∞ =Öˇñ - |K«iOK«∞ Ñ¨ã≤ñ_ç. II ~°∂Hõ II

3. xQÆxQÆ =∞#∞K«∞O_»∞ - xˆH∆Ñ¨"≥∞ÿ Ü«ÚO_»∞

«̀ye N "ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ - «̀~°∞}˜Ü≥ÿ∞ `å#∞O_»∞,

≥̀QÆx =∂Ü≥ÿ∞Ü«ÚO_»∞ - k‰õΩ¯ ≥̂ã¨Ü≥ÿ∞ Ü«ÚO_»∞

#QÆ∞`å =∂ áêÅ#∞O_ç - #\˜~ÚOK«∞ñ |ã≤ñ_ç. II ~°∂Hõ II
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39. THE FICKLE NATURED GODDESS!

Wandering in the form of coins and gold biscuits,
It won’t stay at a place, moves in lanes and circuits;

Makes one as a king and one as a servant,
Makes one sell his daughters to a rich peasant,
Makes one person’s produce change hands in want,
Makes the world to believe the gold in every haunt;

Fills the treasures of some, become jewelry to some,
Makes some people virtuous, some sinners to roam,
Creates troubles and fights among the people awesome,
Like a bet horse it runs from this side to that side dome;

Shines and flickers, itself hides in dark treasures house,
With love in the Lord of Seven Hills, became his spouse;
A great illusion it is, it cannot be removed with any ease,
It stays with us laughing; a great versatile actor this gold is!

Wandering in the form of coins and gold biscuits,
It won’t stay at a place, moves in lanes and circuits;
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40.

"≥Ú Œ̂Å∞O_»ñ Q˘#Å‰õΩ - "≥∂z hà◊√¡ "ÀÜ«∞<ÕÅ ?

Ü≥∞ Œ̂Ö’ h=ÙO_»ñQÍ - x «̀~°=Ú ÖËÖÏ ?

1. xQÆ=∞=∂~°æ=Ú# - <Õ #_»KÕ#O>Ë

xQÆ=∞=Ú ÖˇÅ¡#∞ - h =∞Ç≤Ï"Õ∞,

[QÆ=Ú Ö’‰õΩÅñ Ez - [iÔQ Œ̂#O>Ë

[QÆ=ÚÅ∞ h =∂Ü«∞ - [#Hõ=ÚÅ∞. II "≥Ú Œ̂ II

2. =∞#ÃãÅ¡ #_»¤ÃÑ\ì̃ - =∞@∞ì# #∞O_Õ#O>Ë

=∞#ã¨∞ HÀiHõÅ∞ - h =∞ «̀HÍÅ∞,

«̀#∞=Ù xO„kÜ«∞=ÚÅ∞ - «̀QÆ ÔQeKÕ#O>Ë

«̀#∞=Ù xO„kÜ«∞=ÚÅ∞ - ≥̂·==∞ h =∞Ç≤Ï=∂. II "≥Ú Œ̂ II

3. WO «̀Ö’x Ñ¨xH˜ñQÆ - WO Œ̂∞#O Œ̂∞ *Á~°<ÕÅ ?

K≥O «̀ xO_»∞ K≥~°∞=ÙO_» - K≥Å=∞ÖËÖÏ ?

Ñ¨O`å# N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ - Ñ¨\ì̃ hˆH â◊~°}O\˜

ã¨O «̀‰õÄ\ÏÅ è̂Œ~°‡Ñ¨Ù - ã¨OQÆu <å ̂HÖÏ ? II "≥Ú Œ̂ II
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40. HIS ETERNAL PRESENCE

Why pouring water on twigs, instead of at trunk and roots?
When God is in the blessed heart, why other thought routes?

When I am walking in the path of rectitude and felicity,
I find these rules and systems are your ingenious charity,
When I wished to act imitating the people of the locality,
I find these lands and worlds are your baffling creativity;

When I keep my mind under control and wish to stay at the shore,
I find all these desires are created by you and kept in my store;
When I keep the five senses under control to live delightedly pure,
I find all these senses and body are in your creative score for sure;

When everything is under your control why should I strain myself?
I find when I am thirsty a lake nearby, why should I dig for water shelf?
When I took refuge in you, O Lord of the seven hills, for any assistance,
I find it is a waste to attend the discourses that preaches more resistance;

Why pouring water on twigs, instead of at trunk and roots?
When God is in the blessed heart, why other thought routes?
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41.

WO Œ̂∞Ö’ "≥Ú Œ̂eHõ~°Î - Ü≥∞=fiñ_»∞ ÖËñ_»∞ QÍñÉ’Å∞

=ÚO Œ̂∞ Hõi=~°̂ Œ∞ñ_Õ - =ÚY∞ºñ_»∞ QÍñÉ’Å∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. J_çuñÉ’ |Ç¨ï~°∂áê - Åxfl Ü≥∂#∞Åñ|∞\ì̃

`À_»<≥ „|Ç¨‡ Œ̂∞Å<Õ - ^˘~°Öˇ̂ Œ∞\Ï,

*Ï_»Å∞ "≥∞KåÛÖË~°∞ - KåÅ∞##fl"å~°∞ ÖË~°∞

"Õ_»∞Hõ #_»qñQÍ¿ã - "≥<≥flÖÏÜ«∞ „| Œ̂∞‰õΩ. II WO Œ̂∞ II

2. Jxfl Hõ~°‡=ÚÅ∞ñ *Ëã≤ P@Ö’ „ÉÏÇ¨Ï‡}∞_»<≥·u

#xfl "Õ̂ Œ=Ú Å<Õ\˜ - Ü«∞OQÆ_ç gkä,

##∞flñ EKÕ"å~°∞ ÖË~°∞ - #"Õfi\˜"å~°∞ ÖË~°∞

=<≥flÅ ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂=ÚÖ’ - "å#ÖÏÜ«∞ „| Œ̂∞‰õΩ. II WO Œ̂∞ II

3. ã¨O™ê~°Ñ¨Ù <å@Hõ - ™êÅÖ’ „Ñ¨u=∞<≥·u

HõO™êi N"ÕO-Hõ@Ñ¨u =∂Ü«∞Ö’#,

WOã¨ ÅxflÜ«Ú#∞ñ Õ̂Ô~ - xO Œ̂~°∞ñ A@ì=ÚÖ·̌i

Ç¨ÏOã¨ KÕu áêÅ∞ h~°∞ - #\Ï¡Ü«∞ „| Œ̂∞‰õΩ. II WO Œ̂∞ II
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41. THE DIVINE DIRECTOR

Here I find no initiator or the rope puller or the director,
Except the rescuer of the great elephant from the alligator!

Played many roles giving birth in many wombs of odds,
Acted in the presence of Brahma and many other gods,
None praised for my role-play; none ordered me to stop,
My lives were wasted like the moonlight over the woods top;

Became a comedian after doing all the acts with sincerity,
In the market-place of Vedas and scriptures of divine charity;
None was there to appreciate, none to laugh, at me in clarity,
My lives were wasted like rain poured in the ocean in disparity;

In the stage of this mundane life I have become a mere image,
In the divine illusion of the Lord of the seven hills’ vast mirage;
All my strives were gone and all became my relatives in matter,
My life is now that of a Royal Swan that separates milk from water;

Here I find no initiator or the rope puller or the director,
Except the rescuer of the great elephant from the alligator!
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42.

"≥#ˆH^À =ÚO Œ̂̂~^À - "≥é]̃ <Õ#∞ <å

=∞#ã¨∞ =∞~°∞Å∞ Õ̂~° - =∞O Õ̂̂ ˘HÀ!

1. KÕi g∞ñ Œ̂\˜ [#‡=Ú - ã≤~°∞Å‰õΩ <À"Õ∞ñQÍx

ÜÕ∞~°∂ÃÑ· Ñ¨Ù@∞ì̂ Œ∞<À - Ü≥∞éñQÆ <Õ#∞,

HÀi x„kOK«ñ |~°K«∞ - H˘# #∞^ÀºyO «̀∞ñQÍx

™êÔ~ ÖË̀ «∞<À ÖË=<À - *Ï_» ≥̂eÜ«∞ <Õ#∞. II "≥# II

2. ≥̀Å¡"åi #Ñ¨C_≥ÖÏ¡ - ≥̀eã≤u #<ÕñQÍx

HõÅ¡ÜÕ∞^À x["Õ∞^À - HÍ# <Õ#∞,

=Å¡K«∂z HÍq∞#∞Å - =ÅÑ≤OKÕñQÍx

"≥ÚÅ¡"≥∞ÿ <å"Õ∞#∞ - =Úkã≤# - ≥̂éñQÍ. II "≥# II

3. áêáêÅ∞ ¿ãã≤ =∞éz - „| Œ̂∞‰õΩK«∞<åflñ_»ñQÍx

"≥·Ñ¨ÙQÆñ l„ «̀QÆ∞Ñ¨ÙÎñ_»∞ - „"åÜ«Ú >ˇéQÆ,

UÑ¨Ù# N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ - <≥Hȭ _À "≥̀ «̂HñQÍx

<åáêe ≥̂·==∞x - ##∞fl QÍK«∞ >ˇéñQÍ. II "≥# II
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42.  THE IGNORANT MAN

I am the ignoramus, who knew neither past nor future,
Where is the medicine that cures my mind’s ill feature?

To be affluent in the next birth I am doing things virtuous,
But I do not know in what form I will be born to be famous;
Wishing to sleep well I spread my bed soft and comfortable,
But I do not know I will get up or not from the sleep stable;

Every day in the morn I wake up and think I know everything,
But I do not know which is false and which is truth; in anything;
At my expediency I try to attract women to satisfy my vain lust,
But I do not realize that I became old to carry on the body ballast;

Doing sins and forgetting them in my daily life’s run zone,
But I am not aware that Chitragupta is recording one by one;
Searching for Sri Venkateswara in hills and forests with strain,
But I do not recognize that he is always with me, in my train;

I am the ignoramus, who knew neither past nor future,
Where is the medicine that cures my mind’s ill feature?
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43.

≥̀eã≤̀ Õ "≥∂Hõ∆=Ú - ≥̀eÜ«∞‰õΩ#fl |O è̂Œ=Ú

HõÅ=O\˜k | Œ̂∞‰õΩ - Ñ¶̈∞#∞xH˜x.

1. J#Ü«∞=Ú ã¨∞Y"Õ∞_» - Œ̂=Å Œ̂∞ñY"Õ∞_»k

«̀#∞=ÙÃÑ· <åã¨ÖËx - «̀̀ «Î fi=∞uH˜,

á⁄xñy Õ̀ñ ÉÏÑ¨"Õ∞k - Ñ¨Ù}º"Õ∞k Hõ~°‡=∞O Œ̂∞

X#~° Ñ¶̈Å"≥ÚÅ¡x - Ü≥∂yH˜x. II ≥̀e II

2. «̀y# Ü«∞=∞$ «̀"Õ∞k - «̀ÅñÑ¨ñQÆ q+¨"Õ∞k

≥̀y x~åÇ¨iÜ≥ÿ∞# - nè~°∞xH˜x,

Ñ¨QÆ"å~°#QÆ "Õs - |O è̂Œ∞Å#QÆ "Õs

"≥QÆ@∞ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK« "≥∞Å¡ - q_çKÕ q"ÕH˜H˜. II ≥̀e II

3. "Õ"ÕÅ∞ q è̂Œ∞ÅO Œ̂∞ - "≥é¿Ñk =∞é¿Ñk

≥̂·==Ú #q∞‡#Ü«∞\ì̃ - è̂Œ#∞ºxH˜x,

N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊fi~°∞ñ_»∞ - z «̀Î=ÚÖ’ #∞#fl"åñ_»∞

D=ÖËk Ü«∂=ÖËk - ~Ú «̀x ^•ã¨∞xH˜. II ≥̀e II
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43.  LIFE IS A DREAM

If you know It, it is liberation, if not stays relation,
This life is a dream to the human in correlation;

There is neither happiness nor grief in life’s learning,
To the sage who is uninterested in the body’s yearning;
There is neither virtue nor sin in the actions he perform,
To the ascetic who cares nothing about the return form;

There is neither ambrosia nor poison sting,
To the grand courageous man who is fasting;
There are neither enemies nor relatives ring,
To the wise one who shuns the worldly spring;

There is neither trepidation nor forgetfulness,
To the disciple who believes in the godliness;
There is neither this side nor that side even,
To the devotee of the Lord of the hills seven;

If you know It, it is liberation, if not stays relation,
This life is a dream to the human in correlation;
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44.
HõÅkk"À ã¨∞Y=Ú Hõey##∞ -
QÆ~°ƒù=Ú xÅ∞=Hõ =∂#∞<å ?
=∞Åã≤ HÍ=∞º Hõ~°‡=ÚÅ‰õΩñ *ÁzÛ# -
=∞QÆ∞_»ñ |∞@∞ì=ÙÅ∞ =∂#∞<å? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨~°QÆ xO„ Œ̂l «̀∞Îñ_»∞ Ç¨Ï#∞=∞O «̀∞x -
„|Ç¨‡GO|∞#ñ QÆ\ì̃

J~°Ü«∞ #O Œ̂∞ÃÑ· "≥∂‰õΩÅ∞ QÆ\ì̃# -
#Å „|Ç¨‡G=Ú = Œ̂Öˇ,

Ñ¨iÑ¨i q è̂Œ=ÚÅ x@∞=Öˇ<Õ Ç¨Ïiñ-
„|Ñ¨uÎ #q∞‡# #~°∞ñ_»∞

u~°∞QÆñ QÆ~°‡=∂~°æ=Ú#‰õΩñ *ÁzÛ#-
Õ̂=Ù_»∞ Œ̂# "å «̀ûÅº=Ú = Œ̂Å∞. II HõÅ II

2. JÅi# ã¨O™ê~°„Éèí=∞ q_çz-
Ü«∞_»qÖ’# [_»Éèí~°̀ «∞ñ_»∞

«̀ÅÑ¨ÙK«∞ <˘Hõ ~Úé]̃ñ ÉˇOz#O «̀<Õ-
«̀#‰õΩ#∞ <å~°∂Ñ¨Ù Œ̂yÖˇ,

=ÚÅ∞QÆ∞K«∞ ÅOÑ¨@=ÚÅ∞ ≥̂QÆq_çz -
"≥∂Hõ∆=Ú "≥̂ ŒÔH_ç #~°∞ñ_»∞

=Å=x Œ̂∞ã¨ûOQÆ̀ «∞Å∞ ÃÑOz##∞-
"åã¨# ÅO@Hõ =∂#∞<å? II HõÅ II

3. J@∞ QÆ# `åñ|\ì̃# „= «̀=ÚO_»ñQÆ -
##º=∞ «̀=Ú KÕÑ¨\ì̃##∞

#@#Å <≥O Œ̂∞#∞ñ ÉÁO Œ̂Hõ r=Ùñ_»∞-
#_»∞=∞<≥ "≥∂~°∞ñ_≥·#@∞¡,

«̀@∞Hõ# N"ÕOHõ@Ñ¨u <˘Hȭ x-
^•ã¨º=Ú Éèíl~ÚOz# #~°∞ñ_»∞

Ñ¶̈∞@#Å <å «̀x ÔH·OHõ~°º=ÚÅ‰õΩ-
Hõ_»∞ñ ÉÏ„ «̀∞ñ_»∞ QÍHõ =∂#∞<å? II HõÅ II
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44. THE FRUITS OF THE ACTIONS

After the bodily enjoyment comes the result very plain,
After the fruits of the action comes the rebirth’s pain;

Indrajit could stop Hanuman with Brahmastra weapon,
When he buttressed him with ropes, Astra’s effect gone;
When any human believes in the Lord of lords Narayan,
And takes u turn to his old ways, loses god’s compassion;

Sage Jadabharata was staying in the forest in meditation,
Reared a deer cub and became a deer in his re-incarnation;
When any human being evades sins with much aversion,
And again falls in bad ways, gains bad scents of old passion;

When a person deviates from path to take up another faith,
He gets tucked in between and belongs to none he prayeth,
One who devotes to the servitude of the Lord of Venkata Hlls,
He gains his mercy and compassion to be rid of any mortal ills;

After the bodily enjoyment comes the result very plain,
After the fruits of the action comes the rebirth’s pain;
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45.

ã¨O «̀ÖË K˘zÛuñ QÍx - ã¨~°‰õΩñ QÍ#<≥·u

~ÚO «̀@ NÇ¨Ïi h"Õ - ~Ú@∞ Œ̂Ü«∞ñE_»"Õ. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. HÍO «̀ K«#∞Q˘O_»Å∞ - Hõ_»‰õΩ <≥H˜̄ uñQÍx

Ü≥∞O ≥̀·<å "≥∂Hõ∆Ñ¨Ù "≥∞@∞¡ - Ü≥∞Hȭ ÖË<≥·u,

JO «̀ [=fi#=∞<Õ - J_»q K˘zÛuñQÍx

ã¨O «̀̀ « Ç¨Ïi ÉèíHõÎ<Õ - ã¨Orq QÍ#<≥·u. II ã¨O «̀ II

2. ≥̀y ã¨O™ê~° [Åkèñ - k~°∞QÆ∞ÖÏ_çuñ QÍx

JQÆ_≥· "≥·~åQÆº~°̀ «fl - =∞k Õ̂<≥·u,

á⁄QÆ~°∞ [<å‡Å ~°} - Éèí∂=ÚÅ∞ K˘zÛuñQÍx

Ñ¨QÆ@∞ñQÍ=∂ Œ̂∞Å - Ñ¨QÆ ™êkèOK«<≥·u. II ã¨O «̀ II

3. «̀#∞=xÜ≥∞_ç HõÅÊ - «̀~°∞=Ù Ü≥∞H˜̄ uñQÍx

H˘# q*Ï˝#Ñ¶̈Å=Ú - QÀÜ«∞ÖË<≥·u,

Ñ¶̈∞#∞ñ_» N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ - Hõ=∞‡~° h Hõ$Ñ¨KÕ̀ «ñ

Œ̂xã≤ ÜÕ∞ q è̂Œ∞Å#∞ñ - Œ̂@∞ì=_»<≥·u. II ã¨O «̀ II
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45. IN THE MARKET OF LIFE

Wandered in the market but could not find any produce,
Wasted this dull life, O Srihari, bless me with mercy deuce,

Mounted the breast hills with much strain and stress,
But could not see the steps to beatitude in any recess;
Entered the forest of youth with power to find a mangrove,
But could not find the plant of devotion to Hari in any alcove;

Swam the ocean of this tumultuous life in commotion,
But could not bring the precious stone of dispassion;
Penetrated the puerile fields of war in utter sensation,
But could not defeat the six enemies of the mind notion;

Climbed the tree of cornucopia a given name to this body,
But could not pluck the fruit of wisdom with my hands shady;
Gained your forgiveness O Lord of the Venkata Hills,
Now I am devoid of pains from the worldly actions and ills;

Wandered in the market but could not find any produce,
Wasted this dull life, O Srihari, bless me with mercy deuce,
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46.

<Õ##ñQÍ <≥O «̀"åñ_» - <≥Ü«∞ºÑ¨Ù r=ÙÅÖ’#

D<≥áê# ~°H∆̃Op - hâ◊fi~°∞ñ_Õ HÍHõ. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Z=fi~°∞ |∞kú K≥Ñ≤Êi - ~ÚÅÃÑ·ñ r=∞ÅÔHÖÏ¡

<≥=fiQÆñ |∞@ìÅñQ˘Å∞Û - xOK«∞H˘=∞‡x,

J=fiÅ ã¨O™ê~° „ÉèÏOu - J<åk#∞O_çÜ«Ú Ö’Ö’ñ

Œ̂qfiOz «̀ÅÔH Õ̀Î Ü«∞O - «̀~åº"Õ∞ HÍHõ ! II <Õ# II

2. K≥@∞ìÅ ÔH=fi~°∞ |∞kú - K≥¿ÑÊ~°∞ «̀uHÍÖÏ#ñ

|∞\ì̃ HÍzÑ¨Óz xO_®ñ - ÉÁ Œ̂Å∞=∞x,

QÆ∞@∞ì̀ À *·̌̀ «#º"≥∞ÿ - QÆ∞}=Ú Åxfl\˜H˜x

u@ì ÃÑ\ì̃ ~°zOz# - Õ̂=Ùñ_çO Õ̀ HÍHõ! II <Õ# II

3. |∞ Œ̂∞ú Öˇ=fi~°∞ K≥Ñ≤Êi - Ñ¨Ù\ì̃#\ì̃ "≥∞HÍÅ‰õΩ

ukÌ K«#∞fl^•y Ñ¨Ói - k#∞=∞x,

á⁄ Œ̂∞Ì á⁄ Œ̂∞Ì Ö’##∞O_ç - Éè’QÆ=ÚÅ∞ =∞éÑ≤#

x Œ̂ÌÑ¨Ù N"ÕOHõ\Ï„k - xÅÜ«Úñ_Õ HÍHõ! II <Õ# II
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46. HE IS THE SAVIOUR

What more can I say than I am one of the beings innumerable?
As he protects everyone, he the Lord protects me, the feeble!

Who taught the little ants to build big anthills?
So that they can have their home without frills!
He must be the indweller, who taught them skills,
The all pervading one showed them a way in drills;

Who taught the trees to blossom with flowers and fruits?
So that they can be helpful to the needy in hunger roots;
He must be the hidden consciousness energy in the beings,
The all compassionate one gave them all the power tidings;

Who taught the new born animal to reach its mother’s breast?
So that they can grow and earn their food without much unrest;
He must be the Holy Spirit that stayed in them gave them the test,
The Lord of the lords the merciful one blessed them with the best;

What more can I say than I am one of the beings innumerable?
As he protects everyone, he the Lord protects me, the feeble!
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47.

Ug #∞áêÜ«∂Å∞ QÍ=Ù - Ü≥∞‰õΩ¯= Éèí̂HÎ HÍx

^•=uñ |_»Hõ ~Úk - Œ̂H˜̄ Õ̀ ã¨∞ÅÉèí=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. =ÚO\˜ÃÑ· ã¨∞Y=∞O Œ̂∞@ - =Ú‰õΩ¯# #∂~°∞Ñ¨Ù =\ì̃

Œ̂O@ "åÜ«Ú=Ù ÔQÅ∞=ñ - Œ̂ÅñKÕ ≥̂ÖÏ¡,

"≥O\˜Hõ =@∞ìHõ áÈ~Ú - "≥ã¨ñQ˘O_» "åñ‰õΩ@

"≥O@ñ QÆ~°‡=∂~°æ=Ú# - q+¨µ‚x ™êkèOK«∞@. II Ug II

2. U#∞QÆ∞`Àñ Éˇ#ñQÆ∞@ - ~ÚÅ x~åÇ¨iÜ≥ÿ∞

HÍ#x Ñ¨OKÕO„kÜ«∂Åñ - QÆ@ìñÉ’=Ù@,

<åxO z#∞Ñ¨ QÆ∞yæà◊√§ - #=∞Å∞@ |eq∞x

è̂•ºxOz =∞#ã¨∞ñ|\ì̃ - ≥̂·==Ú ™êkèOK«∞@. II Ug II

3. Œ̂Ñ≤ÊH˜ <≥O_»=∂=ÙÅ∞ - ^•QÆ Œ̂QÆæ~°ñ É’=Ù@

«̀Ñ¨C K«̂ Œ∞=ÙÅÖ’ñ - Œ̂̀ «Î fi=Ú <≥OK«∞@,

Ñ≤Ñ≤Ê K«q Ü«∞_»∞QÆ∞@ - ÃÑ‰õΩ¯ ≥̂·"åÅñ Q˘ez

HõÑ≤Ê# N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ - Hõ~°∞} ™êkèOK«∞@. II Ug II
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47.  THE IMPORTANCE OF REVERENCE

All other plans are useless except reverence,
It is the nearest way to reach His divine presence;

It is like stopping the respiration to gain life’s breath,
As hard as resting on the bed of thorns for happy health,
It is like pulling the hill by tying the hair to its girth,
As unwise as reaching Lord Vishnu by ritualistic path;

It is like fighting with a mammoth elephant,
As going on fast to win over the five senses haunt;
It is like biting the hard lentils with teeth strength,
As going on meditation to win over the god at length;

It is like searching for water in desert mirages,
As elusive as finding wisdom in the books pages;
It is like looking for sweet syrup in crushed sugarcane,
As useless as worshipping other gods to reach heaven!

All other plans are useless except reverence,
It is the nearest way to reach His divine presence;
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48.

Ñ¨Ù~°∞ëÈ «̀Î=Úñ_» h=Ù - Ñ¨Ù~°∞ëê è̂Œ=Úñ_» <Õ#∞

è̂Œ~°Ö’ <åÜ«∞O Œ̂∞ =∞Oz - «̀# "Õ∞k? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. J#O`åÑ¨~å è̂Œ=ÚÅ∞ - J@∞ <Õ=Ú ¿ã¿ãq

J#O «̀=∞~Ú# Œ̂Ü«∞ - Jk hk,

x#∞ <≥é∞ñQÆ ‰õΩO_Õ\˜ - hK«∞QÆ∞}=Ú <åk

##∞ <≥_»Ü«∞‰õΩO_Õ QÆ∞ - }=Ú hk. II Ñ¨Ù~°∞ II

2. ã¨HõÅ Ü«∂K«Hõ"Õ∞ - ã¨~°∞ã¨ <å‰õΩñ |x

ã¨HõÅ ~°Hõ∆Hõ̀ «fi=Ú - ã¨i hÑ¨x,

„Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz x#∞fl Œ̂∂ˆ~ - Ñ¨Å∞ˆH <åÔHÑ¨C_»∞#∞

"≥Hõe"≥· ##∞ñ QÍKÕ - q è̂Œ=Ú hk. II Ñ¨Ù~°∞ II

3. <Õ~° q∞O «̀Ü«Ú#∞ <åk - <Õ~°∞ Ñ≤O «̀Ü«Ú#∞ hk

™êÔ~‰õΩ #*Ï˝x <Õ#∞ - *Ï˝xq h=Ù.

D su N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊� ~Ú@ ##∞fl <Õeuq

è̂•~°∞}˜Ö’ xO_≥#∞ „Ñ¨ - `åÑ¨=Ú hk. II Ñ¨Ù~°∞ II
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48. THE GREATEST SOUL

You are the greatest soul and I am the last of the least,
Your gift of goodness I tarnished its form into a beast?

I do sins and transgressions countless in my retreat,
But you offer kindness and empathy in ways infinite;
I often forget you in my despicable and wicked state,
But you never throw me out of your marvelous estate!

Begging for alms and be suppliant to everybody is my way,
Protecting everyone and providing hope is your divine sway;
Bragging about my power, I abuse your mercy always at play,
Forgiving my faults and formidable sins is your divine display!

All these wrongs are my fort; all these rights are at your port,
I am the most despondent one; you are the one resplendent;
This way O Lord of the Venkata Hills, you safeguarded my life,
In this world your might and mercy filled the earth sans strife;

You are the greatest soul and I am the last of the least,
Your gift of goodness I tarnished its form into a beast?
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49.

Jxfl\˜H˜ <˘_»Ü«∞ñ_» "≥·# - NÑ¨uq h=Ù,

Z#fl~å Œ̂∞ =∂|ÅñQÆ - "≥∞OK«∞HÀ =∞øáœñA. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. *Ï˝<ÕO„kÜ«∞=Ú Ö·̌̂ Œ∞ - â◊siÖ’Ñ¨Å

P#Hõ Hõ̂~‡O„k - Ü«∞=Ú Ö·̌̂ Œ∞,

`å#HõÑ¨Ù HÍ=∞„HÀ - è̂•Å =~°æ=Ú ÖÏ~°∞

D <≥Å=Ù Ñ¨OK«Éèí∂`å - ÖˇOK«∞ =∂áœñA. II Jxfl II

2. «̀Ñ¨Êx QÆ∞}ÏÅ∞ =¸ñ_»∞ - «̀#∞ qHÍ~°=Ú ÖÏ~°∞

JÑ¨Ê\˜ =∞<À |∞ Œ̂úº - Ç¨ÏOHÍ~åÅ∞,

LÑ¨ÊuÅ∞¡ q+¨Ü«∞=Ú - Å∞_ç"Àx "˘Hõ J~Ú Œ̂∞

WÑ¨Ê\˜ q∞OKÕ HÀÑ¨=Ú - Ü≥∞OK«∞HÀ =∂áœñA. II Jxfl II

3. PñHõe Œ̂Ñ≤ÊÜ«Ú#∞ =∂ - <å==∂#=ÚÅ∞#∞

™ÈñH˜# j`Àëê‚Å∞ - ã¨∞Y Œ̂∞óMÏÅ∞,

=¸ñHõ QÆq∞HÍ_» <Õ#∞ - "≥ÚÔH¯ Œ̂ N "ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ !

ÜÕ∞ñHõ\Ï~°ñ QÆ_»¿Ñ"å - <≥OK«∞HÀ =∂áœñA. II Jxfl II
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49. THE STRENGTH OF THE
STRADDLING ARMY

You are the mighty Emperor and the most powerful,
But our battalion is also endowed with soldiers awful!

Organs of senses five, organs of action five,
Works inside and outside of this body-hive;
The arishadvarga- temptations are deplorable six,
Elements earth, air, fire, sky, water can cause any fix;

Three attributes- goodness, passion and darkness,
Three states of mind, intellect and ego in fullness,
The essences-sound, touch, form, taste, fragrance,
The flaming anger over and above all this offense!

Hunger and thirst, honor and dishonor,
Happiness and grief, hot and cold manor,
To this army I am the formidable commander,
O  Lord of the Venkata hills, look at my army wander!

You are the mighty Emperor and the most powerful,
But our battalion is also endowed with soldiers awful!
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50.

T~°̂H ^˘~°‰õΩ<å - L#fl`À#fl «̀ ã¨∞Y=Ú,

™ê~°O|∞ ≥̂eã≤ HÍ - [Ü«∞=Ú KÕH˘#∞@. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. «̀ÅñÑ¨Ù Ö’Ñ¨ezO «̀ - ^•ñ\˜#Ñ¨C_»∞ QÆ̂ •!

JÅi ≥̂·=O|∞ - „Ñ¨ - «̀ºHõ∆=∞ø@,

HõÅ∞+¨OÑ¨Ù Œ̂∞~°‡ Œ̂=Ú - QÆ_»z#Ñ¨C_»∞ QÆ̂ •!

«̀ÅH˘#fl "≥∂Hõ∆O|∞ - «̀#‰õΩñ *Ë Ñ¨_»∞@. II T~° II

2. Hõ~°‡O|∞ Hõã¨@∞"Àñ - QÆ_çy#Ñ¨C_»∞ QÆ̂ •!

x~°‡Å*Ï˝#O|∞ - <≥~°"Õ~°∞@,

=∞~°‡O|∞ NÇ¨Ïix - =∞éñQÆ∞ K˘zÛ#ñ QÆ̂ •!

‰õÄi‡ñ Œ̂# [#‡"≥∞ - ‰õΩ¯_»∞ ÔH‰õΩ¯_Ò@. II T~° II

3. «̀#âßO «̀ =∂ «̀‡Ö’ñ - Œ̂ye#Ñ¨C_»∞ QÆ̂ •!

Ñ¨xQ˘#fl «̀# K«̂ Œ∞=Ù - Ñ¶̈e~ÚOK«∞@,

Z#ÖËx N"ÕOHõ@ - >Ëâ◊fi~°∞x ^•ã¨ºO|∞

«̀#‰õΩ #aƒ#ñ QÆ̂ • - Œ̂iKÕi =∞#∞@. II T~° II
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50. THE HIGHEST HAPPINESS

The highest happiness you cannot get it free,
Understand the essence to gain victory spree!

Get rid of all the thoughts from the mind,
The liberation is near the bend you can find;
Get rid of the smog of the belligerent ground,
The emancipation appears to you all around;

Get rid of the smudges of the past births scent,
The clean transparent wisdom reaches your tent,
Get hold of the faith in Srihari to realize his extent,
The present life becomes auspicious in its content;

Get hold of the peace in the tumultuous mind mirror,
The real image of the God appears in great splendor,
Get hold of the position in the Lord of lords’ servitude,
The shore of liberation is reached in pleasant altitude;

The highest happiness you cannot get it free,
Understand the essence to gain victory spree!
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51.

JÑ¨C_»∞ K«∂KÕk"À - Jkè‰õΩÅ # è̂Œ=ÚÅ

«̀Ñ¨ÊHõ Ü≥∞K«Ûi ~Ú Õ̂ - «̀ÅñK«"À =∞#™ê! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. H˘O_»Å=O\˜ Ñ¨#∞Å∞ - HÀi =ÚOK«∞H˘O>Ë #∂~°

‰õΩO_ç ÔH·H˘#x"åñ_Õ - Ü≥∂wO„ Œ̂∞ñ_»∞

xO_ç# HÀÑ¨=ÚÅ‰õΩ - <≥Ñ¨=ÚÅ∞ QÆey Õ̀

Œ̂O_ç̀ ÀñQÆÅñQÆx Ü«∂ - «̀ñ_Õ nè~°∞ñ_»∞. II JÑ¨C II

2. ã¨∂ Œ̂∞Å=O\˜ =∂@Å∞ - ™⁄ikñ *ˇq ™ÈñH˜̀ Õ

"å Œ̂∞Å∞ "≥@∞ìH˘#x - "åñ_Õ Õ̂=Ùñ_»∞,

áê Œ̂∞H˘#fl ã¨O™ê~° - |O è̂Œ=Ú <À~°∂iOz Õ̀

PkQ˘x =∞ «̀∞Îñ_»∞ QÍ - #\ì̃"åñ_Õ Ñ¨Ù}∞ºñ_»∞. II JÑ¨C II

3. QÍÖÏÅ =O\˜ Ü«∂ã¨Å∞ - Hõ_»∞ñ Œ̂ye fã≤̀ Õ

`åeq∞`Àñ QÆ̂ ŒÅ <å - «̀ñ_Õ Ñ¶̈∞#∞ñ_»∞,

"Õ∞eq∞ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ - g∞ Œ̂ ÉèÏ~°=Ú "Õã¨∞Hõ

gÅHõ «̀#Ö’ qé] - gñQÆ∞"åñ_Õ x «̀∞ºñ_»∞. II JÑ¨C II
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51. THE WISE AND OTHERWISE

Who is really wise and who is otherwise,
O mind! Knowing it will be a real surprise!

Mountains of works when they land on his head,
Maintains poise and endurance he has sainthood;
Avalanches of anger when they strike him very bad,
Attains stillness and tranquility he is extremely good;

Piles of abuses when pricked him deep like needles,
Restrains himself from spats is a sage of role models;
Tiles of life’s palace when pulling him much inside,
Resists and rebukes its power is an ascetic bona fide;

Anglers and lures of desires when haunt him ever,
Avoids himself to enter the attraction is very clever;
When many crisis and difficulties threw him overboard,
Who keeps his faith in the Lord is a free bird and bard!

Who is really wise and who is otherwise,
O mind! Knowing it will be a real surprise!
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52.

U Œ̂∞áêÜ«∞=Ú - ÜÕ∞ x#∞flñ *Ë~°∞@‰õΩ

Pk #O «̀º=Ú ÖËx - JK«∞º «̀ =¸iuq.

1. "≥ÅÜ«∞ h QÆ∞}=ÚÅ∞ - q#∞uOKÕ #O>Ë

≥̀eÜ«∞ h=Ù QÆ∞}Ï - f «̀∞ñ_»=Ù,

K≥Åˆ~ñy x#∞ =∞uñ - lOuOKÕ #O>Ë

=∞Åã≤ h =zO «̀º - =∞Ç≤Ï=Ú_»ñ=Ù. II U Œ̂∞ II

2. á⁄ky KÕ̀ «∞Å x#∞flñ - |∂lOKÕ#O>Ë

Hõkã≤ h=Ù qâ◊fi - HÍÜ«Úñ_»=Ù,

J Œ̂# <Õ"≥∞ÿ# ã¨ - =∞iÊOKÕ #O>Ë

ã¨̂ Œ~°"≥∞ÿ J"åãÎ̈ - ã¨HõÅ HÍ=Úñ_»=Ù. II U Œ̂∞ II

3. Hõ#∞flÅKÕ̀ « x#∞fl - QÆ#∞ñQ˘<Õ #O>Ë

ã¨xflkè ^˘~°Hõ #QÀ - K«~°∞ñ_»=Ù,

Wxfl\Ï#∞ N"ÕOHõ@->Ëâ◊ h=Ù QÆÅ=x

=<≥flÅ â◊~°}<Õ - "åHõº"Õ∞ KåÅ∞. II U Œ̂∞ II
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52.  THE UNIVERSE AS HIS VERSE

What is the approach to reach you? O Lord God!
Neither the beginning nor the end to you, O my guard!

When I wished to describe your virtues in million ways,
I found you are beyond those issues with infinite rays;
When I wished to worship you in my closed mind space,
I found you beyond any space and endowed with grace;

 When I wished to venerate you with my hands,
I found that the entire universe is in your bonds;
When I wished to honor you with many gifts,
I found you beyond the gifts and desire rifts;

When I wished to look at you with my eyes,
I found you beyond the mortal eye sight flies;
When I believed that you are with me always,
I found you, O Lord of Venkata hills, in all ways!

What is the approach to reach you? O Lord God!
Neither the beginning nor the end to you, O my guard!
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53.

Uk =ÅÃã h=k ¿ãÜ«Ú - ~ÚO Œ̂∞Ö’# <À r"å «̀‡

á⁄ Œ̂QÆ∞ =∞#Ö’ #O «̀~å «̀‡Ü≥ÿ∞ - Ñ¨~°y# NÇ¨Ïi Ñ¨#∞Ñ¨Ù##∞.     IIÑ¨Å¡qII

1. =∞#=O\˜ r=ÙÖË - =∞Ç≤ÏÖ’# <˘HõH˘xfl

â◊√#Hõ=ÚÖ·̌ ‰õΩ‰õΩ¯@=ÚÖ·̌ - ã¨∂Hõ~°=ÚÅ∞ <≥·#q,

k#k#=Úñ QÆ~°‡áêâ◊=ÚÅñ - kiÔQ_ç Œ̂∞~°Ìâ◊ Å@∞ K«∂_»∞

ã¨#HÍ Œ̂∞Ö·̌ H˘O Œ̂~°∞ r=ÙÅ∞ - â∫i^•ã¨∞Ö·̌ ~°@∞ K«∂_»∞.     IIUkèII

2. Hõ#∞flÅ∞ñ QÍà◊√§ =∞#=Öˇñ Œ̂#∞=ÙÅ∞ - ÔQ·H˘x H˘O Œ̂~°∞ #~°∞Å∞

Ñ¨xfl# `˘ «̀∞ÎÅ∞ |O@∞¡<≥· =∞# - Ñ¨#∞Å∞ ¿ãÜ«ÚK«∞#∞<åfl~°∞,

Z#flñQÆ NÇ̈Ïi <≥é∞ñQÆHõ - ~Ú_»∞=∞Åñ ÉÁ~°Ö̌_ç Œ̂k K«∂_»∞

=Ú<≥fl Ç̈Ïi^•ã̈∞Ö̌· <å~°̂ Œ - =ÚY∞ºÅ∞ ÔQez# Œ̂k K«∂_»∞.    IIUkèII

3. WO «̀QÍÅ=Ú#∞ ~¸ Ñ̈Ù@∞ìQÆ∞Å<≥ - ~Ú@=Ö̌ñ ÉÁ~°eu q∞<åflà◊√§

WO «̀@ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñ_»∞ Œ̂ÅOz - ~¸ [#‡O|∞# =∞=Ú <ÕÖ̌,

qO «̀Å ÉÁ~°e# #~°Hõ‰õÄÑ̈=ÚÅ - "≥#Hõ\ ̃ ≥̂·#º=Ú Å@∞ K«∂_»∞

ã̈O «̀ã̈=Ú# =ÚO Œ̂i "≥∂Hõ∆=Ú - ã̈~åfi#O Œ̂O |k K«∂_»∞       IIUkèII
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53. TWO WAYS TO CHOOSE

In this way you can live the life with bonds all the way,
In that way you can break the bonds to liberation sway!

 Hark! There you see many beings in this earth,
Became dogs, hens and pigs and living in stink filth;
Look at the beings moving in circles of life and death,
But some became sages like Sanaka with divine breath;

Hark! There you see many people in this earth,
Working as slaves and servants without any mirth;
Look at the sufferers, who failed to find Him in this birth,
But gaze at the devotees of Srihari, such as Narada’s worth;

Hark! All these lives we were in the cycle of rebirths passion,
In this life the Lord of Seven Hills blessed us with compassion;
Look at the torture and torments in the prisons of the Hell,
And gaze at the gaiety and happiness in the Heaven to tell!

In this way you can live the life with bonds all the way,
In that way you can break the bonds to liberation sway!
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54.

h=Ù ã¨~°fiã¨=Úñ_»=Ù - h=Ù Õ̂= Õ̂=Ùñ_»=Ù

D=Å QÆ∞}^Àëê - ÖˇOK«xñHõ <ÕÖÏ? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨Ó=ÙÅÃÑ·ñ QÍã‘ñ - ÉÁi =ÚO_»¡ÃÑ·ñ QÍã‘x

P=Å "≥<≥flÅ ̂Hq∞ - Ç¨x =pÛ<å ?

áê=#∞Å #@∞QÍz - áêÑ¨Ñ¨ÙO["≥∞ÿ# ##∞fl

QÍ=ñQÍ hHõ$Ñ¨‰õΩ#∞ - QÆ_» =∞~¸º<å? II h=Ù II

2. QÀÑ¨Ùg∞ñ Œ̂ qã¨sñ - QÆ∞Hȭ  g∞ñ Œ̂ qã¨sx

áê=#Ñ¨Ù QÍeH˜x - áêÑ¨ =∞O\©<å ?

Õ̂= «̀Å ~°H∆̃Oz - n#∞ñ_»<≥·# <å‰õΩ

^À= K«∂ã≤ ~°H∆̃Oz Õ̀ - ^Àã¨ =∞~¸º<å? II h=Ù II

3. ‰õΩÅAx ~ÚO@ #∞O_ô - ‰õΩÅÇ‘Ï#∞x ~ÚO@#∞O_ô

~ÚÅÖ’ <≥O_»‰õΩ <Õq∞ - Ç‘Ï# =∞~¸º<å ?

=Åã≤ N"ÕOHõ\Ï„k - =~°=ÚÅ∞ ~ÚzÛ <åÖ’

xez =~°=Ú ezÛ - <Õñ_»∞ QÍ="Õ. II h=Ù II
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54. MOONLIGHT

You are the equalizer; you are the Lord of lords,
Why consider my virtues and sins in deeds or words?

The silvery moon-light falls on flowers and thorns,
What harm occurred to its bounty and shining yarns?
The divine light falls on virtuous ones and me a sinner,
What deficit occurs to its radiance by lighting my inner?

The pleasant breeze touches the holy cow and itchy dog,
 What sin or smudge it carries with it for its friendly log?
The grand caring nature saved deities many times true,
What deficit occurs to your mercy if you protect me too?

The warm sunshine spreads fine over palaces and huts,
What charm it lost for its magnanimity that never shuts?
The largesse of the Lord of Venkata hills is highly famous,
What shortfall occurs to it by blessing me a sinner infamous?

You are the equalizer; you are the Lord of lords,
Why consider my virtues and sins in deeds or words?
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55.

WO Œ̂∞Å‰õΩñ lOuOK«<ÕÅ - ~¸â◊fi~°∞x =∂Ü«∞ eq

Ü≥∞O Œ̂∞‰õΩ =¸Å=Ú Ç¨Ïi - ~¸ «̀xñ lOuOK«̂~. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. WÅ <åiHõ_»Ñ¨ÙñQÍ - Ü«∞‰õΩ h~°∞ =zÛ#Ü«∞@∞ì

«̀Åñz ~åñQÆÅ"Õ∞Å∞ - «̀#∞fl^•<Õ =K«∞Ûˆ~,

Åe <Õ#∞QÆ∞ k#fl "≥ - ÅñQÆ Ñ¨O\˜ÉËã¨=Ú

=Öˇ<Õ áÈñQÆÅ"≥Å¡ - =_ç ^•<Õ áÈ=Ùˆ~. II WO Œ̂∞ II

2. xO_ç# Ü«∞ Œ̂Ì=ÚÖ’# - h_» "˘_»K«∂Ñ≤#@∞ì

Œ̂O_çÜ≥ÿ∞# Ñ¨Ù@∞ìQÆ∞Å∞ - «̀#∞flñ^•<Õ =K«∞Ûˆ~,

Ñ¨O_ç# Ñ¨O_»∞¡ `˘_»=∞ñ - ÉÏã≤ =Ó_ç#Ü«∞@∞ì

JO_»<Õ =∞~°}=ÚÅ∞ - JO Œ̂iH˜ ã¨iˆ~. II WO Œ̂∞ II

3. ÃÑ#∞~åuÃÑ·ñ QÆ_»= - ÃÑ@ìñQÍ QÆ∞ Œ̂∞Ô~·#@∞ì

«̀#∞ñ^•<Õ zOuOÑ¨ñ - Œ̂ÅñÑ¨Ù xÅ∞K«∞ˆ~,

Ñ¶̈∞#∞ñ_»∞ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñ - QÆx â◊~°}#fl *ÏÅ∞

"≥#Hõ áêáêÅ∞ =∞OK«∞ - qzÛ#@∞ì qK«∞Ûˆ~. II WO Œ̂∞ II
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55.  THE PRESTIDIGITATOR

Why do you worry about these vibrant illusions?
Think about the conjurer who made these fusions!

Like the sweet coconut milk that formed in the coconut,
The assistance and good will come by design to your hut;
Like the juice in the wood-apple digested by the elephant,
Whatever that goes, exits without our knowledge haunt;

Like the clear shadows in the fine mirror spotless,
Rebirths occur to the beings very much effortless;
Like the ripe fruits drop down from the stem firm,
Death comes when the life span comes to end term;

Like the big rock becoming base to the earthen pot,
Repeat attempts create the base in the mind spot;
Like the morning mist that melts with sunshine,
Refuge in Lord Venkateswara removes all sins sign;

Why do you worry about these vibrant illusions?
Think about the conjurer who made these fusions!
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56.

*Ï˝#Ü«∞[˝ g∞ - QÆu "≥∂Hõ∆™ê è̂Œ#=Ú

<å<å~°÷=ÚÅ∞ x<Õfl - #_»ÃÑ =∂ QÆ∞~°∞ñ_»∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. JÅi Õ̂Ç¨Ï =∞<Õ\˜ - Ü«∂QÆâßÅÖ’#

|Å∞"≥· Ü«∞*Ï˝#Ñ¨Ù - Ñ¨â◊√=Ù |OkèOz,

HõÅã≤ "≥·~åQÆºÑ¨Ù - Hõ̀ «∞ÎÅñ QÀã≤HÀã≤

"≥ÅÜ«∞ *Ï˝<åyflÖ’ - "ÕeK≥ =∂ QÆ∞~°∞ñ_»∞. II *Ï˝# II

2. "≥Ú‰õΩ¯K«∞ "≥·+‚̈=ÙÅ<Õ - =Úx ã¨Éèí QÆ∂_»ÃÑ\ì̃

K˘‰õΩ¯K«∞ Náê Œ̂f~°÷ - ™È=∞áê#=Ú xOz,

K«Hȭ QÍ ã¨OH©~°Î# - ™ê=∞QÍ#=Ú KÕã≤

~Ú‰õΩ¯=`À Ü«∞[˝=Ú ¿ã - ~ÚOK≥ñÉ’ =∂ QÆ∞~°∞ñ_»∞. II *Ï˝# II

3. «̀nÜ«∞ QÆ∞~°∞„Ñ¨™ê Œ̂ - Œ̂Ñ¨Ù~À_®â◊ q∞zÛ

H˘ Œ̂n~° Œ̂fiÜ«∞ =∞#∞ - ‰õΩO_»ÅO|∞Å∞ "≥\ì̃,

Ü≥∞ Œ̂Ö’ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ - x@∞ „Ñ῭ «ºHõ∆=Ú KÕÃã

Wk"À ã¨fi~°∂Ñ¨̂ ŒHõ∆ - ~ÚK≥Û#∞ =∂ QÆ∞~°∞ñ_»∞. II *Ï˝# II
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56. THE HOLY SACRIFICE

It is yajna the holy sacrifice, an implement for liberation,
My preceptor taught me many rituals in much consideration;

It is the body the altar and place of the holy sacrifice,
Where ignorance the sacrificial beast is bound to the edifice;
There it is cut and cut with the knives of dispassion suffice,
My teacher fried it in the fire of knowledge with flaming orifice;

It is the body of Vaishnava sages that assembled there,
Where we were given the divine intoxicating Soma water,
There we sang the songs of Sama veda in tones that matter,
My teacher presided, the yajna that I performed with care;

It was the offering and ear ornaments he gifted me intense,
Where I was blessed with his approval and kindness immense;
There I experienced Lord Sri Venkateswara’s magnificence,
My teacher endowed me with the soul churning munificence;

It is yajna the holy sacrifice, an implement for liberation,
My preceptor taught me many rituals in much consideration;
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57.

≥̂·==∂ h"Õ =∞=Ú‡ - Œ̂Ü«∞ Œ̂ÅñK«∞@ QÍHõ

KÕ=Å h ¿ãñ «̀ ÖˇÅ¡ - K≥Å∞¡#∞ Ö’HÍ##∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. fÑ¨Ù #O*Ë"Õà◊ #>Ëì - Õ̀@ñ|∞Å∞ ã≤Oáœ#∞

ÃÑ·ÃÑ·ñ |∞}º=∞~Ú Õ̀ñ - ÉÏÑ¨ q∞Oáœ#∞,

FÑ≤ [O «̀∞=ÙÅ H˜q - XHõ \ÁHõ\˜H˜ ÅOÔH

KÕÑ¨\ì̃ áêÑ¨=Ú Öˇ@∞ì - ¿ãÜ«∞‰õΩO_»=K«∞Û#∞ ? II ≥̂·= II

2. Hõ_»∞ñ[Å∞"≥· Õ̀#∞ - QÆHȭ # "Õñ_çOáœ#∞

K≥_»x q~°u"Õà◊ - ã≤~°∞ eOáœ#∞,

X_»Å∞ "≥∂z# "åi - H˘Hõ\ÁHõ\˜H˜ ÅOÔH

`˘_»~°∞ Éè’QÍÅ∞ =∂x - `ÀÜ«∞ <≥@∞ì =K«∞Û#∞ ? II ≥̂·= II

3. WqÜ«Ú h =∂ÜÕ∞ - ~ÚxflÜ«Ú h Ü«∂[˝ÖË

[=oñ „ÉÏ}∞Å ÔHÅ¡ - ã¨=∞‡ ≥̀·#q,

W=Å N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊� - ~Ú@∞ hˆH â◊~°}O\˜

«̀qe h"Õ QÆu - ^•ñQÆ <≥@∞ì =K«∞Û#∞ ? II ≥̂·= II
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57.  OH GOD! SAVE US!

Save us all, o God! Without you, we are way inefficient,
We look at your works in awe that progress so efficient!

Savoring too much sweet makes one crave for bitter,
Favoring too many good deeds makes one try sins litter;
These virtues and sins are linked in intricate chain clutter,
Then how anyone can avoid bad deeds, smart and flutter?

Staying in too much cold makes one think of hot weather,
Treading in detachment path one thinks of riches never wither;
These hot and cold, poor and rich facets are linked together,
Then how can anyone get rid of the comforts smooth like feather?

Searching for truth we found all these things are your actions,
Tending the beings by your commands that create inter-actions;
Thinking about these things I took shelter in your divine sanctions,
Then how can you avoid me without giving protection tractions?

Save us all, o God! Without you, we are way inefficient,
We look at your works in awe that progress so efficient!
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58.

T~°ÔH·̀ Õ x#∞flñQÍ# - "≥ÚHõ HÍ~°}Ï#ñQÍx

Ñ¨Ói r=ÙÅ=Ú h=Ù - Ñ¨Ù~°∞ëÈ «̀Î=Úó_»=Ù. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Jã¨∞~°Å∞ Éèí∞qñ |∞@∞ì - @k =ÙÑ¨HÍ~°"Õ∞

Jã¨∞~°Å∞ ÉÏkèO «̀∞ - @=∞~°∞Å#∞,

á⁄ã¨ñQÆ "åiH˜ QÍ#∞ - Ñ¨Ó#∞Hõ =zÛ h=Ù

=ã¨∞ è̂Œ [xOz Õ̀#∞ - =_ç x#∞flñ QÆO Œ̂∞=Ú. II T~° II

2. J_»i è̂Œ~°‡=Ú K≥_ç - Ü«∞ è̂Œ~°‡"≥∞ÿ<å "Õ∞Å∞

"≥_»ñQÆ∞ =Ú#∞Å∞ q#fl - qO «̀∞~°∞ h‰õΩ,

«̀_»q è̂Œ~°‡=Ú xÅÊ - è̂Œ~°}˜ñ |∞@∞ì̂ Œ∞ g=Ù

|_ç x#∞fl ¿ãqOz - „| Œ̂∞‰õΩ Œ̂∞ =∞Ñ¨Ù_Õ. II T~° II

3. h Hõ@∞ =∂‰õΩñE_» - h ^•ã¨∞ÖË "Õ∞Å∞

ÃÑ·H˘x "å~°∞#flKÀ@ñ - ÉÏÜ«∞‰õΩO Œ̂∞=Ù,

KÕH˘x N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊� - K≥Ñ¨ÊñQÍ<Õ "åi KÕ̀ «

h Hõ̂ äŒÅ∞ qx qx - <Õ g∞_Õiuq∞. II T~° II
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58. HIS INCARNATION

You will not come in person unless there is a clear motivation,
O Universal soul! Enrich us poor souls lying low in deprivation!

The birth and existence of the demons is a nice guise,
They torture the deities and it is a blessing in disguise,
To save the deities you come and incarnate in this earth,
Thus giving opportunity for us to see you with batted breath!

Let the righteousness go wrong and go in weird ways,
Sages and ascetics report to you in prayers and plays,
To establish Dharma you come to be born in this earth,
Thus giving chance for us to serve you in devotion mirth;

Often we feel your devotees are better accessible than you,
Because you always stay with them and won’t leave them true,
To make us blessed they tell us your immensity in many fables,
Thus O Lord of the Venkata Hills we reach your divine stables;

You will not come in person unless there is a clear motivation,
O Universal soul! Enrich us poor souls lying low in deprivation!
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59.

W «̀~°∞Å Œ̂∂~°<ÕÅ - Ü≥∞=fi~°∂ <Õq∞ ¿ã «̀∞~°∞

=∞u "å~°∂ñ Œ̂=∞=O\˜ - =∞#∞AÖË HÍHõ! II Ñ¨Å¡q II
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2. `˘_»ñy á⁄QÆ_çOK«#∞ - Œ̂∂+≤OK« =ÚY∞º Öˇ=fi~°∞
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3. Ñ¶̈∞# |O è̂Œ "≥∂H∆ÍÅ‰õΩñ - QÍ~°} q∞ñHõ <≥=fi~°∞

#xz# *Ï˝<å*Ï˝ - #=ÚÖË HÍHõ,

«̀#‰õΩ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñ - Œ̂ÅÑ≤OKÕ "åÔ~=fi~°∞

H˘# "≥Ú Œ̂ Öˇé˜ñy# - QÆ∞~°∞ñ_Õ HÍHõ! II W «̀ II
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59. GOOD AND BAD

Why indict others for our fortunes and misfortunes?
They are also like us pawns in the God’s play and tunes!

To do good or bad to oneself who is responsible?
Only God decides the fate of the able and disable!
What is that follows one wherever he goes or run?
Only sins and virtues accompany him in their turn!

To praise or curse one, who is accountable?
Only our own attributes tilts the life-table!
What is that endows you with fame or insult?
Only our own behavior decides the final result!

To gain bonds or liberation who is really culpable?
Only our own wisdom or ignorance writes the fable!
What is that and who is the teacher that shows the way?
Only our conscience that lets us to reach the God’s sway!

Why indict others for our fortunes and misfortunes?
They are also like us pawns in the God’s play and tunes!
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60.

XHȭ ñ_Õ "≥∂Hõ∆Hõ~°Î - "˘Hȭ >Ë â◊~°}ÏQÆu
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2. XHȭ ñ_»∞ Œ̂Ñ≤ÊH˜ñ „^•Ñ¨Ù - "˘Hȭ ñ_»∞ Hõ_»= xOK«∞
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60.  HE IS THE REDEEMER

He is the savior and he is the shelter,
They found Him as the true liberator!

Innumerable deities and infinite worlds,
Inestimable rituals in scriptures and words,
Wise men avoid these useless methods,
They do not believe in ceremonial awards;

One quenches thirst, one fills his pot,
One swim in the same water spot,
Wise man understands the essence,
Unmindful of the unnecessary offence;

This is the quintessence of the Song of God,
To Arjuna explained Sri Krishna the divine Lord,
Hark! O devotees of the Lord of Venkata hills,
Find the real path and follow it in celestial thrills!

He is the savior and he is the shelter,
They found Him as the true liberator!
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61.
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61.  IN SEARCH OF THE SOUL

If you search for the soul outside it is useless,
Practice the ways for the soul search sans stress;

Forget the mundane issues; the senses in control,
In the lotus flower of heart keep his brilliance role,
Of the thumb sized soul as the Supreme vehicle,
Under his feet consider yourself as a dust particle;

With the legs of many previous bodies, do not run,
Enter the present body with introspection in turn,
Not worrying about the duel issues such as hot and cold,
Under his feet take refuge as a minute soul, shining gold;

With the power of worship and the strength of his mercy,
I reach his presence to supplicate myself in divine per se;
When I am alone in my heart and mind purified by his shine,
Under his heavenly feet I realize myself in his radiance rain;

If you search for the soul outside it is useless,
Practice the ways for the soul search sans stress;
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62.

x#∞fl #q∞‡ qâßfiã¨=Ú - hÃÑ· xÅ∞Ñ¨ÙH˘x

L#fl"åñ_»xñHõ "Õ̂~ - LáêÜ«∞ "Õ∞q∞\˜H˜? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. QÆuÜ≥ÿ∞ ~°H∆̃O «̀∞"À - HÍHõ ~°H∆̃OK«"À Ü«∞x

=∞uÖ’x ã¨Oâ◊Ü«∞=Ú - =∞é˜ q_çz,

~Ú «̀~°∞ÅKÕ =ÚO Œ̂~° - xñHõ <≥\∫ì̂ Œ∞<À Ü«∞x

"≥̀ «̀ À_»ñ Œ̂ÅKÕ\˜ - "≥éÃÑÖÏ¡ q_çz. II x#∞fl II

2. u~°"≥∞ÿ# h =∞Ç≤Ï=∞ - ≥̀e¿ã"åñ_» #<Õ

QÆ~°∞==Ú`À_ç =Ù^Àº - QÆ=Ú q_çz,

"≥~°=Ù# h~°∂Ñ¨Ù - "≥̂ ŒH˜ HÍ#ÖË #<Õ

QÆi=∞ #ÅÑ¨Ù <åã≤Î - Hõ̀ «fi=Ú#∞ q_çz. II x#∞fl II

3. „ è̂Œ∞="≥∞ÿ# <åKÕñ «̀‰õΩ - `À_»∞ ≥̂K«∞ÛH˘<Õ #<Õ

J=Å ##∞ºÅg∞ñk - Ü«∂ã¨ q_çz

q=iOK«Å"Õ∞Å‡OQÆ - qÉèí∞ñ_» N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊

«̀qeu <å Ñ¨Ù}º=∞O - «̀Ü«Ú h‰õΩ q_çz. II x#∞fl II
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62. FAITH

Keeping my faith in you only and with much conviction,
Why should I worry about any other way of reflection?

No doubts, I have about the protection you give,
And my mind is free of any uncertainty to grieve,
What others do to me with their wrongs to cleave?
Those qualms I don’t have and that’s what I believe!

No doubt that you will be my guard and guardian,
I left the mundane work and you as my custodian,
What other initiatives will guide me to your abode,
With passion and certainty I left the atheistic road!

No doubt that I can do this worship all by myself,
I did stop depending on others for any help shelf;
I have submitted all my credit from good deeds worth,
To my protector Lord Sri Venkateswara in all my faith!

Keeping my faith in you only and with much conviction,
Why should I worry about any other way of reflection?
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63.

=∞Ç≤Ï #∞^Àºy QÍ=Öˇ - =∞#∞Añ_≥·#"åñ_»∞

ã¨Ç¨Ïl=Öˇ #∞O_Õg∞ - ™êkèOÑ¨ÖËñ_»∞ II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. "≥̂ ŒH˜ «̀ÅñK«∞H˘O>Ë - q+¨µ‚ñ_»∞ QÍ#=K«∞Û

K≥̂ Œi =∞éz Õ̀ - ã¨$+≤ì pñHõ\∫,

á⁄ Œ̂e #_»z Õ̀#∞ - Éèí∂"≥∞ÖÏ¡ "≥∞\ì̃~å=K«∞Û

xkiOz Õ̀ñ QÍÅ=Ú - xq∞+¨"≥∞ÿ `ÀñK«∞. II =∞Ç≤Ï II

2. "Õ_»∞Hõ̀ Àñ [kq Õ̀ - "Õ̂ ŒâßG ã¨OÑ¨#∞flñ_Ò

*Ï_»̀ À #∂~°‰õΩO_ç̀ Õ - [_»∞ñ_Ò#∞,

X_»Hõ «̀Ñ¨ã≤ Ü≥ÿ∞ Õ̀ - L#fl`À#fl «̀∞ñ_Ò

‰õÄ_»Hõ ™È=∞i Ü≥ÿ∞ Õ̀ - QÆ∞}Ç‘Ï#∞ñ_Ò#∞. II =∞Ç≤Ï II

3. =Ú~°Ç¨Ï~°∞ñ Q˘ez Õ̀ - "≥∂Hõ∆=Ú ™êkèOK«=K«∞Û

"≥~° "≥éñQÆ ‰õΩO_ç̀ Õ - gi_ç Ü«∞ø#∞,

â◊~°}O>Ë N"ÕOHõ>Ë - â◊fi~°∞ñ_»∞ ~°H∆̃OK«∞=Ú

Ñ¨~°QÆ ã¨Oâ◊~ÚOz Õ̀ - áê+¨O_»∞ñ_Ò#∞. II =∞Ç≤Ï II
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63.   HUMAN ENDEAVOR

Constant effort makes a man perfect in action,
Keeping himself in dull life cannot win a fraction!

If one goes on searching, Vishnu Himself maybe visible,
If one looms in darkness the creation becomes invisible;
If one keeps on walking, he can complete the full round,
If one sloths to sleep, time becomes minute all around!

If one goes on studying he will master Vedas and arts,
If one looms in ignorance he will be one idiot of all sorts;
If one keeps on meditating he will be a revered sage,
If one sloth to laziness he will become dull on life’s stage;

If one goes on worshipping God, he can attain beatitude,
If one looms in gloom he will become an ineffectual dude,
If one keeps on devoting himself the Lord blesses him,
If one sloth in several doubts he will be a creature grim;

Constant effort makes a man perfect in action,
Keeping himself in dull life cannot win a fraction!
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64.

W@∞=O\˜ "≥ÖÏ¡ hˆH - ~Ú>Ëì ÃãÅ=Ù ¿ãã≤u

«̀@∞‰õΩ# h=<Õ x - è̂•#=Ú KÕH˘O\˜x. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. HÍq∞Ozu <å «̀‡ x#∞flñ - QÆÅã≤ Éè’yOK«∞@‰õΩ

"Õ=∞~°∞ñ „QÀkèOzu - h q~À è̂Œ∞ÅÃÑ·,

<Õ=∞=Ú# Ö’aèOzu - h =∞O„ «̀ =∞#∞ºÅ H˜Ü«∞º

P=ÚH˘x "≥∂Ç≤ÏOzu - Ç¨Ïi h~°∂Ñ¨Ù#‰õΩ. II W@∞ II

2. Zé∞Hõ̀ À =∞kOzu - ~Ú>Ëì h^•ã¨º=Ú#

=∞é˜ x<˘flÅ¡x K«̂ Œ∞=Ù - =∞K«ÛiOzu,

«̀é˜ñ [ÅÑ¨\ì̃u h - «̀Ñ¨Êx ÉèíHÎ̃Ü«∞O Œ̂∞

"≥é=Hõ x<˘flÅ¡x - q è̂Œ∞Å xOkOzu. II W@∞ II

3. HõÅHõ~°‡=Ú ÖˇÖÏ¡ h - ÔH·OHõ~°º=ÚÅO Œ̂∞ "≥\ì̃u

|Å∞ =∞=∞HÍ~°=Ú h - ÃÑ·ñ *ËiÛu,

ZÅq∞ N"≥OHõ>Ëâ◊ - ~Úxfl\Ï #<Õfleuq

xez# HÍÅ"≥∞ÖÏ¡ - h ¿ã"Õ KÕã≤u. II W@∞ II
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64.  MANY PLANS

Many preparations and plans I made to reach you,
Gained your presence a real treasure to me true!

To be with you lustful with my heart and soul,
I made enmity in anger with your adversaries all,
In greed, without giving your secret name chant,
I dearly fell in love with your image attachment!

Became proud for having your steady support,
Fought jealously against things of not your port;
I was unbending and inflexible in your holy worship,
Criticized all the issues that go against your lordship;

I used all my time and energies in your admiration,
My love and affection I reserved for your veneration;
You blessed me, O the Lord of the seven hills, always,
I devoted all my life at your adulation in many ways!

Many preparations and plans I made to reach you,
Gained your presence a real treasure to me true!
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65.

=¸ñ_Õ =∂@Å∞ - =¸ñ_»∞ =¸O_»∞¡ `˘q∞‡k

"Õ_»∞H˘x K«̂ Œ∞=~À - "Õ̂ •O «̀ ~°Ç¨Ïã¨º=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. r=ã¨fi~°∂Ñ¨=Ú - zOuOz Ü«∞O «̀\Ï#∞

Õ̂=Ùx "≥·Éèí==Ú - ≥̀eã≤,

ÉèÏqOz „Ñ¨Hõ$u ã¨O-Ñ¨̂ Œ ~Úk Ü≥∞é∞ñQÆ∞>Ë

"Õ"ÕÅ∞ q è̂Œ=ÚÅ - "Õ̂ •O «̀~°Ç¨Ïã¨º=Ú. II=¸ñ_ÕII

2. «̀#Ö’x *Ï˝#=Ú - «̀Ñ¨Ê‰õΩO_®ñ Œ̂ÅáÈã≤

Ñ¨x`À_» #O Œ̂∞=Å¡ - ÉèíHÎ̃ xeÑ≤,

=∞xH˜QÍ "≥·~åQÆº=Ú - =∞é=‰õΩO_»∞>Ë

q#=Åã≤#Ü«∞\ì̃ - "Õ̂ •O «̀~°Ç¨Ïã¨º=Ú. II=¸ñ_ÕII

3. "Õ_»∞Hõ̀ À <åKå~°º - qâßfiã¨=Ú QÆey

*Ï_»Å â◊~°}ÏQÆu - ™ê è̂Œ#=Ú`À,

‰õÄ_ç N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊fi~°∞ñ - Q˘ez ^•ã¨∞ñ_Ò>Ë

g_»x „|Ç¨‡#O Œ̂ - "Õ̂ •O «̀ ~°Ç¨Ïã¨º=Ú. II=¸ñ_ÕII
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65.  NINE WORDS

Three words and three threes are nine gives you a trophy,
Read and understand the hidden secrets of philosophy!

Comprehend the form of the being present everywhere,
Realizing the magnificence and glory of the God anywhere,
Considering it as the nature’s bounty is the real knowledge,
This is the hidden meaning of many philosophies on the edge!

Comprehension one’s own wisdom to full extent,
Realization of devotion formed by wisdom’s content,
Considering dispassion as the essence of life’s front,
This is the hidden meaning of any philosophy’s rant!

Comprehension of the preceptor’s wisdom in veneration,
Realizing complete surrender as the only way to liberation,
Considering the devotion to Sri Venkateswara as adoration,
This is the hidden meaning of absolute happiness declaration!

Three words and three threes are nine gives you a trophy,
Read and understand the hidden secrets of philosophy!
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66.

ZOz K«∂_»~À Ñ¶̈∞#∞ÖÏ~° - ~ÚOn=~å‰õ∆Ωñ_»∞ ~°Hõ∆‰õΩñ_»∞

ã¨Oz «̀=ÚQÆ h «̀x â◊~°}OÉË - ã¨~°fiÑ¶̈Å„Ñ¨̂ Œ q∞O Œ̂iH˜. II Ñ¨Å¡qII

1. Ç¨Ïiñ Q˘Å∞=x H˘Å∞=ÙÅ∞ =∞é˜ - Ü«∞_»qñQÍã≤# "≥<≥flÅÅ∞

QÆi=∞Å #K«∞º «̀∞ q#x - Hõ̂ äŒÅ∞ Éèí∞q QÆ[™êfl#=ÚÅ∞,

Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀∞‡xH˜ñ QÍx «̀Ñ¨O|∞Å∞ - áê`åà◊=ÚÅ x è̂•#=ÚÅ∞

=∞~°∞QÆ∞~°∞xH̃ñQÍx Ñ̈Ó=ÙÅ Ñ̈Ó[Å∞ - =∞QÆñ_»∞ÖËx ã≤OQÍ~°=ÚÅ∞.   IIZOzII

2. "≥·‰õΩO~î°∞x #∞u~ÚOK«x q#∞ «̀∞Å∞ - =#xkèñQÆ∞iã≤# "å#Å∞

P Hõ=∞Ö’ Œ̂~°∞ñQÀ~°x HÀiHõ - ÅO Œ̂x =∂xÑ¶̈ÅO|∞Å∞,

NHÍO «̀∞xÃÑ·ñ*ËÜ«∞x Éèí‰õΩÎÅ∞ - K≥O|∞g∞ñk Hõ#HõÑ¨Ùñ|∂ñ «̀

^•H˘x q+¨µ‚x ̀ ≥eÜ«∞x ̀ ≥Å∞=ÙÅ∞ - ̀ «QÆ<Õ\˜#_çq∞ ÃÑ·~°∞Å∞  IIZOzII

3. "åqiñˆQâ◊=Ù <˘Å¡x | Œ̂∞‰õΩÅ∞ - =~°̀ «ñQÆÅ=Ù zO «̀Ñ¨O_»∞

QÀqO Œ̂∞x Hõ@∞ "≥ÚHȭ x "≥Ú‰õΩ¯Å∞ - QÀ_»ÖËx ÃÑ#∞z„ «̀=ÚÅ∞,

ÉèÏqOz =∂ è̂Œ=ÙÃÑ· ÖËx «̀ÅÑ¨ÙÅ∞ - Ñ¨Å∞ "Õ∞Ñ¶̈∞=ÚÅ qHÍ~°=ÚÅ∞

N"ÕOHõ@Ñ̈u Hõ~°∞} QÆey Õ̀ - r=ÙÅ H̃qÜÕ∞ q<À Œ̂=ÚÅ∞.     IIZOzII
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66. HIS GRAND PROTECTION

O Great people! The lotus eyed one is our only liberator!
Surrendering ourselves to Him is our fine decisive matter!

Life that fails to worship Him is the moonlight on vast forest,
Story that do not praise His name is the elephant bath in unrest,
Penance not focused on Him is the buried treasure in hell deep den,
Worship not done to Srihari is the wasted make-up of a lone woman;

Prayer that failed to address Him is the rain poured on thick woods,
Wishes that did not speak to Him are the unreachable fruit foods,
Devotees who fail to revere Him are the gilt covers over the pot goods,
People who fall short of knowing Srihari are the fields amidst river floods;

Lives that follow other deities are like wasted tamarind fruit in vast river,
Salutations that are aimed at minor gods are paintings without walls ever;
Thoughts that are not on Madhava are the wrong clouds’ weak ramblings,
The compassion of the Lord of Seven Hills is the best sanction of blessings;

O Great people! The lotus eyed one is our only liberator!
Surrendering ourselves to Him is our fine decisive matter!
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67.

è̂Œ~°}˜ <≥O Œ̂Ô~xfl - «̀Ñ¨=ÚÅ∞ KÕã≤<å#∞

Ç¨ÏiHõ$Ñ¨ QÆÅ"åñ_Õ - Jxfl\Ïñ |∂Aºñ_»∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. q∞uÖËx q «̀∞ÎÖˇxfl - "Õ∞kxÃÑ·ñ [e¡<å#∞

«̀u`À quÎ#"Õ - «̀QÆñ |O_»∞#∞,

W «̀~° HÍO «̀Å∞ =∞é˜ - Ü≥∞O Œ̂é∞ QÆey<å#∞

Ñ¨u =∞xflOz# Õ̂ - Ñ¨@ìÑ¨Ù Õ̂=ÙÅ∞. II è̂Œ~° II

2. áêÅ∞Ñ¨_ç #~°∞Öˇxfl - á⁄@¡ñ|_ç H˘Åz<å

<ÕeHõ KÕÑ¨\ì̃# "åñ_Õ - Ü≥∞‰õΩ¯_»∞ |O@∞,

=¸Å <≥O «̀ è̂Œ#=Ú<åfl - =ÚOz ^•# è̂Œ~°‡=ÚÅ∞

`åeq∞`À xzÛ# Õ̂ - ^•ñÑ¨Ù~°"≥∞ÿ xÅ∞Û#∞. II è̂Œ~° II

3. ZxflHõ‰õΩñ Q˘_»∞‰õΩÅ∞ - Ü≥∞O Œ̂~°∞ - QÆey<å#∞

Wxfl\Ï è̂Œ~°‡Ñ¨~°∞ñ_Õ - ~¸_Õ~°∞#∞,

L#fluñ [ Œ̂∞=Ù Öˇxfl - =ÙO_ç<å N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√

ã¨#∞fluOz# =∞O„ «̀"Õ∞ - ã῭ «"≥∞ÿ Ñ¶̈eOK«∞#∞. II è̂Œ~° II
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67. THE MOST RESPECTED ONE

Many people did penance on this earth zone,
But Srihari’s devotee is the most adored one!

Sowed so many seeds in lands and fields,
Timely protected ones gave me more yields;
Maybe there are many wives to a big king,
The most liked one is the queen in seeking;

Innumerable servants work under a great ruler,
The most faithful one becomes trusted soldier;
Infinite riches one may have in his treasure,
Money he gave to the needy is his measure;

Many sons he might be having in his big family,
The mighty one becomes real heir in the melee;
Many higher studies and titles one may procure,
The name chant of Sri Venkatesa is the final cure!

Many people did penance on this earth zone,
But Srihari’s devotee is the most adored one!
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68.

W\ì̃ <å "≥é]̃̀ «#=Ú - ÖË=∞x K≥Ñ¨CH˘O Œ̂∞#∞

<≥@ì# xO Œ̂∞‰õΩ #y - h"Õ Œ̂Ü«∞ñE_»"Õ. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. áê\˜Oz <åÖ’ #∞O_ç - Ñ¨eH˜O «̀∞=Ù h=Ù

=∂@ÖÏ_» <Õ~°∞ «̀∞ #O\Ï - =∞i <Õ #Ç¨ÏOHõiO «̀∞#∞,

h@∞# Ö’Hõ=Ú ÖˇÖÏ¡ - h"Õ ÜÕ∞Å∞K«∞O_»ñQÍ#∞

QÍ\Ï# ^˘~°#O\Ï - QÆifiO «̀∞ <Õ#∞. II W\ì̃ II

2. <≥=∞‡kñ „|[Å <≥ÖÏ¡ - h"Õ Ñ¨Ù\ì̃OK«ñQÍ#∞

Hõq∞‡ <Õ<Õ a_»¤Åñ - QÆO\˜#O\Ï ã¨O «̀ã≤O «̀∞#∞,

ã¨=∞‡u h"Õ ã¨~°fi - ã¨OÑ¨̂ ŒÅ∞ <˘ã¨ñQÆQÍ#∞

~Ú=Ú‡Å QÆ_çOK«∞H˘O\˜ - xq <Õ #O\Ï <≥O «̀∞. II W\ì̃ II

3. =∞xflOz ~ÚÇ¨ÏÑ¨~åÅ∞ - =∞i h"Õ ~ÚÜ«∞ºñQÍ#∞

Z#∞flH˘x <å «̀áÈ =∞ - Ç≤Ï=∞ ~Úk Ü«∞#∞K«∞#∞,

L#flu N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ - ##∞fl <Õq∞ K«∂KÕ=Ù

Jxfl\Ï <å Ü«∂Kå~°∞º - q#flÑ¨"Õ∞ q#"Õ. II W\ì̃ II
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68.  MY FOOLISHNESS

How may I describe my unruly ways of foolishness?
Just make a hearty laugh and grant me your kindness!

Staying inside my mind and make me speak sound,
In pride I announce my power of oration unbound!
Settling everywhere you rule all these worlds around,
In arrogance I proclaim myself a king to the land found!

Creating people with elements five, you stay in silence,
In procreate vigor I claim that I am the one with virulence;
Providing me with the riches, you observe from a distance,
In Productive energy I declare, I have my own way in finance;

Granting me this and netherworld comforts, you stay out,
In meditation influence I assert, all it is my authority clout,
Giving me the highest lifestyle you forgave my sins o God!
And accept my preceptor's request to bless me dear O Lord!

How may I describe my unruly ways of foolishness?
Just make a hearty laugh and grant me your kindness!
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69.

Õ̂= h=Ù QÆeÊOz# - ≥̀~°∞=Ù eq

h"åÔ~·# "åi - <Õ~°∞Ñ¨Ù eq. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨~°=∞âßO «̀∞#‰õΩñ - ÉÏÑ¨=Ú ~å Œ̂∞

q~°u QÆÅ"åxH˜ - "≥~°Ñ¨Ù ÖË̂ Œ∞,

QÆ∞~°∞¿ã"å~°̀ «∞#‰õΩñ - QÀÑ¨=Ú ~å Œ̂∞

è̂Œ~° ã῭ «ºq Œ̂∞#‰õΩñ - Œ̂Ñ¨C ÖË̂ Œ∞. II Õ̂= II

2. Ñ¨Ù@∞ì „|Ç¨Ï‡KåiH˜ - |∞kú K≥_»̂ Œ∞

J>ì̌ Pã¨ÖËx"åiH˜ - JÅÑ¨Ù ÖË̂ Œ∞,

`˘\ì̃# ã¨∞*Ï˚xH˜ - Œ̂∞óY=Ú ÖË̂ Œ∞

QÆ\ì̃Ü≥ÿ∞# =∞øxH˜ - HõÅÇ¨Ï"Õ∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞. II Õ̂= II

3. ã¨=∞z «̀∞Î#‰õΩ#∞ - K«OK«Å=Ú QÍ Œ̂∞

q=∞ÖÏKå~°∞#‰õΩ - "≥eu ÖË̂ Œ∞,

<≥=∞H˜ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊ - h^•ã¨∞Ö·̌ H˘eÛ

„Éèí=∞Ü«∞x"åiH˜ - ÉèÏ~°=Ú ÖË̂ Œ∞. II Õ̂= II
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69.  VARIOUS WAYS

These are the true paths created by you,
By the footsteps of your devotees queue!

Peaceful person gets no sin smudge,
Person with aversion has no fear edge,
A good disciple never gets angry,
The follower of truth is a clean gentry;

Born spinster never succumbs to lust,
Person without greed is not tired or lost,
Man with wisdom is out of grief,
Sage has no tussle, big or brief;

Person in harmony do not go astray,
Man with clean character is a pure ray;
People who become devotees to the Lord,
They have no illusions or worries to guard!

These are the true paths created by you,
By the footsteps of your devotees in queue!
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70.

JO Œ̂∞ˆH áÈ h ÃÑ· - <åã¨=Ù\ì̃ H˘eKÕk

=∞O Œ̂eOzu xñHõ - =∞i h z «̀Î=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. WO Œ̂~°∞ñ *ˇÑ¨ÊñQÍ qO\˜ - Ü≥∞=fiiÔH·<å q+¨µ‚ñ_Õ

HõO Œ̂∞= "≥∂Hõ∆ q∞Ü«∞ºñ - QÆ~°Î Ü«∞#ñQÍ,

=ÚO ≥̂ qO\˜ <å~°̂ Œ∞ñ_»∞ - =ÚOz x#∞fl ÉÏ_»ñQÍ

á⁄O Œ̂∞QÆ Ö’Hõ=ÚÖ’#ñ -  |∂Aºñ_®Ü«∞ ##∞K«∞. IIJO Œ̂∞II

2. JÑ¨Ê\˜ qO\˜ Ö’Hõ=Ú - Åxfl\˜H˜ Ç¨ÏiÜÕ∞

HõÑ≤Ê ~°Hõ∆Hõ̀ åfi#‰õΩñ - QÆ~°Î Ü«∞#ñQÍ,

WÑ¨C_≥ qO\˜ „ è̂Œ∞=Ùñ_»∞ - ~Ú@∞ x#∞fl #∞uOKÕ

LÑ¨Êue¡ Ñ¨@ì"Õ∞Å∞ - K«∞<åflñ _»#∞K«∞#∞. IIJO Œ̂∞II

3. W ≥̂ qO\˜ N "ÕOHõ - >Ëâ◊ „|Ç¨Ï‡‰õΩñ Œ̂O„_ç"≥·

Hõkã≤ Ñ¨Ù\ì̃OK«ñ ÉˇOK« - QÆ~°Î =#∞K«∞,

= Œ̂ÅHõ qO\˜ h‰õΩ - "åb‡H˜ HÍ=º=Ú K≥Ñ≤Ê

K≥̂ Œ~° HÍ Œ̂∞ºÅÖ’ñ - „|ã≤̂ Œ∞úñ_®Ü«∞ ##∞K«∞. IIJO Œ̂∞II
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70.  THAT’S UP TO YOU

That’s why we worship you with hope and anguish,
Just reminded you that next is your will and wish!

Many people told us that Lord Krishna as the savior,
He is the only redeemer and protector far and near;
Bard Narada knew that and sang songs in your praise,
Hence he became the most venerated sage and wise;

Many wise men told us and we heard in attention,
Srihari as the armor and defender sans pretention,
Dhruva as a child worshipped you in contemplation,
Became the famous star in firmament in supplication;

Many told us that you fathered Brahma the visible world,
And you create; sustain these worlds and beings, unfurled;
Sage Valmiki wrote an epic about your greatness and deeds,
And became the first poet, a diamond among the poetry beads;

That’s why we worship you with hope and anguish,
Just reminded you that next is your will and wish!
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71.

^•ñK«∞HÀ háê^•Å‰õΩñ - Œ̂QÆ<Õñ *Ëã≤# Ñ¨Ó[ eq

Ñ¨Óñz h H©iu ~°∂Ñ¨ - Ñ¨Ù+¨Ê=Ú eq =∞Ü«∂º! II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. XHȭ  ã¨OH©~°Î<Õ KåÅ∞ - "˘kÌÔH· =∞=Ú‡ ~°H∆̃OK«ñQÆ

«̀H˜̄ #q ÉèíO_®~å# - ^•z=ÙO_»h,

"≥Hȭ ã¨=∞QÆ∞ h <å=∞=Ú - "≥Å ã¨∞ÅÉèí=Ú Ñ¶̈Å =∞kèHõ=Ú

kÔH·̄  #<Õfleu qñHõ #q - f~°x <å è̂Œ#=∞Ü«∂º! II^•ñK«∞II

2. <å <åeHõÃÑ·#∞O_ç - <å<åã¨OH©~°Î#Å∞

Ñ¨Óx <åKÕ x#∞fl - ÉÁQÆ_çOzuq,

"Õ<å=∂Å "≥#∞flñ_® - q#∞uOK« <≥O «̀"åñ_»

HÍx=∞‡x <åH©Ñ¨Ù}º=Ú - QÆ\ì̃u qO Õ̀Ü«∞Ü«∂º! II^•ñK«∞II

3. D =∂@ QÆ~°fi=Ú QÍ Œ̂∞ - h =∞Ç≤Ï"Õ∞ H˘xÜ«∂_çuñQÍx

KÕ=ÚOz <å ™êfi «̀O„ «̀º=Ú - K≥Ñ≤Ê# "åñ_»ñQÍ#∞,

<Õ=∂#ñ ÉÏ_Õ"åñ_»#∞ - <Õ~°=Ú ÖˇOK«‰õΩg∞

N=∂ è̂Œ=! <Õh ^•ã¨∞ñ_» - N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñ_»=Ü«∂º! II^•ñK«∞II
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71.  THE FLOWERS OF FAME

These are the ways I worshipped your celestial feet,
The flowers of fame opened to adorn thy divine fleet;

One hymn enough to resonate your fame for sure,
Rest of them let they be preserved in the treasure;
Difficult to acquire you name mantra but resourceful,
Made me prosperous with infinite riches and fruitful!

Staying on my tongue you made me sing songs many,
In praise of you I created words and tunes in ceremony;
O Lord with thousand names that ooze milk and honey,
You blessed me with sublime virtues to go in this journey;

This is not said with pride but praising you in all humility,
And I did not vouchsafe my freedom in public or nobility;
I sing your hymns with utmost devotion and sincerity,
Forgive me, Lord Venkateswara, my mistakes or disability;

These are the ways I worshipped your celestial feet,
The flowers of fame opened to adorn thy divine fleet;
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72.

JO Œ̂∞ˆH ã¨∞g∞‡ <Õñ *Ë¿ã - PKå~åÅ∞ ≥̂·==∂!

xO Œ̂"åÜ«∞ <å =∞#ã¨∞ - hÃÑ· xÅ∞Ñ¨"Õ. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. |@ì|Ü«∞@ñ ^Àe Õ̀#∞ - |O ≥̂"Õ∞Ü«Úñ |ã¨∞~°=Ú

Ñ¨\ì̃ "Õ∞Ñ≤̀ Õ#∞ «̀# - Ñ¨#∞Å∞ ¿ãÜ«Ú

W>ì̌ = Œ̂e Õ̀#∞ - Ü≥∞O ≥̂·<åñ ÉÏ~°∞ =∞#ã¨∞

Hõ@∞ìHõ <Õ=∞ã¨∞Îñ_≥·̀ Õ - ÔH·=ã¨"≥∞ÿÜ«ÚO_»∞#∞. II JO Œ̂∞ II

2. |_ç Œ̂Ñ≤Ê Õ̀ |O@∞¡ - Ñ¨~°̂ Õã¨∞ Ö∫ Œ̂∞~°∞

Z_»Ü«∞Hõ ‰õÄ_»∞H˘O>Ë - Ç≤Ï «̀∞ Ö∫ Œ̂∞~°∞,

q_çz Õ̀ x@∞Å<Õ - Hõ_»‰õΩñÉÏ~°∞ =∞#ã¨∞

X_»eÖ’ #}z Õ̀ - "˘kÌÔH· =ÙO_»∞#∞. II JO Œ̂∞ II

3. KÕ = Œ̂e Õ̀ ÃÑOz# - zÅ∞ÔH·<å "Õ∞_»Öˇ‰õΩ¯

~åqOz QÆ∂ñ@ñÉˇ\ì̃̀ Õ - ~å=∂ Ü«∞#∞#∞,

ÉèÏqOK«‰õΩO_ç̀ Õ ~Ú>ì̌ - áê~°∞<≥O ≥̂·<å =∞#ã¨∞

N "ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñQ˘eÛ Õ̀ - KÕ̀ «ñlH˜̄ =ÙO_»∞#∞. II JO Œ̂∞ II
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72. ALL MY RITUALS

That’s why I do all these rituals, O dear Lord!
To keep my mind fixed, in your image, hard!

If you leave the pet animal free, it gets punished,
Keep it under tight ropes, it helps works finished;
 If you leave your mind free to roam it goes wild,
Keep it under security slopes, it behaves very mild;

If you leave servants rules free, they behave like aliens,
Keep them under stringent rules; they work all in lines;
If you leave your mind to fly into clouds, it goes wayward,
Keep it under stern control, it walks fine in reality ward!

If you leave the pet parrot free, it flies to the hill top,
Keep it in the bird cage, it sings your praise non-stop;
 If you leave the mind free it wanders in many things,
Keep it steady in Sri Venkatesa, infinite peace it brings;

That’s why I do all these rituals, O dear Lord!
To keep my mind fixed, in your image, hard!
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73.

q+¨µ‚ñ_˘Hȭ _Õ - qâßfi «̀‡‰õΩñ_»∞

"≥·+‚̈="Õ∞ ã¨ - ~°fiO|∞#∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. Ñ¨~°"Õ∞+≤ª ¿ãÜ«Ú - „|Ç¨‡O_»ã¨$+≤ìÜ«Ú

Ç¨Ï~°∞xÖ’x ã¨O - Ç¨~°â◊HÎ̃,

Ñ¨~°QÆQÆ xO„ Œ̂∞x - Ñ¨iáêÅ#=Ú#∞

J~°ã≤ K«∂_» N - Ç¨Ïi =∞Ç≤Ï=∞. II q+¨µ‚ II

2. WÅñ |OK«Éèí∂ «̀ - =ÚÅÖ’ QÆ∞}=ÚÅ∞

JÅ #=„QÆÇ¨Ï q - Ç¨~°=ÚÅ∞,

«̀ÅH˘#∞ HÍÅ - „ «̀Ü«∞ è̂Œ~°‡O|∞#∞

JÅ~°ñQÆ <å~å - Ü«∞}∞x =∞Ç≤Ï=∞ÖË. II q+¨µ‚ II

3. JO «̀@ñ QÆÅ =∂ - Ü«∂qÖÏã¨=ÚÅ∞

á⁄O «̀ñ |~°=∞Ñ¨̂ Œ - Éè’QÆ=ÚÅ∞,

=∞O «̀∞‰õΩ <≥H˜̄ # - =∞i ã¨=∞ãÎ̈=Ú#∞

WO «̀Ü«Ú N "ÕOHõ@ - >Ëâ◊√ =∞Ç≤Ï=∞ÖË. II q+¨µ‚ II
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73. VISHNU, THE UNIVERSE

Vishnu is the universe and its form,
The description of Him is Vaishnavam;

The creation by Brahma the creator,
The prime god Hara’s destructive power,
The celestial ruler Indra’s defensive cover,
All are the actions of Srihari the protector;

The attributes of the five elements,
The wanderings of the nine planets,
The characters of the three time zones,
All are the shades of Lord Srihari tones;

The illusions and delusions all over the board,
The eternal happiness in the heaven’s abode,
The gay abandon joys, ceremonies everything,
All are the glories of Lord Srihari’s radiance ring;

 Vishnu is the universe and its form,
The description of Him is Vaishnavam;
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74.

Ñ¨xQ˘# <Õiz Õ̀ - áêÑ¨"Õ∞ Ñ¨Ù}º=∞ø#∞

x#∞ñ Q˘eKÕ Ü«∞\ì̃ - h ¿ã=‰õΩÅ‰õΩ. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. =∞#ã¨∞ K«OK«Å"≥∞ÿ<å - =∞i x#∞flñ Œ̂Åz Õ̀

[#∞Å‰õΩ xÇ¨ÏÑ¨~° - ™ê è̂Œ# =∞ø#∞,

«̀#∞=Ù ¿ÇÏÜ«∞"≥∞ÿ<å - «̀QÆ x#∞flñ Q˘ez Õ̀

Ñ¨x=_ç Ü«∞O «̀Ö’<Õ - Ñ¨q„ «̀ =∞ø#∞. II Ñ¨x II

2. Hõ~°‡=Ú |O è̂ŒHõ"≥∞ÿ<å - Hõq∞‡ h ™⁄=Ú‡ KÕã≤̀ Õ

#i‡e "≥∂Hõ∆q∞Ü«∞º - <å è̂•~° =∞ø#∞,

=∞~°‡=Ú HÀiHõÜ≥ÿ∞<å - =∞Ç≤Ï h ÉèíHÎ̃ ÔHH˜̄ Õ̀

è̂Œ~°‡=ÚÅ‰õΩñ |~°=∞ - è̂Œ~°‡=Ú ^• <Ò#∞. II Ñ¨x II

3. [QÆ"≥∞ÖÏ¡ =∂Ü«∞Ü≥ÿ∞<å - ã¨i hˆH â◊~°}O>Ë

Ñ¨QÆ@∞# # Õ̂ «̀Ñ¨ó - Ñ¶̈Å=∞ø#∞,

JQÆÑ¨_ç N"ÕOHõ - \ÏkèÑ¨ #<Õfleuq

q∞QÆ∞Å xÇ¨Ï"≥∞ÿ<å - q∞Oz Ñ¨~°=∞ø#∞. II Ñ¨x II
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74. SINS AND VIRTUES

With constant practice sinners become virtuous,
Those who worship you with minds not devious;

Maybe mind is fickle but if it is fixed in your thought,
It becomes an implement to gain worlds both wrought!
 Maybe this body is hateful but if it worships you a lot,
It becomes holy and sanctified with virtues brought;

Maybe the karmic actions bind one to the life’s post,
They become helpful, if used in worshipping the Host,
Maybe desires chain one to the love and lust’s ghost,
They become pure in the flames of your radiance most;

Maybe the world is an illusion in its form and function,
It becomes the fruit of penance to devotee in interaction;
Maybe this mundane and that nether world in attraction,
They may change places with Srihari’s compassion in action;

With constant practice sinners become virtuous,
Those who worship you with minds not devious;
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75.

q*Ï «̀∞ ÅxflÜ«Ú - =$ ä̂• =$ ä̂•

J*Ïq∞àÏ Œ̂∞Å - Hõk ÜÕ∞*Ïu ? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. *ÏuÉèË̂ Œ=ÚÅ∞ - â◊s~° QÆ∞}=ÚÅ∞

*Ïu â◊s~°=Ú - ã¨i`À_»<≥ K≥_»∞,

P «̀∞=∞ Ñ¨iâ◊√ Œ̂úO ÉˇÑ¨C_»∞#∞ - Jk x~ÀÌ+¨O |<åk

~¸ «̀Å Ç¨Ïiq*Ï˝#Ñ¨Ù ̂ •ã¨ºO - ak Ü≥ÚHȭ >ˇ áÈ ã¨∞*Ïu.   IIq*ÏII

2. Ç¨Ïi ~ÚO Œ̂iÖ’ - #O «̀~å «̀∞‡ñ_ç̂ ≥

è̂Œ~°}˜ *Ïu ÉèË- Œ̂=Ú ÖˇOz#,

Ñ¨~°=∞Ü≥∂QÆ∞ bÉèÏ= =∞+ì̈=∞ Œ̂=Ú - Éèí=xHÍ~°=∞x =∂xi

è̂Œ~°}˜Ö’#ñ |~°̀ «̀ «Î fi*Ï˝#=Ú - è̂Œ~°‡=¸Å"Õ∞ ã¨∞*Ïu.     IIq*ÏII

3. Ö∫H˜Hõ "≥·kHõ - ÅOÑ¨@∞Å‰õΩ xq

ÔH·H˘#∞ #=â◊º - Hõ~°Î=ºO|∞Å∞,

NHÍO «̀∞ñ_»∞ N "ÕOHõ@Ñ¨u ¿ã - ã≤# ã¨Oáê Œ̂# q∞O Œ̂iH˜

"Õ∞H˘x ~ÚxflÜ«Ú g∞i#"åiH˜ - g∞ <å=∞"Õ∞ ã¨∞*Ïu.     IIq*ÏII
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75.  NO RACES, NO DIVISIONS

All these divisions and differences are mere waste,
Tell me, what is the race of Ajamila and what caste?

The racial differences and body color contrasts,
All perish with the decimation of the body crafts;
The soul is pure always, has no smudge or spots,
Only the knowledge of Srihari purifies these pots;

The Supreme soul Srihari is present in all beings,
No prejudices about color and tongue sayings;
Sages described these bad things with disgust,
Only the knowledge of Srihari relieves the angst;

The hardcore ones still bother about the vile issues,
When they understand the illusions, pay their dues;
Whoever goes beyond all these artificial boundaries
Chanting your name in devotion will be out of vagaries;

All these divisions and differences are mere waste,
Tell me, what is the race of Ajamila and what caste?
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76.

«̀Å"Õ∞Å ‰õΩÅ"Õ∞Å - «̀Ñ¨"Õ∞ HÍ~°}=Ú

Ü≥∞Åq∞ Ç¨Ïi^•ã¨∞Å∞ - ÜÕ∞*ÏuÜ≥ÿ∞# <Õq∞? II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. HÍHõ=Ú=Å¡ñ |∞@ì̂ • - Ñ¶̈∞#"≥∞ÿ# Ü«∞â◊fi «̀÷=Ú

^•H˘x QÆ∞Å¡Ö’ñ|∞@ì - ^• =Ú ≥̀Î=Ú,

KÒÔH·# q+¨Å «̀<≥ - [x‡OK«̂ • xifi+¨=Ú

ÜÕ∞ Hõ_» =∞Ç¨#∞ÉèÏ=Ù - ÖˇO Œ̂∞ Ñ¨Ù\ì̃̂~q∞? II «̀Å II

2. z_çÑ≤~åà◊¡ñ |∞@ì"å - K≥Å∞"≥·# =„[=ÚÅ∞

Ñ¨Ù_»q∞ hQÆÅ =Å¡ñ - |∞@ì̂ • Õ̀<≥,

"≥_»ñQÆ∞ ae¡ "Õ∞##∞ - "≥à◊§^•Ü«∞<å ["åfik

=Ù_ç "Àx Ñ¨Ù}∞ºÖˇO Œ̂∞ - #∞ Œ̂~ÚOz ˆ~q∞ ? II «̀Å II

3. Ñ¨OHõ=ÚÖ’ñ |∞@ì̂ • - Ñ¨i=∞à◊Ñ¨Ù ^•"≥∞~°

á⁄OHõÑ¨Ùñ w@=ÚÅO Œ̂∞ - Ñ¨Ù@ì̂ • Ñ¨@∞ì,

H˘OHõHõ N"ÕOHõ>Ëâ◊√ñ - Q˘ez# ^•ã¨∞Å∞

ã¨OÔH ÖËx *Ï˝#∞ ÖˇO Œ̂∞ - [x~ÚOz ˆ~q∞ ? II «̀Å II
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76.  WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?

What is in a caste or a race? Penance is the brace;
All are the devotees of Srihari, stay fine in his grace;

The great banyan tree is born because of a crow,
The precious pearl lie hidden in the mollusk low;
The antidote to a poison is on hand in vine foliage,
What is a caste or race to the birth of a great sage?

The great diamond is found amidst of stones,
The sweet honey is made in the honeybee zones,
The prized pomatum-javvadi is in the body of a civet,
What is the caste or race to do with an ascetic great?

The pretty lotus is grown in the muddy lagoons,
The precious silk is formed from the insect cocoons,
The devotees of Sri Venkateswara gains infinite boons,
What is caste or creed to do with the knowledge moons?

What is in a caste or a race? Penance is the brace;
All are the devotees of Srihari, stay fine in his grace;
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77.

Jk"À JÅ¡k Ç¨ÏŸ - Ç¨Ïi"åã¨=Ú

Ñ¨k"ÕÅ∞ âı+¨µÅ - Ñ¨_»QÆÅ =∞Ü«∞=Ú. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. J ≥̂ "ÕOHõ\ÏK«Å - =∞dÖ’#fl «̀=Ú

Jk"À „|Ç¨‡ Œ̂∞Å - HõÑ¨Ù~°∂Ñ¨=Ú,

Jk"À x «̀º x"åã¨ - =∞dÅ=Ú#∞Å‰õΩ

J ≥̂ K«∂_»∞ñ _»̂ ≥ „"≥Ú‰õΩ¯ - _®#O Œ̂=∞Ü«∞=Ú. IIJkII

2. K≥OQÆ@ #Å¡k"À - âıëêK«Å=Ú

xOy#∞#fl Õ̂= «̀Å x["åã¨=Ú,

=ÚOy@ #Å¡k"À - =¸Å#∞#fl è̂Œ#=Ú

|OQÍ~°∞ tY~åÅ - |Ç¨ï „|Ç¨Ï‡=∞Ü«∞=Ú. IIJkII

3. ÔH·=ÅºÑ¨̂ Œ=Ú "ÕO - Hõ@#QÆ =∞k"À

N "ÕOHõ@Ñ¨uH˜ - ã≤~°∞Ö·̌#k,

ÉèÏqOÑ¨ ã¨HõÅ ã¨O - Ñ¨̂ Œ~°∂Ñ¨ =∞k"À

áê=#=ÚÅ ÔHÅ¡ - áê=#=∞Ü«∞=Ú. IIJkII
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77.  HIS DIVINE RESIDENCE

There ho, tally ho, jolly ho is His celestial home,
Thousand hooded Serpent’s the most luminous dome!

That one is the Venkata hills, the highest abode,
That one is the pilgrimage to the deities abroad,
That one is the dwelling place to the sages on road,
Look at that, feast the view and worship the great Lord!

Nearby you can see the hill of the Sesha serpent,
The resting place to the sky deities in time spent,
At ahead, look, look at the most precious treasure,
Shining golden peaks of the Lord’s temple measure!

 That is the Venkata hill place that gives liberation,
That is the domicile of the Lord with his possession,
That is the place of prosperity and great compassion,
The holiest of the holies it is the abode of divine passion;

There ho, tally ho, jolly ho is His celestial home,
Thousand hooded Serpent’s the most luminous dome!
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78.

H˘O_»ÅÖ’ <≥ÅH˘#fl - HÀ<Õ\˜~åÜ«∞ñ_»∞ "åñ_»∞

H˘O_»ÅO «̀ =~°=ÚÅ∞ - QÆ∞ÃÑÊ_»∞ "åñ_»∞ II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. ‰õΩ=∞‡~° ^•ã¨∞ñ_≥·# - ‰õΩ~°∞=~°u #Oa

~Ú=∞‡#fl =~°=ÚÖˇÅ¡ - xzÛ#"åñ_»∞

^˘=Ú‡Å∞ ¿ãã≤# Ü«∞\ì̃ - `˘O_»=∂O [‰õΩ¯~°=iÎ

~°=∞‡#fl KÀ\˜H˜ =zÛ - #q∞‡#"åñ_»∞ IIH˘O_»II

2. JK«ÛÑ¨Ù "Õ_»∞Hõ̀ À_» # - #O`åà◊√"åiH˜

=ÚzÛe "≥\ì̃H˜ =∞#∞fl - "≥∂ñz#"åñ_»∞,

=∞zÛHõ ^˘ÅñHõñ k~°∞ - =∞Å #Oa`À_»∞ «̀

xK«Û xK«Û =∂@ÖÏ_ç - <˘zÛ#"åñ_»∞. IIH˘O_»II

3. HõOzÖ’# #∞O_»ñ k~°∞ - HõzÛ #Oag∞ Œ̂ QÆ~°∞

}˜Oz «̀#Ü≥∞_»‰õΩ ~° - Ñ≤ÊOz# "åñ_»∞,

Ü≥∞Oz <≥‰õΩ¯_≥·# "ÕOHõ - >Ëâ◊√ñ_»∞ =∞#Å‰õΩ

=∞Oz"åñ_≥· Hõ~°∞}ñ ÉÏ - eOz#"åñ_»∞ IIH˘O_»II
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78. THE LORD OF THE SEVEN HILLS

He stays near the pond, the Lord of the seven hills,
Sprays gifts of great size to his devotees sans any frills;

Kuruvarati Nambi the potter, when offered Him clay flowers,
He gave countless gifts and blessed him with much powers,
Thondaman when requested Him to be in the temple towers,
He accepted the king’s offer, stayed in hills with cloud covers;

With much enthusiasm He helped Ananta Alwar,
And carried the dug earth but hit by his crowbar;
To Tirumala Nambi He became a mystic friend,
Discussed thirsty issues with interest till the end;

With much mercy and compassion He exalted him,
Thirukachi  Nambi had His godly audience and theme;
The Lord of Venkata Hills! From His sanctum sanctorum,
Blesses us with His amazing presence and heavenly forum;

He stays near the pond, the Lord of the seven hills,
Sprays gifts of great size to his devotees sans any frills;
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79.

=Ú Œ̂∞ÌQÍˆ~ Ü«∞â’ Œ̂ - =ÚOy@ =Ú «̀º=Ú gñ_»∞

u Œ̂Ì~åx =∞Ç≤Ï=∞Å - Õ̂=H© ã¨∞ «̀∞ñ_»∞. II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. JO «̀ xO «̀ Q˘Ö¡̌̀ «Å - J~°KÕu =∂}˜Hõ=Ú

Ñ¨O «̀=∂_Õ HõOã¨∞x - áêe =„[=Ú,

HÍO «̀∞Å =¸_»∞Ö’HÍÅ - QÆ~°∞_» Ñ¨K«Ûñ |∂ã¨

K≥O «̀Å =∂Ö’ #∞#fl - zxfl Hõ$+¨µ‚ñ_»∞ II =Ú Œ̂∞Ì II

2. ~°uˆHo ~°∞H˜‡}˜H˜ - ~°OQÆ∞"≥∂q Ñ¨QÆ_»=Ú

q∞u QÀ=~°ú#Ñ¨Ù - QÀ - "Õ∞kèHõ=Ú,

ã῭ «"≥∞ÿ â◊OYK«„HÍÅ - ã¨O Œ̂∞Å "≥·_»∂~°º=Ú

QÆuÜ≥ÿ∞ =∞=Ú‡ñ QÍKÕ\˜ - Hõ=∞ÖÏ‰õ∆Ωñ_»∞ II =Ú Œ̂∞Ì II

3. HÍoOQÆ∞x «̀ÅÅÃÑ· - QÆÑ≤Ê# Ñ¨Ù+¨º~åQÆ=Ú

ÜÕ∞ÖË\˜ N "ÕOHõ\Ï„k - ~ÚO„ Œ̂hÅ=Ú

áêÅ[Åxkè Ö’#ñ - ÉÏÜ«∞x k=º~°̀ «fl=Ú

ÉÏÅ∞x=Öˇñ kiw - | Œ̂‡<åÉèí∞ñ_»∞. II =Ú Œ̂∞Ì II
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79.  THE PRICELESS PEARL

He is the priceless pearl in Mother Yasoda’s Household,
Endowed with endless powers, he is Devaki’s lovable child;

The most valuable Ruby in the palms of cowherdesses,
The brilliant Diamond against his enemy Kamsa’s excesses,
The light of the three worlds the Emerald in its brilliance;
He is our little Krishna in his splendor and heavenly radiance;

The coruscant Coral shine of his adorable wife Rukmini’s lips,
The luminous Hessonite blinds on the Govardhana hill trips,
The Cat’s Eye light and shades in between conch and wheel slips,
He is our lotus eyed cherub in his glory and magnificence strips;

The amazing yellow sapphire on the hoods Kaliya snake,
The Lord of the Seven Hills is the Blue Sapphire in make;
The invaluable Pearl brought from the immense ocean of milk,
He is Padmanabha with lotus flower from his navel in child’s ilk;

He is the priceless pearl in Mother Yasoda’s Household,
Endowed with endless powers, he is Devaki’s lovable child;
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80.

Ç¨Ïi Ü«∞=`å~° g∞ «̀ñ_»∞ - J#fl=∞Ü«∞º

J~°Ü«∞ =∂QÆ∞~°∞ñ _ç̀ «ñ - _»#fl=∞Ü«∞º II Ñ¨Å¡q II

1. "≥·‰õΩO~î°<å ä̂Œ∞x= Œ̂Ì - =_çñ ÉÏ_»∞K«∞#fl"åñ_»∞

PHõ~°"≥∞ÿ `åà◊§áêHõ - J#fl=∞Ü«∞º,
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80.  SRI ANNAMACHARYA

He is the incarnation of Srihari, this Annamayya,
He is our teacher and spiritual guide, sri Annamayya!

He is the great lyricist singing at the feet of our Lord,
He is the sea of songs this Tallapaka Annamayya bard,
He is immortal in the refuge at the feet of the great God,
He is the eternal songster our Tallapaka Annamayya bard;

He is singing praises of the Lord in the milky ocean,
He is the master writer this Tallapaka Annamayya bard;
He is playing at the celestial orbit of the ever shining sun,
He is the famous vocalist this Tallapaka Annamayya bard;

He is the reputed scribe that worshipped Indira’s husband,
He is the glorious rhymester our Tallapaka Annamayya bard,
He is singing in the attendance, of Lord Venkateswara, grand,
He is with his words and action our Tallapaka Annamayya bard;

He is the incarnation of Srihari, this Annamayya,
He is our teacher and spiritual guide, sri Annamayya!
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NOTES- (WIKIPEDIA)

Lord Venkateswara – also known as Srinivasa, Balaji, Venkata,
Venkata Ramana, Venkatachalapati, Tirupati Timmappa and
Govinda, is a form of the Hindu god Vishnu. Venkateswara’s most
prominent temple is the Tirumala Venkateswara Temple located
in Tirupathi, Andhra Pradesh in Southern India.

Venkateswara literally means “Lord of Venkata”. The word is a
combination of the words Venkata (the name of a hill in Andhra Pradesh)
and isvara (“Lord”). According to the Brahmanda and Bhavishyottara
Puranas, the word “Venkata” means “destroyer of sins”, deriving from
the Sanskrit words vem (sins) and kata (power of immunity).

Every year, lakhs of devotees donate a large amount of wealth at
the Tirumala Venkateswara Temple at Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh.
Goddess Lakshmi, also referred as Sri, once had a fight with Lord
Vishnu and left Vaikunta. She came and settled on earth in disguise. Lord
Vishnu soon arrived on earth searching for Goddess Lakshmi. But He failed
to find her and instead settled on Tirumala hills in the form of a forest
gatherer and continued the search. During the search, Lord Vishnu met a
beautiful girl named Padmavati who was the daughter of the King of the
seven hills in Tirumala. They both fell in love and decided to get married.

The father of Padmavati asked for a huge bridal price and to pay
the money Lord Vishnu took a large loan from Kubera, the Hindu god
who is the treasurer of wealth. Kubera gave the loan on the condition
that Vishnu cannot return to Vaikunta (heavenly abode) without paying
off the debt.

Venkateswara Temple is a landmark Vaishnavite temple situated
in the hill town of Tirumala at Tirupati in Chittoor district of Andhra
Pradesh, India. The Temple is dedicated to Lord Sri Venkateswara, an
incarnation of Vishnu, who is believed to have appeared here to save
mankind from trials and troubles of Kali Yuga. Hence the place has also
got the name Kaliyuga Vaikuntham and the Lord here is referred to as
Kaliyuga Prathyaksha Daivam. The temple is also known by other names
like Tirumala Temple, Tirupati Temple, Tirupati Balaji Temple. Lord
Venkateswara is known by many other names: Balaji, Govinda, and
Srinivasa.
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Tirumala Hills are part of Seshachalam Hills range. The hills are
853 metres (2,799 ft) above sea level. The Hills comprises seven peaks,
representing the seven heads of Adisesha. The temple lies on the seventh
peak -Venkatadri, on the southern banks of Sri Swami Pushkarini, a holy
water tank. Hence the temple is also referred to as “Temple of Seven
Hills”. Tirumala town covers about 10.33 sq mi (26.75 km) in area.

The Temple is constructed in Dravidian architecture and is believed
to be constructed over a period of time starting from 300 AD. The
Garbagriha (Sanctum Sanctorum) is called AnandaNilayam. The
presiding deity, Venkateswara, is in standing posture and faces east in
Garbha griha. The temple follows Vaikhanasa Agama tradition of worship.
The temple is one of the eight Vishnu Swayambhu Kshetras and is listed
as 106th and the last earthly Divya Desam. The Temple premises had
two modern Queue complex buildings to organize the pilgrim rush,
Tarigonda Vengamamba Annaprasadam complex for free meals to
Pilgrims, hair tonsure buildings and a number of pilgrim lodging sites.

It is the richest temple in the world in terms of donations received
and wealth. The temple is visited by about 50,000 to 100,000 pilgrims
daily (30 to 40 million people annually on average), while on special
occasions and festivals, like the annual Brahmotsavam, the number of
pilgrims shoots up to 500,000, making it the most-visited holy place in the
world. In 2016, it was reported that 27.3 million pilgrims visited the temple.

There are several legends associated with the manifestation of
the Lord in Tirumala. According to one legend, the temple has
a murti(deity) of Lord Venkateswara, which it is believed shall remain
here for the entire duration of the present Kali Yuga.

During Dvapara Yuga, Adisesha resided on earth as Seshachalam
Hills after losing a contest with Vayu. According to Puranas, Tirumala is
regarded as Adivaraha Kshetra. After killing Hiranyaksha, Adivaraha
resided on this hill. Sri Venkatachala Mahatyam is the widely accepted
legend over Tirumala Temple.

During Kali Yuga, Narada advised Rishis who were performing
Yajna to decide who could be given the fruits of yagna among Trimurtis.
Bhrigu was sent to test Trimurtis. The sage who had an extra eye in the
sole of his foot visited Lord Brahma and Lord Shiva and went unnoticed
in both these locations. At last he visited Vishnu and the lord acts as if
he had not noticed Bhrigu. Getting angered by this act, sage Bhrigu
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kicked Lord Vishnu in the chest, to which Vishnu did not react and
instead apologized to the Sage by massaging his feet. During this act,
he squashed the extra eye that was present in the sole of Bhrigu’s foot.
However Lakshmi finds it as an insult and had left Vaikuntam onto Earth
to Kolhapur and started meditating.

Lord Vishnu bore human form as Srinivasa, left Vaikuntam, in
search of Lakshmi, reached Tirumala Hills and started meditating.
Lakshmi came to know about the condition of Srinivasa and prayed to
Siva and Brahma. Siva and Brahma then converted themselves into Cow
and Calf and Goddess Lakshmi had handed over the cow and calf
to Chola king ruling over Tirumala Hills at that time. The Cow would
provide milk to Srinivasa daily while it was taken for grazing. One day
Cowherd saw this and tried to beat the Cow with staff but Lord Srinivasa
had borne the injury. Getting angered by this Srinivasa had cursed the
Chola king to become a Demon as dharma says Servants sin should be
borne by Kings. The king prayed for mercy after which Srinivasa said to
him, that the King should take next birth as Akasaraja and should perform
marriage of his daughter Padmavati with Srinivasa.

Lord Srinivasa went to his mother Vakula Devi on Tirumala hills
and stayed there for a while. After curse Chola king took rebirth as
Akasaraja and he had a daughter named Padmavati who was born in the
Padmapushkarini situated at present day Tiruchanur in Andhra Pradesh.
Lord Srinivasa married Padmavati at present day Narayanavanam in
Andhra Pradesh and will return to Tirumala Hills. After few months
Goddess Lakshmi had come to know about the marriage of Srinivasa
with Padamavati and went to Tirumala hills to question Srinivasa. It is
said that the Lord srinivasa turns into Stone right when he was
encountered by Lakshmi and Padmavathi. Lord Brahma and Shiva appear
before the confused queens and explain the main purpose behind all
this - The Lord’s desire to be on the 7 hills for the emancipation of
mankind from the perpetual troubles of Kali Yuga. Goddesses Lakshmi
and Padmavathi also turn into stone deities expressing their wish to be
with their Lord always. Lakshmi stays with Him on His Chest on the left
side while Padmavathi rests on His Chest’s right side.

THE TEMPLE-

The first recorded endowment was made by Pallava queen
Samavai in the year 966 CE. She donated many jewels and two parcels
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of land(one 10 acres and other 13 acres) and ordered to use the revenues
generated from that land to be used for the celebration of major festivals
in the temple. The Pallava dynasty(9th century), the Chola dynasty(10th
century), and Vijayanagara pradhans (14th and 15th centuries) were
committed devotees of Lord Venkateswara. The temple gained most of
its current wealth and size under the Vijayanagara Empire, with the
donation of diamonds and gold. In 1517, Vijayanagara
Emperor Krishnadevaraya, on one of his many visits to the temple,
donated gold and jewels, enabling the Ananda Nilayam (inner shrine)
roofing to be gilded. After the decline of Vijayanagara Empire, leaders
from states such as the Kingdom of Mysore and the Gadwal
Samsthanam worshiped as pilgrims and gave ornaments and valuables
to the temple. Maratha general Raghoji I Bhonsle (died 1755) visited
the temple and set up a permanent administration for the conduct of
worship in the temple.

After the dusk of Vijayanagara Empire, the temple went into the
hands of Golconda in July 1656 and then it was under the French for a
short period of time and under Nawab of Carnatic till 1801 CE. With
the advent of British during the early 19th century, the management of
the temple passed to hands of East India Company, who accorded special
status to temple and avoided interference in temple activities. Madras
government passed Regulation seven of 1817, which passed the temple
to Board of Revenue through collector of North Arcot District. In 1821,
Bruce of England had drawn rules for the management of Temple which
is referred to as Bruce’s Code.

In 1843 the East India Company transferred the Administration
of Temple along with other Temples in Tirupati to Mahants of Hathiramji
Muth, who acted as Vicaranakartas. It was under the rule of Mahants for
six generations until 1933 when Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams was
formed as a result of the TTD Act in 1933. The Act of 1933 was
superseded by Madras Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowment Act
of 1951. Again in 1966, the temple was placed under direct control
of Andhra pradesh State Endowments Department, with Andhra Pradesh
Charitable and Hindu Religious Institutions and Endowments act. In
1979, act of 1966 was rolled back with new Tirumala Tirupati
Devasthanams act, where temple administration was vested to a
committee consisting of Executive officer, Chairman and two other
members nominated by Government of Andhra Pradesh.
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The temple bears as many as 640 inscriptions in Kannada,
Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu languages. There is a unique collection of about
3000 copper plates on which the Telugu Sankirtanas of Tallapaka
Annamacharya and his descendants are inscribed. This collection forms
a valuable source of material for a historical linguist in Telugu apart
from its importance to musicologists.

Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams(TTD) is the trust board which
oversees and manages the operations of Tirumala Venkateswara Temple.
It is operated by a Board of Trustees that has increased in size from five
(1951) to eighteen (2015) through the adoption of Acts. The daily
operation and management of TTD is the responsibility of an executive
officer who is appointed by the Government of Andhra Pradesh.

Dwarams and Prakarams

There are three Dwarams(entrances) which lead to Garbhagriha
from outside. Mahadwaram also known as padikavali is the first
entrance which is provided through Mahaprakaram(outer compound
wall). A 50 feet, five storied Gopuram(Temple tower) is constructed over
this Mahadwaram with seven Kalasams at its apex. Vendivakili(Silver
Entrance) also known as Nadimipadikavali is the second entrance and
is provided through Sampangi Prakaram (Inner compound wall). A three
storied Gopuram is constructed over Vendivakili with seven Kalasams
at its apex. Bangaruvakili(Golden Entrance) is the third entrance which
will lead into Garbhagriha. There are two tall copper images of
the Dvarapalakas Jaya-Vijaya on either side of this door. The thick
wooden door is covered with gold gilt plates depicting
the Dasavathaaram of Vishnu.

Pradakshinams

Circumambulation around Sanctum sanctorum in the temple or
deities is called Pradakshinam. There are two circumbulation paths in
the temple. The first one is area between Mahaprakaram and
sampangiprakaram. This path known as Sampangipradakshinam has
many Mandapas, Dwajasthambam, Balipeetam, Kshetrapalika sila,
prasadam distribution area etc. The Vimanapradakhinam is the
second pradakshinam, which circumbulates Ananda Nilayam Vimanam.
This path has sub-shrines dedicted to Varadaraja and Yoga Narasimha,
Potu(main kitchen), Bangaru Bavi(golden well), Ankurarpana
Mandapam, Yagasala, Nanala (coins and Notla (Paper notes) Parkamani,
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Almyrah of Sandal paste (Chandanapu ara), cell of records, Sannidhi
Bhashyakarulu, Lords’s hundi and the seat of Vishvaksena.

Anandanilayam vimanam and Garbhagriha

Garbhagriha is the Sanctum sanctorum where the presiding deity
Lord Venkateswara resides along with other small deities. Golden
Entrance leads to Garbhagriha. There are two more doors in
between Bangaruvakili and Garbhagriha. The deity will be in a standing
posture with four hands one in varada posture, one placed over thigh
and other two holding Shanka and Sudarshana Chakra. The deity is
decorated with precious ornaments. The deity bears Goddess Lakshmi on
the right chest and Goddess Padmavathi on the left. Pilgrims are not
allowed to enter the Garbhagriha (beyond Kulasekharapadi (path))

Ananda Nilayam Vimanam is the main Gopuram constructed over
‘Garbhagriha. This is a three storied Gopuram and has single Kalasam
at its apex. It was covered with gilt copper plates and covered with a
golden vase. There are many deities of gods carved over this Gopuram.
On this Gopuram, there is a deity of Venkateswara known as ”Vimana
Venkateswara” which is believed to be exact replica of deity
inside Garbhagriha.

As per Vaikanasa agamas, Venkateswara is represented by
five deities(berams) including the Moolavirat which are together referred
to as Pancha beramulu(Pancha means five;Beram means Deity). The
five deities are Dhruva Beram(Moolavar), Kautuka Beram, Snapana
Beram, Utsava Beram, Bali Beram. All the pancha berams are placed in
the Garbha griha under Ananda Nilayam Vimanam.

Moolavirat or Dhruva Beram- In the centre of Garbha griha,
under the Ananda Nilayam Vimana, the Moolavirat of Venkateswara is
seen in standing posture on lotus base, with four arms, two holding
Shanka and Chakra and one in Varada posture and other in Kati posture.
This deity is considered the main source of energy for the temple and
adorns with Namam and jewels including vajra kiritam(diamond crown),
Makarakundalams, Nagabharanam, Makara Kanti, Saligrama haram,
Lakshmi haram. Venkateswara’s consort, Lakshmi will be staying on the
chest of the Moolavirat as Vyuha Lakshmi.

Bhoga Srinivasa or Kautuka Beram — This is a small one-foot
(0.3 m) silver deity which was given to the temple in 614 AD
by Pallava Queen Samavai for conducting festivals. Bhoga Srinivasa is
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always placed near the left foot of Moolavirat and is always connected
to the main deity by a holy Sambandha Kroocha.This deity will receive
many daily sevas(pleasures) on behalf of Moolavar and hence known as
Bhoga Srinivasa(In Telugu: Bhoga means Pleasure). This deity receives
Ekanthaseva daily

 
and SahasraKalasabhisheka on Wednesdays.

Ugra Srinivasa or Snapana Beram - This deity represents the
fearsome(Telugu: Ugra means angry) aspect of Lord Venkateswara. This
deity is the main processional deity until 1330 CE when it was replaced
by Malayappa swami deity. Ugra Srinivasa remains inside the sanctum
sanctorum and comes out on a procession only one day in a year:
on Kaishika Dwadasi, before the sunrise. This deity receives
daily abhishekam on behalf of Moolavirat, giving the name Snapana
Beram(Sanskrit: Snapana means cleansing)

Malayappa swami or Utsava Beram - Malayappa is the
processional deity(Utsava beram) of the Temple and is always flanked
by the deities of his consorts Sridevi and Bhudevi. This deity receives
all festivals like Brahmotsavams, Kalyanotsavam, Dolotsavam,
Vasanthotsavam, Sahasra deepalankarana seva, Padmavati
parinyotsavams, pushpapallaki, Anivara asthanam, Ugadi asthanam etc.

Koluvu Srinivasa or Bali Beram- Koluvu Srinivasa represents
Bali Beram. Koluvu Srinivasa is regarded as the guardian deity of the
temple that presides over its financial and economic affairs. Daily Koluvu
seva(Telugu: Koluvu means engaged in) will be held in the morning,
during which, the previous day’s offerings, income, expenditures are
notified to this deity, with a presentation of accounts. Panchanga
sravanam also will be held at the same time during which that particular
days Tithi, sunrise and sunset time, nakshatra are notified to the
Venkateswara

Seven Hills

• Vrushabhadri—Hill of Nandi, the vahana of Lord Shiva

• Anjanadri—Hill of Lord Hanuman.

• Neeladri—Hill of Neela Devi

• Garudadri or Garudachalam—Hill of Garuda, the vahana of Lord Vishnu

• Seshadri or Seshachalam—Hill of Sesha, the dasa of Lord Vishnu

• Narayanadri—Hill of Narayana. Srivari Padalu are located here

• Venkatadri—Hill of Lord Venkateswara
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Tallapaka Annamacharya (or Annamayya); 22 May 1408 – 4
April 1503) was a 15th-century Hindu saint and is the earliest known
Indian musician to compose songs called sankirtanas in praise of the
god Venkateswara, a form of Vishnu. He is the first known composer in
carnatic music. Other composers like Purandaradasa came after him.
The musical form of the keertana songs that he composed, which are
still popular among Carnatic music concert artists, have strongly
influenced the structure of Carnatic music compositions. Annamacharya
is remembered for his saintly life, and is honoured as a great devotee of
Vishnu by devotees and saintly singers.

He is believed to have been the avatar of Nandaka, the sword of
Vishnu. He is widely regarded as the Andhra Pada kavitâ Pitâmaha
(Grandfather of Telugu song-writing).

Annamacharya was born on Vaishakha Shuddha Pournami in the
year Sarwadhari (22 May 1408) in Tallapaka, Near Rajampet Mandal, a
village in current day Kadapa district of Andhra Pradesh, India. He was
born into Nandavarika Niyogi family. His wife, Timmakka, had
written Subhadra Kalyanam, and is considered the first female poet
in Telugu literature. Their son, Pedda Tirumalacharya, and grandson,
Tallapaka Chinnayya, were also composers and poets.

The Tallapaka compositions are considered to have dominated
and influenced the structure of Carnatic music compositions.
Annamacharya lived for 95 years until Phalguna Bahula (Krishna)
Dvadashi (12th day after full moon) in the year Dhundhubhi (4 April
1503).

Annamacharya is said to have composed as many as 32,000
sankeertanas (songs) on the god Venkateswara of which only about
12,000 are available today. He is also the author of musical treatise
called ”Sankirthana lakshanamu”.

Annamacharya considered his compositions as floral offerings
to Venkateswara. In the poems, he praises the deity, describes his love
for him, argues and quarrels with the Lord, confesses the devotee’s
failures and apprehensions, and surrenders himself to Venkateshwara.
His songs are classified into the Adhyaatma (spiritual) and Sringaara
(romantic) sankeertanas genres. His songs in the “Sringaara” genre
worship Venkateswara by describing the romantic adventures
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of Venkateshwara and his consort Alamelu, while others describe
the Bhakti of his devotees.

In his later keertanas, he espouses subjects such as morality,
dharma and righteousness. He was one of the first few who opposed the
social stigma towards the untouchable castes in his era, with his
sankeertanas explaining that the relationship between God and human
is the same irrespective of the latter’s color, caste and financial status.
His prodigious literary career earned him a place among the all-time
greats of Telugu literature.

While he enjoyed popularity in his days, his compositions were
forgotten for over three centuries. Mentioned in 1849, they were later
found engraved on copper plates, hidden for centuries inside the Sri
Venkateshwara temple at Tirumala, just opposite the Hundi, concealed
in a very small room. An English translation of 150 of these verses was
published in 2005.
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Fellow in VASCULAR SURGERY
Post graduate Diplomate in Human Rights
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Cell animation Specialist- Heart Animation Academy
Computer Animation Specialist- Pentafour- Chennai
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Fellow of Indo- Asian Poetry Society
Founder of Writer's Corner / Srijana Lokam
Columnist - Andhra Jyothi (Nivedana)
Founder of Waves (Warangal Aids Voluntary Educational Society)

I. Poetry (Telugu)
1. Alchemy
2. Vaana Mabbula Kanthi Khadgam
3. Tea Kappulo Toofan
4. Tangeti Junnu
5. Karakatakam (Cancer)
6. Oka Sarassu – Aneka Hamsalu (Psychiatry)
7. Marana Saasanam
8. Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram
9. Kuyyo – Morro Satakam
10. Bhairava Satakam

II. Poetry (English)
11. Shades
12. The Twilight Zone
13. My Poem is My Birth Certificate
14. The Pendulum Clock, The Gramophone,

The Typewriter and The Pen
15. The Vigilance Whistle!
16. How to Cook a Delicious Poem
17. Windows and Apples
18. The Guerdon of Poesy
19. The Haste Land
20. Bees Need No Invitation When Flowers Bloom...
21. The Poet that launched a thousand poems
22. Walking with My Moon
23. Reflections
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III. Stories, Novels, Essays… (Telugu)
24. Katti Anchupai (Noir Stories)
25. Chupke – Chupke (Woman diseases)
26. Akshararchana
27. Deepa Nirvana Gandham (Death)
28. Swapna Sastram (Dreams-1)
29. Kalalu-Peeda Kalalu (Dreams-2)
30. Satyanveshanalo (Novel)
31. Sankya Sastram (Numerology)
32. Dr. Jayadev Cartoons (Cartoons)
33. Kathalu – kavitalu
34. Genome (Biotechnology Novel)

IV Stories, Novels, Essays (English)
35. In Search of Truth (Novel)
36. How to be happy (Philosophy)
37. Bouquet of Telugu Songs and Poems

V Translations (English to Telugu)
38. Iliad (Homer)
39. Odyssey (Homer)
40. Epic Cycle (Homer)
41. Three Greek Tragedies
42. The Poems of Sappho
43. Aeneid (Virgil)
44. Pilgrim’s Progress (John Bunyan)
45. Paradise Lost (John Milton)
46. Paradise Regained (John Milton)
47. Divine Comedy (Dante)
48. Faust (Goethe)
49. World Famous Stories
50. Namdeo Dhasal Poetry
51. William Blake Poetry
52. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part I
53. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part II
54. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part III
55. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part IV
56. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part V
57. Russian Poetry
58. Jalapatam (Eighteen English Poets)
59. Dabbu Manishi (Money Poetry)
60. Santi Yuddham (War-Peace)
61. Christu Adbhuta Geethalu
62. The Path of Christ
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63. Silappadikaram
64. Manimekhala
65. Sangam Poetry
66. Conference of Birds (Attar)
67. Masnavi - Part 1
68. Masnavi - Part 2
69. Masnavi - Part 3
70. Masnavi - Part 4
71. Masnavi - Part 5
72. Masnavi - Part 6
73. Madhusala (Edward Fitzgerald)
74. Sougandhika (Master Poems in English-1)
75. Toorpu Padamara (Master Poems in English-2)
76. Prema Kurisina Velalo… (Master Poems in English-3)
77. Vallu Mugguru (Master Poems in English-4)
78. Alanati Kothagali (Master Poems in English-5)
79. Manchu Toofan (Master Poems in English-6)
80. Endaa – Vaana (Master Poems in English-7)
81. Pillanagrovi Pipupu (Master Poems in English-8)
82. Naalugu Dikkulu (Master Poems in English-9)
83. Allanta Doorana Aa Paata Vinavacche (Master Poems in English-10)
84. Divya Vastrala Kosam (Master Poems in English-11)
85. Oka Madhusala (Master Poems in English-12)
86. The Axion Esti (Odysseus Elytis)
87. Love & Death (Frederico Garcio Lorca)
88. Ten Thousand Lines (Edwin Cordevilla)
89. Century of Love (Roula Pollard)
90. Pablo Neruda Poetry
91. Mexican Poetry
92. Inanna (Queen of Heaven and Earth)
93. Sataroopa (A.K. Khanna)
94. Aamani (Master Poems in English-13)
95. Kotha Deepalu (Master Poems in English-14)

VI Translations (From Telugu, Hindi to English)
96. Bhagavatam (Potana)
97. Soundarya Lahari (Sankaracharya)
98. Modern Bhagavadgita
99. Samparayam (Suprasanna)
100. The Tree of Fire (Anumandla Bhoomaiah)
101. The Poems of Kuppam (Seeta Ram)
102. We Need a Language (T.W. Sudhakar)
103. The Broken Grammer (T.W. Sudhakar)
104. The Voice of Telangana (Madiraju Ranga Rao)
105. Fire and Ice (Rama Chandramouli)
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106. The Tears of Bliss
107. This is no Streaking (Stories – K.K. Menon)
108. The Pool of Blood (Novel – Ampasayya Naveen)
109. Madhusala (Harivamsa Roy Bacchan)
110. Journey to Manasa Sarovar (English poetry)
111. Smooth Hands- Sosonjan A. Khan- (Bilingual)
112. Dancing Winds- Maria Miraglia (Bilingual)
113. Moments- Alicja Kubreska (Bilingual)
114. Tayouan Pai Pai- Yaw-Chin Fang(Bilingual)
115. The World of Extinct Lamps- Izabela Zubko (Tri lingual)
116. Pearls of Wisdom- Pramila Khadun- (Bilingual)
117. The Wind my lover- Ade C. Manila-(Bilingual)
118. The Mystic  Mariner- Madan Gandhi (Bilingual)
119. Ten Color Rainbow - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
120. The True Meaning of Life - Rashid Pelpuo
121. The Wind My Lover - Ade C. (Bilingual)
122. Jak Ziemia Po Pierwszym Deszezu - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
123. Prima Ballerina Roberta Di Laura
124. The Casket of Vermilion (English Poetry)
125. Barefoot to Arcadia - Aprilia Zank (Bilingual)
126. Lets be one in The One - George Onsy (Bilingual)
127. Riding the Tide - Ashok Bhargava (Bilingual)
128. The Collected poems of Dr. LSR Prasad

New ones- to be released
129. The Epic of Gilgamesh
130. Krzysztof Kokot - Around the Haiku
131. Renata Cygan - I am a troubadour
132. Sergio Camellini - The Planet of Pink Clouds
133. Kumkum Bharine
134. Oulaya Drissi El Bouzaidi - A Long-winged Breath
135. Agnieszka Jarzebowska - The Fifth Season
136. The Making of Mahatma
137. Juliusz Erazm Bolek - The Secrets of life - A Calendar in verse
138. The Songs of Annamayya
139. Basudeb Chakraborti Poetry
140. Poland Poetry - As Clear as the Sun
141. Nazi Naaman Poetry






